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Welcome to 2020 my friends. What fine message of encouragement shall you offer us at the beginning of this
new decade?
Welcome to each and Everyone. Each and every one who looks up to your stars in wonder during the
evening silence. Each and every one who’s heart sings out Love to those stars, in wonderment and great
expectation. Each and every one who longs to feel their heart beat to the same rhythm of the drum that
tunes in with the GREAT I AM, as your Mother Earth grounds you and holds you safe.
You are CHILDREN OF THE LIGHT. You were offered this position and with Grace you accepted.
Now in this NEW TIME … THIS NEW ERA will you experience the enormous changes that have been
spoken of, written about and set in your hearts.
Lift your hearts. Lift your voices. Make choices that serve you and therefore, serve the whole.
Deliver unto yourselves the very KNOWING of that which you KNOW as TRUTH and let it reside deep
within your Being.
YOU ARE TO BE THE ONES WHO SAVE YOUR PLANET. This is not new news. Yet, it is within these years
ahead that you will recognise that which we offer as information to assist, to be that which is TRUTH
FOR YOU.
Take note, take great pride in the noticeable changes within you. Be alert to the noticeable changes
around you and no matter how they may appear … KNOW that ALL IS AS SHOULD BE and ALL THAT IS
BEING PRESENTED is leading you through to the Higher Place of residence in which you all belong.
Dearest Souls … Onwards, onwards, onwards. There is nothing new to say. No great revelation to present
to you at this time. Everything you long to hear, everything your hearts desire to feel, has already been
awakened within you. It is up to you now to brighten this spark within you. For many it has moved into a
Brighter flame … full of strength, Trust and understanding of that which lies ahead. For many others, the
spark is very weak and requires your Love and feathered wings to surround them in comfort and words
of encouragement.
Encouragement to let souls know that all that is taking place … all that is being brought to the surface is
for the Highest Good. That which each one of you is to share, is not so much about that which you know
regarding this, that and the other, that is to be brought to the front of the line regarding the running of
your Planet … yet, that which you are to share is that of your Heart. You will find yourselves teachers to
so many that have no clue about who they Truly are.
So many, dearest friends, are still in the preparatory years of their awakening and it is by/through
example that you shall ‘lead the way through’ … Over the bridge onto a brighter land.
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Well 2020 is here! I remember about 8 years ago feeling that this date was so far away and how so much will
have changed by then … and yes things have changed … we have moved on, yet, not as far as I was imagining.
Dearest Blossom … Each breath that one takes changes your Planet. Each thought one manifests into
Being, changes your Planet. More and more bright sparks are walking into the Light and feeling happy
to be seen within it. Let not that which has hindered anyone of you in the past get in your way in these
days of wonder that are to come.
Release all that needs to slip away into the silence of nothingness and allow only chatter of Goodness,
Hope and Light Love to be uttered from your lips.
2020! You have graduated into a Higher position. All is on course. The strength that lies within you now
has alerted you to become aware of your INNER LIGHT. You no longer hum and haw over that which you
think you may possibly be?
YOU KNOW WHO YOU ARE AND ALL YOU NEED TO DO IS FEEL IT … LIVE IT … BE IT.
THAT’S IT!
Enter into this new decade with a heart full of Hope and Trust.
As each unfolding is presented to ALL … do not for one moment allow your Vibration to slump.
Remain in strength. Keep Laughter at a heightened level for you KNOW how much the Vibration of
Laughter can immediately change the Energy of sorrow or pain or disbelief.
There will be much of the latter.
Disbelief?
Yes, Blossom, for that which is to be openly exposed will, without question bring disbelief into the
thoughts of many. Many, shall at first, not be able to comprehend that which is related on your news
feeds and in all media that shall spread like wildfire.
This which we say is nothing new yet, we are just confirming that which is to take place in these coming
days.
Thank you. Yes, it all sounds familiar and I guess until it ALL comes out, we cannot really know to what extent
you are speaking of. Yet, we are ready … more than ready … to get this show on the road. Speaking of wildfire,
it would be unfitting for me not to ask you to comment on the devastation of the fires that are sweeping my
country of Australia. WHAT is going on there?
Firstly, our Love and courage is sent to those who are immediately affected. Yet, the Love and support
that is being offered on ground level by the souls of beautiful human beings is certainly uplifting many.
Do you see, dearest ones? Many will choose to fall into a slump and feed into the Energy of the tragedy.
Yet, many will choose to be heart warmed in the knowing that HUMANKIND is in fact, that …. KIND! So
much of your media is designed to keep you at bay. To have you wallow in the stories that bring your
Energy down. This is why it is done. This is their purpose. Yet, you know better now. You know to focus
on the few stories you hear of heroic actions and purest compassion.
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For the lives lost … it was their time. For the lives saved it shall bring them new life, new ways, new
understanding. For ‘nature’s Beings’ who returned their life force back into the Earth, they shall rise
again in a different Energy as the Phoenix rises from the ashes.
A cleansing is indeed taking place. There is much upon ‘The land of the Rock’ that needs to be cleansed
energetically … Energy that was there long before one thought Australia was in existence.
Really? Can you elaborate on that?
That which is KNOWN to be TRUTH about SO MUCH … IS NOT!
You may think that the native to your country was the original native. We would suggest that ‘others
from elsewhere’ laid ‘foot’ upon that land long, long before that which is known.
This is what we mean, Blossom. SO MUCH is hidden from the majority. For your ‘history’ books are very
much that … ‘HIS STORY’.
Who’s he?
He is ‘those who did not want you to know your origins’. If you were to be living in a world where TRUTH
had never been disguised, your world would certainly be of a very different Vibration than the one it had
sunk into.
Yet, we have said that so much shall be disclosed and soon! One revelation HAS to lead to the next and
the next, for they are all on the same path.
So, back to the fires and the cleansing?
Yes indeed, much of that is occurring. Yet, like most things, it is not just about the cleansing. For it is also
part of a plot to cause destruction and devastation and again, as we say … give a reason for souls to look
‘down’ upon it all. With the greatest of respect … with all the water surrounding your island, do you not
think that there are ways for it to be ‘put out’ … right now this very day?
Your governments have more than enough resources to download gallons and gallons at a time onto
these burning landscapes, yet, it suits not their purposes.
Eh? Do you mean governments of Australia, for surely, they want these fires stopped?
Dearest Blossom, the powers that assume they are running the show have influence over all
governments … Make no mistake about that.
It doesn’t surprise me, that which you say. Yet, none the less, pretty sickening
Yet, merely an hors d’oeuvre in comparison to that which is yet to be served up.
Stories are of a mixed nature concerning what is happening with these flames. Are you following your
TRUTH?
We would be so bold and state quite categorically that these fires are unnecessary and ‘derived’.
Derived from?
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The same ‘bunch’ we always speak of, that wish ill upon all.
I have heard that chemtrails have dropped chemicals into the air that spark and ignite and flare up fires. Is this
of which you speak?
Without question. You see, Blossom, this ‘bunch’ has no LOVE for human Beings. They are void of feelings
and all emotional upheaval and pain that they cause others. To FEEL is not on their agenda. To gain
power, to have it all … IS!
Yet again … as you WARRIORS OF LIGHT march forth … KNOW THAT IT IS OVER.
KNOW THAT THE TURN AROUND IS IN MOTION.
THIS YEAR SHALL BLOW IT ALL WIDE OPEN.
Those that are involved in all that is of darkness shall begin to FEEL once again … and this is why we ask
you of the Greatest Light to send them your LOVE … for the FEELINGS that shall arise within them when
their soul awakens them to what they have done, and the pain they have caused shall be a ‘hell within
a hell’ that they cannot escape from, until they have been forgiven by all and themselves. A long, long
journey indeed.
A hell within a hell?
Our consideration of hell is not a place. Yet, a state of Being that only the self can free themselves from.
That which you call God is not ‘the One’ to condone or condemn. It is each one of you that mark out your
pathway … in any world … of/within … your mind’s perspective.
So, within all that is already taking place … do not forget to look around to see what you can ‘sniff out’
going on in the background … for you will find that to be of great importance and yet, it is not ‘meant’ to
be seen/known.
FOR THIS NEW YEAR … remain HIGH!
I’ll drink to that! (speaking as a Tea totaller!)
FIND THE LIGHTER SIDE OF EVERYTHING. FOR THERE IS THE LIGHT IN ALL THINGS.
Strengthen your strength and be prepared for ANYTHING. It is necessary to BE so.
Visualise. Visualise. Visualise yourselves jumping … for/in …. Joy.
Visualise. Visualise. Visualise yourselves FEELING Peace as ONE NATION OF BEINGS OF LIGHTLOVE.
Dearest Ones, you CAN FEEL IT, can’t you?
You can feel this change so close now … The expectancy of NEW LIFE that a mother feels inside of her
womb, is very much the same. The waiting is necessary, yet, the KNOWING the NEW LIFE shall come is
the prize.
We LOVE YOU. WE ARE WITH YOU SO MUCH MORE THAN YOU KNOW.
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We have our ways of ‘dodging’ the system that thinks they can keep us out!
I am sure you do. I am feeling elated energetically after this session. I am sure my heart is moving on up! Thank
you.
Everyone’s heart is doing the same. It is inevitable. For the Energies entering in are preparing you for
what is to come and in order for it to come … one must be of a Higher disposition.
SO CLOSE NOW. SO CLOSE.
As always, I shall perch myself on the fence and keep an eye out! SO good to be back with you . in Gratitude. In
Loving service. I AM.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 2

2 February 2020
Hello there! Giving it another go, to see if we are able to communicate. So much going on for everyone. So many
Energies of all Vibrations flying around and yet, onwards we march! How is it where you are and do you fancy a
swap?
Dearest Blossom. Welcome to you and may our Energies be compatible … Indeed, ALL Energies be
compatible in order for us to chat and discuss as we like to do.
You are correct in saying about the different Vibrations. This is what is causing so much upheaval for
everyone in these times. As the Vibration of your Planet is lifting into a more deserving position, it is
rejecting Vibrational magnetic fields that ‘want to come along for the ride’. The struggle between the
Higher and the lower frequencies is an unruly dance conducted by the lower sensations and this is what
is causing so much ‘unforgettable’ disturbance.
Why do you say ‘unforgettable’?
Because is it not a term used to ‘remember’ if we look at it that way?
I guess so. Yet, I wouldn’t really want to remember this particular time as it is not one to put in the ‘Fondest
memories’ album.
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And yet WHEN THS IS ALL OVER … WHEN EVERYTHNG THAT NEEDS TO BE SAID AND DONE IS SAID AND
DONE … you WILL remember it and look back fondly upon it because it is recognised as the ending
process of the old … as you bring in the New.
The New shall bring such Strength and Happiness to all.
The New shall allow you to FEEL the YOU that you TRULY are.
Everyone, including myself, seems to be feeling so vulnerable. So much is happening to so many … is it
absolutely necessary for this to take place on an individual, personal level? So many needing to be in hospital, so
many being served up, what I consider to be unnecessary predicaments that are far from pleasant. I mean why
does it have to be so personal when the clearing of Energies is ‘in the air’, if you get me?
Yet, you are all One and the same. That which one is experiencing … is experienced for the Whole.
ALL that is taking place in one person’s life is like ‘taking one for the team’. Everything that you are now
working through, is ridding the planet of all the ‘stuff’ that HAS TO BE RELEASED in order for the pathway
ahead to be clear.
With respect … Haven’t we been doing that for the last few decades and then some?
Keep in mind Blossom, you and everyone else aware of their Light, are not just dealing with a few fibs
here and there, or a little bit of jewellery theft.
You are dealing with the dark side of the WHOLE! You are choosing to be part of the removal system of
all that has fallen into the pit of misery, greed, hate, … shall we go on?
No need, yet, yes, please do, just out of interest.
Jealousy, lust, pride, deceit. ALL that is below the line of that which is acceptable.
We previously expressed to you that this coming year would be a most interesting one in many forms of
itself. One thing after another shall be presented to you as those of lesser Light … much lesser Light …
struggle to redeem their status of power and control over the populous.
You have a virus which is ‘spreading’ in your world …
The Corona virus?
This is its given name.
I felt you wanted me to look up the meaning of the word ‘Corona’. (Gaseous envelope of the sun and other stars
… or ‘of the crown’.)
Interesting name. Considering there is much talk of solar flares and the sovereignty of a country that is
under much strain due to news that has been leaked out. All that you are told goes much deeper than
has so far been offered. Yet, it shall be revealed and there shall be no stopping these condemnations as
they flow forth.
So, the virus?
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A decoy! Put in place to mask rescue missions of those ‘under the thumb!’
‘Under the thumb’ meaning being controlled or dominated by someone. So, to speak as it is … you are saying the
virus was put in place to take the attention away from those of darkness who are about to be ‘caught’.
Correct, Blossom.
Yet, none the less the virus is a real thing that is killing people!
As with many viruses that have been concocted to cause great alarm and fear. There will always be
‘some medical situation’ that is made prominent at a time suitable for undercover agents to slip through
the bar and slip away unseen.
So much that is presented in your world is that of a decoy nature. So much!
Then the fear that builds, feeds itself until this particular threat ‘dies down’ and those who created it, sit
happily in the knowing that once again their mission was successful.
Most of you who are aware KNOW all this.
May we ask … whenever you have heard about this virus or anything else, or seen it on your news, what
have you felt? How have you reacted?
Well, to be honest … I very rarely watch the news, yet, if someone mentions it, I feel very unsympathetic, for I
know it is just a ploy. Even though people are dying, I feel unattached somehow. It is just another part of the
game and I am on the winning team. Of course, the I AM THE LIGHT. I AM THE LOVE. I AM. mantra comes into
play at all times. For that which I cannot fully understand or accept is so very much ‘eased in strength’ by doing
so. Saying this mantra allows me to stop questioning and pondering about it all and just BE (the Light and the
Love.) Over and over again in every situation I say it and I know many, many are doing the same.
Yet, what you do not know, is the difference it is making to yourselves, each other and your Planet.
When you continue to do so, you realise that you are not ‘falling for/under the spell’ that is deliberately
designed to trap you. YOU ARE FREE OF IT … just by saying/feeling these few simple, yet so very Powerful
words.
Dearest Blossom and all Souls of Earth who are struggling through these times … let the strength that
lies within the coding of this mantra, guide you safely home. Use it as you are doing throughout … not
just your daily circumstances … yet, use it throughout your Entire Being.
Let it become you. For you are THE LIGHT. THE LOVE. THE I AM presence in human form. Here to make
the change into your Brighter world.
The particular Energies that are around at the moment shall subside and settle for a short time, yet,
then, Dearest Ones … A STORM OF GREAT MAGNITUDE SHALL BREAK and THEN shall you gather forces to
see yourselves through.
I am assuming you mean storm, metaphorically?
Yes. Yet, when it arrives you will know why we used this as its sign.
Is this to come soon? I don’t believe I just asked that! I should know so much better.
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We cannot give dates as you know. This ‘storm’ is a build up of events … and as each one ‘becomes
exposed’ … the bigger the uproar which then leads to ‘the final straw’ … for want of an easy way of
description.
Yet, it is to be this year?
We feel quite sure of this … yet, as you know Blossom … nothing is written in stone.
This year is to be the year of all years from the point of view of changes on a massive scale.
We trust your hats are firmly secured …
They will obviously need to be … judging from all that is going on for everyone in one way or another at the
moment. It’s a strange feeling of surrendering to what is. No point in fighting it. It seems to be a one day at a
time scenario and then I get into bed and the minute I close my eyes, my mind says, I AM THE LIGHT. I AM THE
LOVE. I AM … Happy to have got through another day … somehow. Yet, knowing also, this is just the beginning.
You Know your strength. Each one of you can FEEL it from deep within. You can FEEL now that al the
preparation you have ‘endured’ was leading up to these times, as you walk into the unknown/known
segments of this journey of your lives.
We LOVE you. We are excited to watch the Glorious outcome unfold.
And so many Love you. Hope to bump into you one day … perhaps hitch a ride? In Gratitude. In Loving service. I
AM.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 3

9 February 2020
Hi Guys. Making this time to hang out with you, so very much hoping you are home and ready for a chat?
Welcome to you and welcome to All. Even those who know nothing of us, we still send out welcoming
Loving thoughts to them, for that which we say, that which we intend to assist … goes ‘out there’ anyway
and reaches their Energy whether they are aware of it or not, or whether they want it to or not. This is
not interfering with free will. This is producing opportunities at their door step should they choose to
open the door.
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Keep that it mind, Dearest One’s, if you will. ALL good thoughts, ALL kind intentions, ALL that is for the
Highest Good of ALL, sent out to ALL … is never in vain. Sometimes, it may feel that very little of these
‘Goodness thoughts’ reach their destination. This is not so. Always the destination is reached, yet, the
fact remains that there is always choice as to whether or not these Energies of Love are absorbed at the
time, or simply left ‘dangling’ until such time when the receiver is ready to accept and indeed, receive.
That’s interesting because I thought that if one sent out Loving thoughts to someone in need, that no matter
what, they would make a difference.
They do. Even when they are ‘just hanging around waiting’ to be received, they engage in a dance with
the … would we say … ‘outer energies’ of that soul or circumstance and nudge away little by little to
penetrate through. It is rather like knocking down a brick wall … after much hammering away … it
weakens the structure and suddenly, just when one feels it is a pointless exercise, the wall comes
crumbling down.
Dearest Ones. Never feel that your thoughts to another or The Whole (for they are One and the same)
fall on stoney ground. Have you not witnessed flowers growing up through concrete?
Every Good thought, every Good intention is NEVER wasted. For within these ‘prayer formations’ are
again, ‘codes’ that heal on other levels.
We would put it in a childlike way such as this. If you were to be sending out thoughts through the
ether’s to someone far away … and to get there, these thoughts had to travel over land and sea …
imagine how many souls, birds, flowers, tress, blades of grass, droplets of rain and full oceans they
have to ‘pass through’ to get there. So what you may imagine to be a kind gesture of Loving thought to
someone far away, actually turns out to be a massive healing project as your Love passes through all
these Living Energies on its way to the recipient.
Do not underestimate every move you make. Do not undervalue every thought process that is for
the Highest Good of ALL. The POWER within your thoughts of Good intent is way, way, way beyond
your imaginings. Because your imaginings have been hindered and curtailed over time, to leave you
‘believing’ that your ‘healing skills’ are very limited … or only fully comprehended by Gurus sitting on top
of a mountain.
Stretch your minds, Dearest Souls.
Stretch your limitations. Do not believe ANYMORE that when you get to be a really, really, really Good
person, that maybe then, you can heal a sore finger and feel Blessed for doing so and having such a gift.
WITH RESPECT … DO NOT HANG AROUND WAITING TO BECOME SOMEONE/SOMETHING THAT YOU
ALREADY ARE!
Stop the dilly dallying. Recognise the TRUTH … RIGHT NOW!
THESE HEALING POWERS, THESE ‘TRAVELLING WITHOUT VEHICLE’ POWERS, THESE POWERS THAT SURPASS
THE GREATEST WIZARDRY YOU CAN IMAGINE … LIE WITHIN. WITHIN EACH ONE OF YOU.
They are part of your make up. They are not to be earned through merit of being a Good Human Being.
All of you are Good Human Beings. Each and every one … at heart … are Goodness. For each and
everyone come from the Godself.
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You are aware and sickened by the acts of those who believe they are ruling your Planet.
Believe? Are they not actually ruling it then?
No. They only ‘think’ they are …
Yet, what you think you are., you become.
Exactly. So, if you think and believe that your Planet s being run by those of Lesser Light, then so be it.
Yet it is, isn’t it?
Because you believe this to be so. Change your beliefs!
You see, this is where I get confused. It is more than obvious to us that those of lesser Light are running the
show … have you not said this yourself?
Yes we have. Yet, they are running the show because it is embedded within the belief system that they
are.
Because it’s true???!
Because one has believed it is so.
If each and every one that is aware of this, changed their attitude … changed their knowing … changed
their belief system to a different one … say one turned their thoughts around and BELIEVED that your
Planet was run by Golden Angels of Light for the Highest Good of all … if everyone did that … then the
Energy flow from doing so, would make that become your Truth.
What ever you choose to think … when you think about it and focus upon it for long enough shall
become your reality … This is so.
Would you say though, that it would have to be a certain percentage of the population that had to do this, in
order for it to happen?
We answer to that both yes and no.
For you see, Blossom … and please do not take offence … each one of you … each soul is residing within
their own world.
Exit stage left! … and … falling straight down the rabbit hole! Please continue and I will try to keep up. I just don’t
understand how that can be because everyone else I know, is also in my world.
And you are in theirs! Yet … you run the show ultimately. You conduct the orchestra. You pull the
strings. You write the script, design the costumes and decide what role you are going to play and what
role those who act along side you will play also. Your own little masterpiece … on display …
For whom to see?
Yourself. Just yourself. Because everyone else is conducting their own show.
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Yet, surely I am in their show and how can that be when I am already appearing in my own? I can’t be in all these
dramas at the same time … if I am busy producing my own.
Yes, you can and you are. For you are a reflection of that which they need you to be … in their show.
A reflection of what? Myself?
Yes. If you were to look in to a hall of mirrors you would see many visions of yourself. Many ‘productions’
of you and yet, there you are standing looking into just one mirror.
Your losing me … you know you’re losing me, don’t you?
Remain with us and allow us to flow …
Keeping in mind I am in my human mind/brain and this is doing my head in, for I cannot follow where it is
leading.
Dearest Blossom. Here comes ‘the Biggie’ as you would say. You are playing out a role of yourself
and who that person is … is who you are choosing to be in any one given moment of experience/
experimentation. All that you see and project is your own movie theatre, as we have said. The souls that
you cast to play their roles in your movie are there to serve you, in order for you to know yourself.
Yet, what are they doing in my movie when they should be in their own?
They are assisting you. They are in your movie as well as their own … for each ‘movie’ is a movie within a
movie, within a movie, within a movie.
One moment please whilst I sweep my brains up off the floor! This really is another of those chats that get
us going nowhere fast and one wonders why we even began. I seriously don’t know if there is any point in
continuing for once again, I am deeply lost in the warren and not a carrot in sight!
Yet, Dearest Blossom … seeds have been planted …
Yet, with respect … why confuse us even more?
Because you are ready.
Yet, what’s the point? I am confused enough just trying to get through every day, without all this entering into
my awareness … and I am pretty sure I am not going to be able to lecture on it even when I am two hundred and
ten … for I STILL won’t understand it.
Yet, Blossom … You know it all. You cannot understand it … from the perspective of life that you are
living in.
Then have we not just wasted an hour?
Knowledge is never wasted. Nothing is ever wasted.
Surely, if it makes no sense to you, it’s wasted. I spent 4 hours on a car journey once trying to really understand
what political parties stood for what, just because I felt so ignorant. Next day we may just as well have spent
those four hours talking about the adventures of Noddy and Big Ears, for not one thing had sunk in … wasted
time.
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No … just another experience that makes up who you are. Perhaps we should bring this to a close …
Leaving the door wide open?
Of course … and yet, if we had been given the opportunity to finish that sentence …
Oops!
We would say to EACH AND EVERY ONE coming from the deepest place of Love … that our main point of
this conversation is to reiterate that YOU RUN YOUR OWN SHOW! Whether you think you do or not …
whether you like it or not … whether you agree or not … best get into your most splendid attire for not
only must the show go on … yet THE GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH is about to Blossom forth FROM EACH
AND EVERY ONE!
Curtain up … Light the Lights … we’ve got nothing to hit but the heights! (as the song goes). Not sure what this
was all about today or indeed, how useful it may be … it is as it is. In Gratitude. In Loving service. I AM.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 4

23 February 2020
Hi there, DeLightful Light Beings! Here on Earth many of us still find ourselves struggling, it seems. I take on
board that our ‘Oneness of self’ is assisting in cleansing everything. There is so much emotional struggle going
on for so many, depending on their particular intense situation, and in what part of the world they reside. Yet,
on behalf of us all … Can you not give us a cotton pickin, routin toutin break? I know it’s not ‘you’ per se, and you
cannot change it. Therefore, I ask if you are able to help us find ‘the switch’ to ‘turn us back on’ into our Happier
Beings? With the greatest respect, I feel you will say to keep saying the mantra, I AM THE LIGHT. I AM THE LOVE. I
AM. We are doing this, yet, it feels for me like it is keeping that last thread attached before falling off the edge, as
opposed to feeling our glorious selves. Any advise offered would be greatly appreciated here. Thank you.
Dearest Blossom, Dearest ALL. We are very much aware of the struggle the soulself is visiting, for
the majority of you. We can pick this up Energetically and although you may not feel on top of the
world … you are definitely in the middle of it and doing exactly what is being asked of you. You are …
transmuting/dispersing … old, stale, miserable Energies, of not just yourselves, of course, yet, all that IS
/HAS BEEN upon your Planet for eons of time. You could count ten things, without thinking, on a large
scale, that would have sunk your Earth deeper into the mire and then another and another. Imagine ALL
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that you are cleansing and clearing.
Yes, it may seem as if it is all very personal … IT IS. For your personage is releasing disguised
misdemeanours. In presenting to you what is yours to cleanse and move on, you are also incorporating a
multitude of ‘off cuts’ attached to that … that you are clearing for The Whole.
I can understand that. Yet, at the time of deepest sadness or frustration, or what ever emotion one is … spewing
out/up … at any one given time … it certainly doesn’t feel like we are doing it for The Whole. It feels so intense.
Our point precisely! The reason it feels so intense is because IT IS. You feel it is digging so deep into
your soul and that perhaps only a lion’s roar will bring it from that place, out into the open. We use
this analogy because of the lion being known as the King of the jungle. So, let out that roar in strength.
Letting yourself and all … KNOW that you are rising once again in strength and nothing will hold you
back/down.
Remember Blossom … how deep the wounds of your Planet can travel. Wounds that did not recover are
now being healed once and for all.
For you know you cannot … simply cannot … move into the Higher Vibration AS ONE until this is done.
Yes. I understand yet, I feel that by experiencing this ‘stage’ I am not shining my Light and Love upon the Planet
as I should. Are you not expecting us to rise above all this and be the beacons of Light to show the way? Not so,
my friends! Simply not so! I feel I am too wrapped up in my own ‘ball of string’ and therefore, not beaming my
torch out to where it needs to go and even if I did, my batteries are running seriously low.
We are aware of this dilemma. Yet, we suggest you look upon this as a temporary issue. For indeed, it is.
YOU SAY THE MANTRA.
KNOW THE DIFFERENCE THIS IS MAKING.
KNOW IT. KNOW IT. KNOW IT.
Do not half-heartedly ‘hope’ it may be doing a speck of Good. KNOW that even though your heart may
not always be ‘in it’ … the Coding within saying these words, weaves its magic all by itself.
The difference being that the LIGHTER the soul of the sayer of these words, the more impact it has.
Eh Hello? Have you not been listening to a word I’ve said?
We are amused as always, by your humorous touch.
The switch. Where is that switch? I sometimes feel it must be hidden where the sun don’t shine! So many of us,
as you know, are now well beyond needing to learn about positive affirmations etc. We know these ‘tools.’ Yet,
these times seem to be taking our Beings far, far deeper into the abyss and not a thread of rope in sight. Even
if we TRY, when we ATTEMPT to do so … it may last literally, only a moment or two and then SHMACK! Back into
the deepest slump over the tiniest thing. So, the mantra is repeated … and on we go, round and round. How in
these times can we KEEP ourselves UP? We know we came to do this. I feel it is just the beginning of it all, so its
not looking too good if this is how we are handling it at the start! Best get yourselves down here chaps. I mean it!
Blossom and all souls stationed on Planet Earth at this time. There is no ‘magic’ switch. There is only
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the KNOWING that THIS TOO SHALL PASS. During this ‘integration of Energies’ … from the Highest to the
lowest … from the lowest to the Highest and everything in between … it is more than you can do, to just
BE how you are choosing to BE in every breath you take.
Yet, I don’t choose to Be miserable/frustrated … you name it! It seems to be choosing me!
These Energies are finding you/choosing you … because YOU HAVE AGREED for them to do so … in order
to CHANGE THEM … in order to DO SOMETHING ABOUT THEM … AND YOU ARE.
SO, BE JOYOUS IN YOUR BREAK DOWN!
Love it!
Yet, Truly Blossom, if we were to ‘make up’ a story about this switch you are looking for … When
experiencing all that which you feel is draining you of everything that you know yourself to be …
through your tears and anger and tightening of chest and fist … step outside of yourself and Laugh!
Praise yourself for this amazing display as you CHANGE YOUR PLANET INTO HEALTH AND HAPPINESS.
So that, through your tears, through your expressions of ‘enough is enough’ … from another part of your
Being … step aside and smile. Acknowledge how well you are doing. The deeper the ‘pain’ the better you
are doing!
I see what you are saying. I guess one, if they allowed, could feel guilt for not shining their Light in these most
needed times and could beat themselves up for being weak.
Yet, in this way … Pride the self on ‘SERVING THE WHOLE’
IT SHALL PASS.
I guess the ‘stupid’ question to ask would be … how much longer is it going to ‘feel ‘like this? I am feeling well
past my sell by date!
It is not a matter of stupidity Blossom. Not at all. We can appreciate your wanting to know.
Unfortunately, we cannot tell you … for this is not about ‘time’ in your world. It is about LOVE.
Nicely answered! Thing is … you say that this year, so much is going to be revealed and Truth shall be told. Well,
isn’t it so that the majority of these Truths are not that pleasant (understatement)? Therefore, does that not
mean we have a lot more of ‘this stuff’ to transmute?
Yes. It does.
Oh Look! There’s Scotty!
Yet, recall too Blossom, that we have also said that much DeLight shall come from you discovering
Higher aspects of your Being, that will allow untold wonders to present themselves.
At the same time as feeling so yuck?
If you allow the ‘space in between’ to show you how … indeed.
How do we find that ‘space in between’?
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By going into the silence of self. All it takes is three deep breaths at any one given time. You do
not necessarily have to stop what you are doing yet, it could be beneficial to do so. Just three deep
breaths to connect and FEEL connected and you will find … over time/through time … these little/large
‘happenings’, showing the way to the Higher path that you are choosing to walk your talk upon … one
step at a time/through time.
Through time?
Indeed. We shall leave that there and let you ponder upon its meaning.
To be honest if I ponder much more about anything else to do with life, I will ponder myself right off the Planet.
Much of the time when I can’t understand things or find something far too deep to get a hold of, I just choose to
let it go, have a cup of tea, KNOW IT DOESN’T MATTER ANYWAY and go back to the I AM mantra. KEEP IT SIMPLE
… LET’S JUST ALL TRY AND KEEP IT SIMPLE. We are done for today are we not?
Indeed, we are. Our pleasure to be in your company.
And our pleasure to be in yours! In Gratitude. In Loving service. I AM.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 5

3 March 2020
Hi there, Good Beings. I thought I would try and fit one more channelling in before my Hawaii adventure at the
end of the week. Just moved into our new house, so there is very little time before I go. Everywhere I go I hear
people speaking of the Coronavirus and I hear the word ‘scary’. So, it is doing what it was designed to do! Do you
have any more to say on it?
Welcome One and All and indeed to you, Blossom Goodchild.
Why the formality?
Because like everyone else, we think it is a lovely name.
Thank you. It took me a couple of marriages to get it! If I had a dollar for every time I have been told that I would
be a very rich woman!
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It has great resonance!
Unlike the virus! Shall we?
Indeed. This ‘concoction’ is causing great havoc all around and affecting individuals as well as large and
small businesses. It is, as you say, from the point of view of its creators, doing exactly as was arranged.
For it is not so much the intensity of the virus and what it does … as in effect, it is no more ‘deadlier’ than
many such concoctions before it. Yet, it is the disruption to all that is causing the panic and the fear.
AND … it appears to be working!
We can only state that as an individual with choices … it is advisable to remain calm and not fall … into/
for … the overstated hype that it is being addressed with/by.
We have asked you in these times to listen to YOUR TRUTH. If you hear ‘scare tactics’ on your media,
then release them from your Energy. If you hear ‘scare mongering’ from your everyday chit chat with
another … choose to block it, or indeed, silence them, or alternatively, attempt to console.
Happily doing that. Yet, there is no denying cancelations of every kind are causing mayhem on the Planet, as the
fear of contracting the virus and the restrictions/quarantines put into place are sending businesses under and
all sorts of chaotic goings on.
This, dearest Blossom, is exactly part of that which we have been speaking to you about for a long while.
It is part of the upheaval that is occurring and we would say there is plenty more where that came from
… in many different guises.
This is not to say that WE are fear mongering … this is to prepare you, as we TRUST we have been doing …
to HOLD ON TO YOUR HATS.
One thing shall lead to another and another and it is for Each One to play their part in keeping the ‘home
fires’ burning so to speak.
Probably not the most appropriate way of putting it considering my home, being Australia and all the fires there
have been.
Perhaps yes, a little tactless. Yet, the intention was to uplift and ask one to remain strong.
Someone asked how you are able to ‘know’ what is about to happen?
It works for us in many categories. Energetically we can ‘predict’ disruption etc that lies in wait. Yet, we
also have our sources that provide us with more ‘down to Earth’ acknowledgment of what is up ‘one’s
sleeve’.
However, this is not to say that this is completely accurate. For all choices by each individual can change
the pathways of outcome at any given time.
So, that must be very intricate, to actually say that this, that or the other is going to take place?
Regarding something as ENORMOUS as that which is happening upon your Planet … we would say
that the monitoring of ‘possibilities’ is scrutinised deeply in order to follow through with the actual …
physical/material … movement of thought.
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Therefore, those whose plans are to disrupt and destroy, are continuing to comply with their chosen
plan and very much desire to see it through.
Yet, I thought you said the ‘darker ones’ have fallen and the LIGHT has won?
It has. Without question.
Then, how come they are winning through with the Virus and all that is to be presented to us in ways of
upheaval?
It may seem a little difficult to understand, Blossom. Yet, protocol in this situation must be in place in
order for things to be ‘played out’ … in order for matters to be notified … in order for the end result … by/
from … the Good Guys to flow according to the plans in place.
So, it is essential for the ‘shift to hit the fan’?
If we understand correctly, yes.
At the end of last year there were certain arrests made and I believe others now, in High places are being ‘caught
out’. You said this was the opening of a vast can of worms and although it would take time, little by little more
and more would be revealed.
This is so. This IS what is taking place.
So, where does the Coronavirus fit in with all of this?
In its place, Blossom.
2 out of 10 for that answer ,guys! Although others may say differently.
Yet, understand that we simply find it unethical and ‘dangerous’ (for you) to reveal too much to you.
There are those that do not wish ‘too much’ to be ‘sought out’ too soon.
On the side of the good the bad or the ugly?
The side of the Good cannot reveal or uncover that which is to be revealed and uncovered before the
correct time. We can only ask you prepare in strength and Light in the ABSOLUTE CERTAINTY OF WHO
YOU ARE … with no doubts and fears and distractions attached.
The side of the bad do not wish any leakage of plans, for this could disrupt greatly and also, as we say, be
seriously dangerous to the one(s) speaking out ‘ahead of time’ about something they should not know.
Well, the more cowardly part of me agrees with you, then. Keep it under your hat and THEN hold on to it. So,
discarding the ugly … what can you say of how you see the journey of the virus in the future?
There will be no antidote offered. Yet, as it dies down … and it will … and everyone will move on to the
next ‘fear mongering show’ … there will probably be vaccines offered to prevent this from occurring
again. We do not feel it necessary for those who follow our words to explain any more about that. For
you are all aware and wise enough by now, to follow your heart and understanding on that matter.
Yet, such a shame for all the disruption caused. I feel you would like to use the expression ‘you ‘aint seen nothin’
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yet. Which isn’t very promising!
Dearest Blossom and ALL on board this swirling ship! If you look back on all we have offered you in our
Knowledge of how to continue to lift up your Planet … we have, for so long, advised you of this that is to
come.
We, of course would LOVE to say to you that what lies immediately ahead is all ‘Tickety Boo’ as you
would say, Blossom. Yet, that would not be OUR TRUTH. For it is so … that the troubles upon your Earth
plane are to increase greatly and there will be much turmoil.
This is not new news from us. This is why we have come … to prepare the way for you.
AND … THE WAY … AHEAD … IS YOU DOING EXACTLY WHAT YOU SIGNED UP TO DO WHEN YOU
VOLUNTEERED TO CHANGE MOTHER EARTH BACK INTO HER GLORIFIED BEING OF LIGHT. ALLOWING HER
TO PRESENT TO YOU THAT WHICH YOU HAVE FORGOTTEN IN WAYS OF BEAUTY UPON HER BODY.
YOU, DEAREST ONES, ALTHOUGH YOU CANNOT REMEMBER IN YOUR MIND … CAN REMEMBER IN YOUR
SOUL … THAT YOU WERE SO EAGER TO COME AND SO DELIGHTED TO BE CHOSEN.
YOU KNEW OF ALL THIS THAT IS TO COME.
YOU KNEW IT WOULD BE SO DIFFICULT TO KEEP YOUR FLAMES AGLOW.
YOU KNEW THAT ‘THIS TIME’ WOULD BE A TIME OF GREAT DISRUPTION.
YOU KNEW YOUR SOUL WOULD AT TIMES FEEL EMPTY.
YOU KNEW SOMETIMES YOU WOULD FEEL LIKE YOU WANTED TO REMOVE YOURSELVES.
YOU KNEW THERE WOULD BE TIMES WHEN YOU HAD NO STRENGTH LEFT.
YOU KNEW THERE WOULD BE TIMES WHEN YOU FELT YOU COULD NOT GO ON.
YOU KNEW … YOU KNEW … YOU KNEW ALL OF THIS!
AND YET, EACH ONE OF YOU WERE ALMOST SCRAMBLING OVER EACH OTHER TO GET TO THE FRONT OF
THE QUEUE BECAUSE YOU WERE SO DETERMIND THAT YOU COULD DO IT AND THAT YOU COULD SEE THIS
THROUGH!
YOU KNEW … YOU KNEW … YOU KNEW.
So, we ask that in your moments of deep breathing … in your moments of I AM THE LIGHT. I AM THE
LOVE. I AM … that you GIVE GRATITUDE FOR BEING ONE OF THE CHOSEN ONES.
So many were not.
Tap into that KNOWINGNESS. It is ever flowing with Energy and Love for you from all those who
remained ‘Off planet’. They are there to serve you. To assist you in so many ways.
When you feel like giving up … feel Blessed for BEING CHOSEN.
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For, dearest most Enlightened souls, who now walk gallantly ahead in these times …
YOU KNEW ALSO … WHY!
YOU KNEW THAT AS YOU MARCH ONWARDS IN YOUR LIGHT – LOVE YOU ARE ONE STEP CLOSER WITH
EACH BREATH YOU TAKE, TO RESIDING IN THE NEW LAND.
THE LAND OF THE FREE!
And it is you … each One who feels that they are weakened in these times … that shall continue on …
that shall keep on keeping on … because within the depths of your Being you KNOW that when this is
over … the life you will experience … the living of life as it was meant to be … IN JOY … will be worth
every single breath that was out of sorts with this Knowingness.
YOU ARE LIGHT.
YOU ARE LOVE.
YOU ARE NOTHING ELSE OTHER THAN … I AM.
Thank you so much, chaps. I really felt your Energy and your intent from this pep talk. Chat again when I return
end of march/beg of April.
We look forward to it.
In Gratitude. In Loving service. I AM.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 6

21 March 2020
Hello there! I have returned from my amazing week in Hawaii, in which you Graced us with your presence. Again
… Thank you! I am now in isolation for a fortnight and naturally, many are wanting to know what you have to say
about the current situation as it stands, on our Planet at this time. Thank you.
Welcome Blossom and All that are experiencing the most amazing, exciting times that you will have ever
encountered in your existence throughout many life times.
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We ask that you Rejoice. For that which we have talked with you about … is finally here. For so long, with
respect, you have asked for this, and now it is here … one is wondering how on Earth to get through it.
Yet, Each One … Each One of you KNOWS how … for you have prepared your Being … your Energies for
this, throughout all this time that you had to wait.
To be honest, I felt you may not have anything new to say because you have been preparing us for so long. I
guess, not one assumed that it would ‘play out’ in this fashion.
And not one assumed that they would feel the way they do about it.
Do you recall how we said you would have to ‘Hold on to your hats’ and remain in your Light? How you
would have to ‘gently’ allow your knowledge to seep through to those that felt lost and afraid? How the
media would fill your minds with untruths to keep you in a place of fear?
Dearest souls … are you reading between the ‘headlines’? Are you picking up on the fact that this
virus that is supposedly sweeping through your countries is a disguise for all that is taking place on a
completely different level, so that those who are now being ‘uncovered’ are hiding under the charade in
order for mass panic of a different discovery, not to take place?
So, a big question to ask I know, yet … who concocted this virus … The goodies or the baddies?
We would say the baddies. Yet, due to Divine planning it is doing that which it was designed to do in
order for your world to make its transition. For as you know, Earth cannot possibly rise in the state that
it was/is in.
Therefore, we would not say ‘their plan’ has backfired … we would say from the good guys point of view,
it is ‘playing itself out’ perfectly.
Some would obviously argue due to the pandemonium and deaths, and the absolute downfall that I feel will
bring our world to a standstill.
From our position there is no argument to be had. We are not of the arguing Vibration. We simply state
what is.
We have told you that your world will become Topsy Turvy, yet far more so than now.
In order for change to take place … many things must come to a halt as opposed to a ‘ticking over’.
Much disruption must be endured by everyone on many, many levels, due to the need and necessary
adjustments to take their place in this Game.
Yes. It will get much more serious. Yet, the ‘illness’ will subside, yet, not be forgotten in the ‘Once upon a
time’ story.
It is an ingenious plan. It could not be otherwise.
Those whose lives have been taken to another Vibration had agreed for this to happen. There are no
mistakes. Just as the many thousands of lives that are taken daily through other means. No mistake.
An agreement of knowing their ‘time’ upon your Planet has served them and they now shall have other
opportunities elsewhere.
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So many are in fear though, not just of catching the virus, yet, their business and jobs … savings, EVERYTHING is
…
Topsy Turvy!
Our words of advice to those who ‘know’ … those who ‘knew’ … is to remain in your Light at all times.
The strength of that Light shall ripple out and find those who are in most need. Those that shall benefit
from it greatly/most.
No one shall starve because there is food in abundance and as you are already aware, there is an
Awakening taking place in so many, as they offer kindnesses that they would not ‘normally’ have
considered.
And finances?
WILL CHANGE.
What one must carefully consider, is that in order for this Divine transformation to shine its Light, it
cannot possibly continue in the way that it has been functioning. For within that functioning is so much
corruption and greed and misleading information.
In order for ‘fairness’ and ‘equal rights’ financially and otherwise to ‘resume’ … the dominoes have to fall.
THIS IS WHY YOU ARE HERE … REMEMBER?
YOU … THE STRONGEST OF THE STRONG.
When you say ‘resume’ … is that the right word?
Indeed. For your Planet did not begin in this way.
IT IS NOW TIME FOR RIGHTEOUSNESS TO BE THE WAY OF LIFE.
This of course, as we have said, will not and cannot take place over night.
Many of you are aware of many who are suspicious, although they have no knowledge of the underlying
cause. You see, already the Light is shining through.
Yet, Dearest Souls … take into account the fear that is spreading because of the media. Take into
account also, that things have to get a lot more ‘delicate’ in order for changes.
KEEP YOUR SPIRIT HIGH.
For those that cannot ‘get through’ to the fearful … then send your Light through the ethers. To One … to
All.
Send your Light. Let it be a constant stream, a flow of Goodness and Hope and Strength.
A great thing is the humour! Many ‘Light players’ are doing a great job in that department.
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Because that is ‘their’ assignment. To Lighten up the dark.
LAUGHTER IS THE GREATEST HEALER OF ALL.
So, continue to find Laughter daily, as often as possible.
That which is to come is far more ‘Threatening’ than this that is taking place now.
Sounds ominous!
Yet … Truthful.
Any inkling of a hint of the tiniest guidance on that ‘threatening’ behaviour that is to come?
No.
I knew you were to say that. Yet, if you don’t ask you don’t get. Mmm! I asked and didn’t get.
Let us state Blossom … that when a seed is planted, depending on how it is nurtured and watered, there
is no knowing of how that seed will grow. The length of time, the direction in which the flowers will
bloom, the number of petals on each flower or indeed, how many flowers.
Therefore, would we say … the seed has been planted. It has sprouted … now, as it is watered, we will
see which direction it shall take.
So, are you saying, depending on how WE water it, it will take a different course?
We are saying that it is being watered continually … Your job is to remove the thorns.
THERE IS TO BE NO STOPPING OF THE GROWTH OF THIS DIVINE PLAN.
THIS IS A TRUTH.
IT CANNOT AND WILL NOT FAIL.
What we are saying, is that it shall offer many possibilities as to which way the wind blows.
We are not predictors … no – one is. For it is the thoughts of the masses that bring about the change.
THIS IS TAKING PLACE NOW … BECAUSE IT HAS TOO.
Because there is enough Light anchored to ‘see it through’ and to ‘see through it’.
FOCUS AND PROJECT ON THE WORLD THAT IS TO COME.
IT IS SO EXCITING. IT IS IMMINENT.
With respect … I imagine your ‘imminent’ is like your ‘soon’. So, best we just go with the flow.
Certainly.
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Courage and strength are Being sent to you All as everything falls into place.
Just to go back a bit … you say the virus will die out?
Yes. Without question.
Will the fear die out?
Through Light, yes, eventually.
Yet … THIS IS YOUR TASK. YOU KNOW THIS.
THAT YOU ARE HERE TO BE YOUR LIGHT.
GENTLY EXPLAIN TO SOULS OF THE BEST MEDICINE EVER …
TO FEEL IN THEIR HEART …
I AM THE LIGHT. I AM THE LOVE. I AM.
So many more will ‘try it’ because they don’t know what else to do … where else to turn.
So many souls, as they do so, will find their hearts Vibrating on a different level. They will notice the
medicine working. The fear will leave them and a new strength will enter in.
Soul’s Being’s will open up to that new understanding. For eventually, it will be the only way through.
The Light within each one will be the ‘way to get through this’. Even to those who you may consider the
most unlikely candidates will surprise you and themselves.
Remember how we have said that throughout all this turmoil as you live in ‘Topsy Turvy’ land, there will
be given to you ‘Joys of Light’ that will uplift and strengthen?
HOPE WILL COME.
Yet, many moons ago we said that we prefer to use the word ‘Know’ instead of Hope.
SO, DEAREST SOULS … KNOW THAT THE CHANGE IS HAPPENING AND WITHIN/AMONGST ALL THE
UPHEAVAL AND DEVASTATION AND ‘GRINDING TO A HALT’ THERE IS THE BIGGEST, BRIGHTEST LIGHT OF
LOVE AND PEACE THAT IS TO COME AND FILL YOUR HEARTS WITH THE REMEMBERANCE OF THAT WHICH
YOU ARE.
And … when THIS occurs … that which you are experiencing now and are to experience in that future
now … will give understanding as to why this ‘experience’ of the walls tumbling down HAD to take its
place in the Grand Scheme of things.
REMEMBER … FEEL … KNOW … that there are multitudes of Light Beings surrounding your Planet at this
time. Remaining in strength as they ‘play their part’ in this MIGHTY, MIRACULOUS Transformation.
IT IS NOW.
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ALL THAT YOU HAVE WAITED FOR … ALL THE IMPATIENCE AND TIREDNESS AND LOSING OF HOPE/
KNOWING ABOUT THE ‘WHY’ OF YOU BEING HERE … AND THE ‘WHEN’ OF SEEING IT THROUGH … IS
HAPPENNING NOW.
Dearest Ones … HANG ON TO YOUR HATS … PUT FLOWERS IN THEIR BRIM. Tie them tightly under your
chins in the ABSOLUTE KNOWING that the gates have opened and it is time to walk through into the
fields of a new Vibrational Earth.
Yet, first we have to remove the cowpats! Thank you so much … for BEING THE BEINGS that you are.
As you, indeed … the ground crew … who were especially chosen for this assignment … continue on
Walking Boldly into the Light and Love that you are and KNOW YOURSELVES TO BE.
In Gratitude, In Loving service. I AM.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 7

5 April 2020
I have just finished the global meditation. I had planned to connect with you afterwards and now feeling a very
strong impulse to do so. From your perspective … did it all go well?
FROM OUR PERSPECTIVE … FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER IN OUR EXPERIENCE … WE SAW THE COLOURS OF
YOUR WORLD CHANGE INTO RAINBOW LIGHT.
That has brought instant tears, as our Hawaii group was named ‘Rainbow Light pod.’ Yet I know we are ALL …
actually, I feel it is better coming from you.
YOU … YOU OF SUCH LIGHT … ALL OF YOU … ARE RAINBOW LIGHT BEINGS.
THIS IS WHAT YOU ARE TRANSFORMING INTO AS WE SHIFT NOW INTO THE HIGHER VIBRATION THAT WILL
LEAD YOU INTO A PLACE OF SUCH EQUALITY … SUCH UNIFICATION … SUCH UNDERSTANDING OF WHO
YOU ARE.
Do you remember Blossom, around the time of 2008 we mentioned many times of rainbows and how you
would see them like never before? Well, we say to you now that ‘OUR SOON’ is now here.
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Rainbows shall present themselves in your clear skies, such as you have not even been able to dream of
until now.
Now watch, as not only that of unprecedented darkness lifts from your Planet, yet watch, as it is
replaced with unanimous hope and upliftment.
Many have asked me to inquire about the three days of darkness that is being spoken of. How would YOU speak
of this?
We would answer by merely saying that the dark days have already come to an end. Anything that
presents as being three days in the dark, is merely an expression that has been banded about your
Globe for eons of time.
So what is your Truth about it … just need to be clearer on that, if you would?
THE DARKNESS HAS BEEN DISBANDED.
THE SHIFT HAS OCCURRED AS WAS NECESSARY.
IT WAS SUCCESSFUL.
We would say ‘ We have lift off’.
We do not wish to dampen yet, we will say that there is still much Topsy Turvyness to come. Still so
much that will shock and abhor. Nothing has changed from that perspective … and yet, EVERYTHING HAS
CHANGED!
BECAUSE OF THIS GLOBAL SHIFT THAT IS AND WILL CONTINUE TO RIPPLE OUT FROM NOW ON …
AMONGST ALL LIVING THINGS UPON EARTH AND EVERYWHERE … IT WILL NOT SEEM LIKE DARKNESS
ANYMORE.
Because although it shall totally abhor … and we cannot stress that enough … we will also say that this
shift has lifted YOU … YOU THAT ARE READY … INTO A PLACE OF HIGHER LIGHT. Significantly lifted you
into your next phase.
And now, I know you are going to say about ‘our envelopes’, aren’t you?
We are indeed, Blossom.
I am refraining from writing Goodchild, for I feel it unnecessary .
Yet we feel it necessary …
Blossom Goodchild … we are happy to advocate the opening of your envelopes. Each will not have to
‘knock on one’s head’ and ask for its delivery … for each shall be presented with theirs, in their own
unique way in order for each to know that ‘this is how it happened for me’.
We do not wish to elaborate on this at this time so as not to influence circumstances that maybe
misconstrued. Yet, know that in Divine timing for each one you will KNOW.
YOU WILL SIMPLY KNOW WHEN YOURS HAS BEEN DELIVERED.
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There may now be many new followers since you spoke of the envelopes. I will add a note at the end.
This would be well. We shall continue to express that each one’s participating role will become clear to
them … in time. It would be unwise for one to bring stress into the game should they not feel they have
received theirs yet.
Remember you have moved up into a new time line on this day.
I don’t think you have ever used that term before.
Because you weren’t there yet. Things will begin to ‘appear’ differently to you.
Also, in the context of that which you are to hear … although shocking … YOU will be hearing it from a
different space/place and therefore, Light that radiates out from you at that time will be pure and not
tainted with doubt and confusion.
There is so much I could ask right now.
Go ahead. If it is appropriate to answer, we shall.
Thank you. Literally just before starting this communication, my sister showed me some photos that are
appearing on our net now … whereby, in the top corner of some people’s TV screens there is the text saying ‘WE
ARE HERE WITH YOU’.
Because we are.
FAR OUT BRUSSEL SPROUT! I’m emotional … because, well basically, and with all respect … Its about bloody
time! Yet, you know I jest with you and I apologise for the swearing yet, I know many will agree. So, I shall keep
Trusting as I write and hold on to my KNOWING that you are MY TRUTH. Is this really it then? Is this the time
now, when all that you have said and advised us upon over all these years, is now with us?
THIS IS SO. For many, like you currently, tears will have welled up in your eyes, overflowing from your
heart as you recognise our words as TRUTH.
A long time ago, you spoke of ‘showing up’ on our TV’ s and White Cloud brought this up recently with our
group in Hawaii … is this the start of such things?
Before your very eyes Dearest Blossom and all … before your very eyes.
What … like … YOU?
Representatives … on our behalf would we say.
So, to clarify … will these ‘representatives’ present themselves in human form, so as not to freak out the entire
human race? (Except for those that are already in the know.)
You have that in correct understanding. You may be amazed Blossom, as to who shows up on the LIGHT
SCREEN. There shall be intermittent messages of text as now appearing and there will be no more
questioning as to where this is coming from, for they will occur in a fashion that is of such Brilliance,
that there can be no doubt as to their origin.
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Sounds so exciting! On to a few more questions, if I may? In your last channelling you said ‘about the virus that
is ‘supposedly’ sweeping your planet’ … A few have picked up on that and would like to know what you meant by
that, please?
Because it is indeed a supposition! You TRULY know not of the full extent that this is ALL expanding into
… GLOBALLY.
Yet, we know it is a cover up, right? Good Lord. I just got your next sentence and I am surprised … which is …
You KNOW no such thing.
With respect, what do you mean?
That which many of you ‘think’ you know … is not necessarily how it actually is.
Blossom, many think we speak in riddles. This is not so. Yet as we have said many times … It is not
always appropriate to ‘speak too soon’.
So, this is one you are not happy to answer.
Oh, we can … yet, we cannot.
Ok. I feel, as we have come to know each other over all these years of friendship, that any other questions I
could ask, all go in that same basket.
Correct. On your internet there is much banding about of what is and what is not. We suggest you listen
to your hearts wisely. Is it not that you had no idea that this is how the beginning of your Topsy turvy
world would transpire?
Without doubt. Yet, to be honest … we are still in a place of not knowing what the **** is REALLY going on.
Excuse my symbols!
And is it not that you ae all waiting with baited breath?
YES. INDEEDY!
Ye, we are pleased to announce that for once, the waiting will not leave you with no breath to inhale …
FOR THE TIME OF REVELATION IS UPON YOU.
That which you expect … that which you don’t expect … shall present in the most unusual of manners.
This is why we ask you to hold on to your hats.
IN THE KNOWING WE ARE WITH YOU.
LOOK FOR THE SIGNS … LOOK FOR THE RAINBOWS … CATCH SIGHT OF THE UNEXPECTED … THE DOMINOES
ARE DOWN … AND IN THEIR PLACE WE CAN REVEAL GREAT CITIES OF LIGHT.
Dearest Beloved souls … can you feel it? Within your BEINGNESS … can you feel the shift?
There is no elevator to take you straight to where you are heading.There is only a staircase of many
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steps. Do not concentrate on the destination yet …
ENJOY THE JOURNEY … THE JOURNEY OF TRUTH THAT IS RIGHT FULLY YOURS.
One more thing before you go. Lately, when I have been saying our mantra ‘I AM THE LIGHT. I AM THE LOVE. I
AM’ … I have found myself adding ‘I AM THE TRUTH’ before the ‘I AM’.
Thank you for taking the note of remembrance to include this in this message.
I AM THE LIGHT. I AM THE LOVE. I AM THE TRUTH. I AM. is now ready to be activated within your Beings.
The next addition to the codes of Rainbow Light that you, Dearest Souls of Earth are anchoring into your
Beings and onto/through your Planet.
I AM THE LIGHT. I AM THE LOVE. I AM THE TRUTH. I AM.
I AM THE LIGHT. I AM THE LOVE. I AM THE TRUTH. I AM.
I AM THE LIGHT. I AM THE LOVE. I AM THE TRUTH. I AM.
I now understand why I hadn’t been well enough to channel until now … (Although the shoulder could do with
a zap from you, if you would be so kind!) Guys, it is all so very exciting, this path ahead. I feel so blessed to be
sharing this journey with you and indeed all who follow your wisdom and feel your Love. THANK YOU. THANK
YOU. THANK YOU.
In Gratitude. In Loving service. I AM.
IN GRATITUDE. IN LOVNG SERVICE … WE SERVE THE I AM.
I have to be bold and write your last words which just came in … which are …
SHIP AHOY!
And for once I feel ‘free’ and comfortable about you saying it. WE LOVE YOU.
WE LOVE YOU LOVING US … BECAUSE WE LOVE YOU … and you shall feel this in a new way over the
coming days.
NB. The envelopes are symbolic of ‘activations’ within us, and they shall be opened in Divine timing with our own
individual instructions as to what to do.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 8

18 April 2020
Hello to you. Not really sure where to begin, or how best to chat with you today. So, I will hand over to you …
You know what is best for us right now because I sure don’t!
Welcome to you … Each and Every One. Such turmoil, havoc and confusion. Such media hype taking you
this way and that. Such obvious misunderstanding from so many and you feel there is no way for you to
get through to them.
ALL OF THIS we have spoken to you about. All these things we have said will be ‘in your face’ and much
discernment will be needed.
Yet, now do you see? Not only discernment about what you hear and read and watch, yet, discernment
in these times, as to what you feel reasonable to say to those who do not understand what is going on.
To be honest, I feel at this time to keep my mouth shut. Just for now. Too many are happy to sit back and do as
they are told. I feel the time to share what we know will be a little further down the track, when more has come
out into the open.
Meanwhile each one that ‘Knows’ is also having to contend with internal ‘warfare’ on top of everything
else.
What do you mean by that exactly? It resonates, yet, I would like you to explain.
Many of you are not only making efforts to keep your ship afloat in your waking hours, yet, during
sleeping hours you are ‘out there’ changing the Energies.
There is so much going on right beneath your noses and yet, it is still kept under wraps. That which is
taking place is releasing from … that which is/has been … and all such knowledgeable atrocities are
being cracked open. Hence, much sadness, anger and all forms of lower vibrational exposé entering into
your very air.
This is clean up time, Dearest Ones. And many of you are going to places whilst you ‘think’ you are asleep
and working so hard to transform the fear into its natural state of Love.
So much undercover work is being ‘seen through’. This is why so many are finding tiredness of great
depth when they awaken.
I could say I am almost depressed. (Although, I have had a damaged shoulder for a fortnight and pain gets one
down.)
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Yet, we would say too Blossom, that the places you are travelling too whilst asleep are not of the
happiest visits by any means.
Although, there is protocol for a soul cleansing before one returns fully into the body, there are also,
possibilities of ‘lingering of energies’ from what one had been attending to.
I am saying the mantra so much and it really helps. I say it when going to sleep and if I should wake and then
close my eyes. It has become part of me.
It is a great protector and strengthener.
Well, without going into it too deeply, I KNOW I was attacked by dark energies which rendered me flat for three
days. My dream literally had a reptile jump down the back of my jumper and paralysed me. The next day I could
hardly move for three days. With respect the mantra wasn’t helping much then! Where were you, by the way? I
suppose you were out having a knees up with the vicar?
It is because you are who you are Blossom and it is not wanted by some that your words and
conversations be out in the throng to assist.
Yet, you said the darkness has gone.
Let us try to explain.
THE DARKESS HAS GONE.
THE DARKNESS HAS FALLEN.
Yet, this doesn’t mean that there are still not attempts to do what they do.
So … it hasn’t gone … completely?
Remnants, Blossom. Remnants.
Ok. If you dont mind, I am going to take this up again when feeling a little Brighter. Cheerho Chaps, for now.
Two days later
Well, Good Morning. Feeling so much better in myself today and ready to receive an encouraging message of
Light and Truth from you.
Instant Happy Energies to you Blossom and all. The Light is replacing the dark in all corners of your
Globe at this time. With each breath one takes in this Knowing of Joy, another particle of Light enters in
and shines down upon and within all that is.
THIS, Dearest Ones, is becoming the most exciting time that you will have ever known.
There is so much to look forward to. So much to take in to your Beingness as you, as an individual take in
the understanding on a Higher level of who you are and what you are capable of.
This time, has been, has it not, a time to sort oneself out? A time to reflect on the wants and not wants
of one’s Life/livelihood? This in itself, is Lightening up the self and the Planet.
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Do you feel the excitement in the air? More and more of the Plan is to unfold yet, we ask of your
patience, as too much too soon would not benefit The Whole.
So, are you able to give us a bit of a hint of what is to come?
We already have, so many times Blossom. The world that you have been ‘existing’’ in, is to be replaced by
a world in which you LIVE LIFE TO THE FULL.
A world where Joy and Laughter means a great deal more to the soul than it has ever done so before.
Because your souls are to be set free.
So much realisation of one’s captivity will come to Light.
Can you elaborate?
YOU HAVE BEEN CAPTIVATED BY AN EXISTENCE THAT PREVENTS YOU FROM KNOWING OR DISCOVERING
YOUR TRUE POTENTIAL OF WHO YOU ARE.
In the days ahead you shall FEEL the release within you … as a human Being.
You shall begin to enjoy BEING a Human.
It will be as if you were placed upon another Planet that looks the same yet, feels so different and
because it feels so different, it doesn’t quite look the same.
To clarify … we will be remaining on this Planet, it will just ‘feel’ different?
Correct. Nobody is going anywhere. There is no need.
For this beautiful Planet on which you reside will return to her former Glory. No one will want to leave.
Each soul as they too, return to their former Glory, will unite in Love with all that is.
This is the time that you have been waiting for, Dearest Ones. Yet, please understand, as you say in your
world … Rome was not built in a day.
This transformation shall take time. There must be precision conducted in the way that ‘stories’ unfold.
Too much too soon would not serve well.
And the Topsy -Turviness still has to get a lot worse?
Yes. Due to that which is to ‘come out into the open’. And it will. Little, by little, by little.
You are correct in keeping quiet to those who are not yet ready. They will come and find you … Each one
of you … when they need to.
There shall be non-stop opportunities to sooth another’s bewildered soul and your words will be a balm
on their troubled and confused minds.
The virus news has completely dominated over everything else and that which SHOULD be in the limelight has
so conveniently been swept under the carpet.
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For now Blossom, shall we say that much is being deliberately ‘hidden’ in readiness for a time when the
carpet shall be removed … little by little.
There is reasoning for these things ‘for now’ to slip through the net. Yet, really, they have not. Would we
say they slipped through in order to be ‘contained’ in a deeper net until such time when their ‘trials’ are
opened to the public.
Are we going to be witness to everything?
That, we cannot say. For it will be up to the discretion of the ones taking over, as to matters that may
well be kept silent forever.
Too much damage to one’s psyche may be caused. These ‘obstacles’ are still very much being discussed …
as there is indeed, so much to be considered for the safety of the vulnerable.
Yet, I thought you said that ‘all will be revealed’ and it will shock and abhor.
You are correct, we did say that. Yet, now it is being discussed as to whether that would be the best way
forward.
For know, that when we say … that which you WILL hear will blow the senses … that which many have
already heard, has been absorbed and that is of a very dark level … and you will hear of ‘games’ that go
into a greater darkness than that. Yet, how far one will go to bring out Truth is still to be determined.
A bit confused as again I say, you said The Truth will be revealed?
And it shall Blossom. What we are determining, is once a certain level of Truth has been revealed, that
may be as far as some need to know. For know this also … that which will have Light shined upon it, shall
be more than enough for many to bare.
I can imagine. I have heard stuff that churns my entire Being into utter disbelief yet, somehow I know it has
taken place.
So, let us now in this moment, change the focus of the more downcast … and lift our eyes and thoughts
… into /up to … that which we KNOW is to come in the way of NEWNESS.
Keep Feeling in your Hearts the Knowing of that which you Know.
For that which you Know is to come … is of TRUTH.
I can feel that you are speaking of THE EVENT are you not?
Yes … we are.
Thought so. It’s not that I don’t believe it. It’s just it is way down the track and people then get despondent when
it doesn’t happen.
Yet, it will happen. It is to happen … And we keep mentioning it because it is necessary to keep it in the
forefront of your minds.
IMAGINE … A WAVE OF LOVE … AN EVENT SO HUGE … THAT IS TO SWEEP YOUR WORLD.
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AND IN DOING SO … A MASSIVE SHIFT IN YOUR PLANET’S VIBRATIONAL PULL OCCURS … JUST LIKE THAT.
IT IS TO COINCIDE … WORK WITH … BE A PART OF … THIS GREAT SHIFT THAT IS HAPPENING NOW UPON
YOUR PLANET.
IT IS THE ‘BIG SHOWTIME’ EXPERIENCE FOR ALL TO WITNESS WITHIN THEIR SOULS.
Do you follow? Are you keeping up?
What a scenario!
Firstly, the World of Light that you live in, is to BE EXACTLY THAT. For the darkness that has ruled is well
and Truly over. Yes, there is a lot of mess to clean up and the fall out from that will be quite severe … as
we have spoken of, regarding shock and disbelief.
Yet, then comes the Relief. One will already feel so much Lighter within as this is taking place.
Everything will seem to have a newness about it
AND JUST WHEN YOU THINK IT CANNOT GET ANY BETTER … THE MOST MAGNIFICENT LIGHT ENTERS INTO
YOUR PLANET … CARRYING WITHIN IT AN ENERGY OF LOVE THAT YOU WILL RECOGNISE AND REMEMBER
INSTANTLY.
So sorry to keep contradicting. Yet, I am sure either you or maybe white Cloud said that The Event would take
place when one felt we could not take any more Topsy Turviness … not when we feel things couldn’t get any
better?
Blossom, you will see what we mean. We are more than happy for you to question when you feel the
need to do so.
We have also said that within these times as the darkness lifts, that amongst the turmoil you would be
discovering ‘gifts’ that fill your Heart with song.
Well, words to that effect, I believe.
So know … that for so many of you that are already securely IN YOUR LIGHT, you will be experiencing
such Highs … because you have known this was to come. You KNOW what is around the corner … You are
experiencing more and more of the real you.
Yet, of course , there will be others … So many that are still reeling in shock according to their soul’s
disposition of that which has been brought to Light.
These words ‘Topsy Turvy’ have many aspects to them!
Yet, KNOW this, Dearest Ones’s of Light ad Love …and you do KNOW it …
THE TIME IS NOW.
THE DARKEST DAYS ARE GONE.
NEVER AGAIN UPON PLANET EARTH SHALL IT BE ALLOWED FOR SUCH DEPTHS OF EVIL TO EXIST.
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THE LIGHT HAS WON. THERE IS NO QUESTIONING OF THIS.
THE BRIGHTST DAYS ARE AHEAD. BRIGHTER THAN YOU THINK YOU CAN IMAGINE.
YOU … YOU THAT WERE CHOSEN …
THE STRONGEST OF THE STRONG ARE HERE NOW TO WITNESS …
THE GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH!
EMBRACE IT … ENJOY IT … LIVE IT … BE IT.
WE LOVE YOU.
We honour you.
We have the Greatest Respect for that which you are.
We must add before we depart this day … make it, if you so desire .. that you repeat with feeling … the
mantra …
I AM THE LOVE. I AM THE LIGHT. I AM THE TRUTH. I AM.
It really does assist YOU and THE WHOLE … in more ways than you can imagine.
We are in Gratitude to you for your attention to our offering of words.
And ‘we’ are in Gratitude to you for offering them!
In Gratitude, in Loving service. I AM.
I am being reminded to share this link once again with you. It seems more poignant as each year passes.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 9

25 April 2020
Welcome to you this fine morning. A gentleman who had been going back over some of the channellings came
across this in Dec 2013, when we were once again speaking of The Event … I said:”That which is to come … is on
its way?
And always has been … yet now, it is at its journey’s end.
This SO could mean tomorrow … yet, in your ‘history of time giving’ this so could mean in 2020. We shall just
have to wait and see I ‘assume’.”
I remember writing that and feeling that 2020 was so very far away and here we all are right in the thick of it! I
shall let you lead the way in today’s conversation.
Dearest Blossom, Dearest Souls, who are allowing their Light to strengthen and beam out the Love that
is /of contained in that Light, we welcome you in a way that is of the greatest respect and honour for all
that you are encountering and overcoming.
We knew, as you did, that these times would be most challenging and let us state, whether you feel this
way or not about your individual circumstances, you are Mastering these times in the way that we knew
you would.
We know we have to be patient in order for trickles of the Plan to be known to us, yet, for me, I still look up at
the stars at night thinking … What the **** is REALLY going on? Yes, we hear of this and that and plenty of the
other. Yet, it still leaves us a bit baffled as to when/what the outcome will be.
Yet, we ask of you to KEEP ON KEEPING ON.
The Light you are giving forth to The Whole is clearing so many pathways. Perhaps look at it in the sense
of you KNOWING that in the beginning phases, (which these are) your ‘task’ … is/was … to send out your
Light and Peace and Love and understanding. All things you know. to serve … and to do this throughout
… even when the next phase ‘hits.’
The next phase being?
The opening up of … a situation/ a Truth … that will have ‘everyone’ confused as to The Plan. For it may
not seem to make sense or be flowing in the direction you thought it might. This is when you also, have
to ‘sit tight’ and KNOW that although the Plan itself is also looking so very topsy-turvy … it is all in order.
How I wish you could give us a little more info yet, I respect the fact that is not appropriate and if we knew what
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it was, it wouldn’t be so astounding!
CORRECT. REMEMBER THIS IS A PLANETARY OPERATION.
It is HUGE in its organizing/organization. There are many undisclosed citizens that KNOW what is taking
place because they are part of the workings of that Plan. They know that things are really taking ‘flight’
as the Plan unfolds and yet, for most, it appears to be that one is simply cooped up inside waiting …
waiting … waiting …
THE ORDER OF THE DAY HAS TO BE PATIENCE, DEAREST ONES.
Keep Trusting that which you KNOW to be The Change that you have been waiting for … as you said at
the beginning Blossom … for such a long time …
AND NOW …
IT IS HERE.
YOU ARE IN IT.
IT IS HAPPENING … AND ALL THAT GOES WITH IT.
THAT IN ITSELF IS THE MOST EXCITING THING OF ALL.
Yes, when I think of it in quiet moments, it really is amazing. Yet still, in all Truth, I have problems addressing
what is happening to those that know only of the fear and have no idea about ‘any of the Truth’ behind it all.
Within me, I sincerely deeply ask, that THIS ACTUALLY IS THE TIME and that we can get a move on. It is difficult
sometimes, to feel so misunderstood, yet, that is all part of it. To let the misunderstandings become understood
by so many more. Some are still so not ready to wake up.
Yet, with what is to come … they will have the opportunity to do so … And that is when, for all of you
who have felt so frustrated and out of sorts, not feeling you are doing enough … will find it a time to be
‘All systems go!’
So, perhaps may we suggest to use this ‘quiet’ time’ … this ‘calm before the storm’ … to prepare your
Beings for the onslaught that is to come. In this we mean … and please know it is difficult as always to
put this into words … that the ‘outburst/outbreak’ of news … when it comes … will hit most of you like a
ton of bricks.
You may take a little time to come around … yet, because of this preparation, you are in NOW… you will
be more than ready to deal with it and do what you have to do.
There will be a time … and we are not talking years and years away, we are talking …
Please don’t say ‘soon’ …
We understand … we are expressing of ‘in a short while’ … when ‘An Occurrence’ takes place that will
shock the world. And we are not speaking of The Event at this point.
There shall be an announcement made that sends everyone into a spin. It will not be able to be kept out
of your mainstream media for it will be in accordance with the Divine Plan and it will not be able to be
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swept under the carpet.
It will also put your media into a new position … for many that ‘present news’ will have their thoughts
turned upside down and feel they have to follow the Truth.
The days are numbered, Blossom. Each new day brings your Planet closer to its New Home.
So many rabbit holes to jump down yet, I don’t feel it is doing many much good, as one still cannot Truly know
what is happening until we are told … outright … in the open … as proof.
This is so. Remember too, that many of the rabbit holes were put in place to confuse and disrupt. There
may be suggestions of scenarios that would appear to make much sense as to what is ‘really’ going on …
yet, do not be fooled.
You see … with respect … all very well you saying this and that we must follow our hearts and be discerning yet, I
am unable to KNOW that which is REALLY taking place. I KNOW what I’d like to think is taking place yet, there are
so many theories/possibilities.
This is what we suggest. For a while … CONCENTRATE ON LOVE … think of nothing else other than the
DIVINE PLAN … which of course is created through/of/ as /in Love to bring You … each one of You … and
all that is life upon your Planet … into a Higher more Loving place of Peace.
Concentrate on that. You can dig as far as you like down those rabbit holes and you will not like what
you bump into. Far better at this time to assist by remaining Bright and cheerful and allowing that
Brightness to ripple out.
With respect … many are doing daily meditations and TRULY making a difference … and then counteract
that action by digging down the rabbit hole and bringing one’s Vibration back down.
YOU WILL ALL KNOW … SOON ENOUGH.
Interesting you should say that, as last chat, you said it may be that we would not get to KNOW ALL THE TRUTH
as it may damage too many. Some felt upset about this because you have always said the FULL TRUTH would
come out.
Let us try and put some perspective on that if we may? Consider as many of you are aware … that …
that which is done unto another is done to thyself. Therefore, the many that have caused such deep
atrocities to other Beings will at some point, have to ‘FEEL’ for themselves that which they have ‘cast’
upon another.
Think about that for a moment, Dearest Ones. There could be nothing that will be more painful for these
souls that committed crimes against humanity … nothing … than to have to ‘experience’ everything they
have put on to another.
Some may say ‘well deserved’ … it is not about what one deserves … it is LAW.
So, keep that in mind. When we have asked you to forgive them … we have done so because that is what
is necessary to do, in order to … move up/through … into Higher planes.
Some seem to feel if ‘they’ were forgiven they would be getting away with it … so this clarifies that. Thank you.
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To continue on ‘how much Truth comes out’ … we said this is now under discussion … and continues to
be. There indeed, will be so much TRUTH that is revealed … more than enough by far, to send one’s mind,
soul and very Being reeling through utter disbelief.
Perhaps … and this is a questionable ‘perhaps’ … as far as it is taken in revealing untruths, will be as far
as is necessary for it to go. Perhaps … and again, a questionable ‘perhaps’ … to go further would only be
considered as an indulgence.
That’s an interesting thing for you to say. I totally get what you are saying yet, I feel others may ‘see your point of
view’ on this, quite differently.
The purpose of the movement is to allow this ship known as Planet Earth to have the smoothest
transition possible into the Glory of a Higher Vibration … which it so deserves. It has taken more than its
fair share of battering and bruising.
How that … is to be /is being …. done, is of a Plan that is so intricate that … with the greatest respect …
many would not be able to follow even if it was spelled out in detail.
This is why we ask you to KEEP ON TRUSTING.
DO NOT WAVER NOW. The seas are a little choppy yet, as we repeat … The storm has not yet arrived.
WE ASK YOU … TO KNOW YOURSELF IN YOUR TRUTH MORE THAN EVER.
KNOW WHEN YOU LOOK DEEP WITHIN … WHEN YOU FEEL DEEP WITHIN THAT, THAT FEELING OF ‘HERE WE
GO, THIS IS IT’ … MEANS EXACTLY THAT.
ALL THAT YOU HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR … ALL THAT YOU CAME HERE FOR … ALL THAT YOU HAVE BEEN
LIVING FOR …
IS HAPPENING RIGHT NOW.
KNOW THIS. KNOW THIS. KNOW THIS.
THE DIVINE PLAN CANNOT AND WILL NOT FAIL.
The Plan … Being Divine … eh … who exactly is running the show? I realize there is ground crew yet, due to
its intricacy and absolute Mastery … is it that those on the ground are being ‘guided step by step’ by other
intelligence‘ Off planet’?
What do you think Blossom?
I asked first!
Then we shall honour that and say ‘Of course’.
Meaning, to clarify … that those who are ‘dealing out orders’ from the ground are given these orders directly
from ‘Off planet’ Beings?
Correct.
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Telepathically, like we do here … or ‘face to face’ so to speak?
Face to face.
Woohoo … That’s cool … and makes total sense to me. Maybe we can speak more of that next time?
MAYBE! Again, we say … we must be discerning as to what is revealed and when.
Thanks so much … TRULY.
Boldly remain in your Truth.
I am doing my best. I AM THE LIGHT. I AM THE LOVE. I AM THE TRUTH. I AM.
In Gratitude. In Loving service. I AM.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 10

9 May 2020
Once again hello. A gentleman who has been looking back into your messages found these quotes … which are
very in tune with your last message.
2018
“Out of the ashes … out of the downfall of the entire system that is now in place … shall emerge … A NEW
DAWN.
The pieces shall not be put back together, for the fragmented rule is not to be rebuilt. Yet … from such a
crash … a NEW SYSTEM shall be put in place.
A system that is FOR THE PEOPLE OF EARTH. And this system shall be assisted by those from ‘other
places.’
As the walls that those of lesser Light hid behind, crumble … so too, shall there be the joining of souls
from other worlds.”
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Then a short time later …
“May I ask where you come in, within all of this? Other than these messages of assistance. Are you to be actively
involved?
Oh yes, indeed! For that which is to be spoken out, will not only be concerning the control and
management from the political aspect, yet, there will undoubtedly be outrageous findings regarding
‘Those from other Planets’ and the contact that has already been underway for a great length of time.”
Back to present day.
So, shall we carry on from the last message?
Warmest of Greetings to those who are now in complete agreement with who they are! We are aware
that so many are keen to continue from where we left off?
Yes indeed. Many are intrigued about ‘the announcement that will confuse us more’, that you spoke of and also,
more please on the ‘face to face’ meetings that are going on between those involved in ‘getting this Planet back
on its own two feet!’
As you know and many … know/understand … Blossom, we are unable to divulge ALL THAT WE KNOW.
That would not be in keeping with The Plan and how it is to be carried out. Yet, we can feed you tidbits,
in order for one to go within and send Love to that ‘not knowing’.
As for ‘The news that will confuse’ … it is soon to be offered and we make no jokes upon the word ‘soon’
at this severe juncture.
Severe?
Yes … for although for many who are kept in the dark about what is going on … KNOW … when we say
that … a great deal is taking place.
I feel this so much these days … just a nervous sort of feeling as if something is about to take place.
It is taking place.
Yet, we can’t know about it?
Not right now. Yet, you shall. The issue being that this entire Plan has to be handled with such precision.
It is not that … if it were a game of chess … that one knows for sure the next move of the opponent … so
much strategy must be discussed as to the correct counter move.
So then, these discussions … face to face … with whom? Can you tell us who is involved ‘on’ the Planet and ‘not
on’ the Planet?
We can only tell you that those who are involved have been ‘meeting’ for far longer than just a few short
years ago.
With respect … a bit of a nonplus answer. Surely there is so much more you can ‘share’?
Blossom, YOUR part of the plan and those of you who FEEL/KNOW that they are ‘in on it’ … is to keep
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oneself alert and aware. To be the ANCHORS OF LIGHT when a large proportion of the human race feels
that the Light is going out. So many remain ‘in the dark’ regarding THE TRUTH behind one’s confinement.
So … Enlighten us with YOUR TRUTH … if I may be so bold and meant with respect!
Our Truth? That which is taking place under the guise of illness is the greatest escape* that has ever
evolved.
You have said the baddies created the virus so has it backfired on them?
Without question. For ‘we’ were aware of their plans to ‘confine’ and therefore, ‘we’ were able to utilize
this ‘gift’ to work around/with it … in order to completely use it for the service of all.
Those who concocted this scenario had not foreseen all that it would ‘bring out’ in souls … and that is
just ‘one’ GOOD thing about it … there are many more.
This ‘dis-ease’ that is NOT spreading far and wide as you are being told, is simply the method used to
keep everyone under control. The fear … as you know … is far greater an illness than any cough and cold.
Some have lost loved ones … they may not agree.
Dearest Blossom, Dearest Souls … every minute of every day someone ‘loses’ a loved one yet, as you
know, there is no loss … just a passing through to ‘somewhere else’.
What we would deliver to you as a message to ponder upon is this. In the Light of who you are … does
this make sense? Does this sudden ‘control method’ make sense?
Well to me, absolutely not! Yet, I guess once again our patience runs thin with the waiting for the next piece of
news that spurs us on. I KNOW we have to be patient and we are trying our best. We are indeed feeling a bit ‘left
in the dark’. Why is this ‘In the dark’ theme running through today?
Because this is how your Planet has been ‘organized’ for eons of your time …. IN THE DARK /Of Darkness.
YET, YOU KNOW … YOU CAN FEEL THAT YOU … EACH ONE … ARE NO LONGER RULED BY THE DARK.
THE DARKNESS THAT HAS OVERRIDDEN THE LIGHT … THE LIGHT/YOUR LIGHT … HAS COME TO AN END
AND YOU WILL SOON FEEL THE FREEDOM OF YOUR SOUL,
Yet, there is much talk of more control, especially in some countries. There is still much talk of mandatory
vaccines etc.
Yet, there is so much talk also, of those in the know having the courage to speak out and allow others
to know that there is a band of Light players that are growing in numbers, minute by minute, that will
make sure that this scenario WILL NOT be fulfilled.
Dearest Blossom … for many, many, many years, we have brought forth messages to you regarding THE
CHANGE … AN EVENT that is to come.
YOU ARE IN THAT CHANGE … AND THE EVENT IS TO COME.
WE HAVE SPOKEN OF THE LIGHT WINNING. THE LIGHT CONQUERING THE DARK.
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WE HAVE SPOKEN OF A WORLD WHERE LOVE PREVAILS AND GOODNESS AND KINDNESS IS THE ORDER OF
THE DAY.
WE HAVE SPOKEN OF A WORLD THAT IS BRIGHTER AND LIGHTER.
A WORLD WHERE YOUR SOUL’S KNOW WHO THEY TRULY ARE BECAUSE THEY ARE RESIDING IN THE
VIBRATION THAT RESONATES THE LOVE THAT … IT IS /YOU ARE.
Have we not?
Yes, you have.
Do you believe us?
Yes.
Do you Trust us?
Yes.
Then we ask that each one of you KNOW that ALL THAT IS TAKING PLACE NOW … NO MATTER HOW IT
MAY APPEAR TO THE UNAWARE AND TO SOME EXTENT … THE AWARE … IS PHASE ONE OF THIS MOVEMENT
INTO … ALL THAT WE HAVE SPOKEN TO YOU ABOUT.
If you feel doubt, if you question us … this is fine for you to do so. We do not ask that you follow blindly
and if your conclusion is that you ‘still feel in the dark’ … then we ask that you cease following that
which we have to say and find your answers through your own KNOWING.
For ultimately, Dearest Souls, our intention has been for you to do just that. To ‘Find you’!
On the other hand, should it be that you FEEL IN TUNE WITH OUR WORDS AND OUR LOVE … and KNOW
what we say to be of TRUTH then we suggest this …
DO NOT FALTER.
DO NOT WAVER IN YOUR KNOWING OF TRUTH.
TRUST that what we are giving to you, is as much as we are able to give at any one time. If it were to be
that we ‘spilled the beans’ too early … we would be going against OUR TRUTH and this we cannot/will not
do.
So although, there may be flickering’s of doubts and what ifs’ … TURN STRAIGHT AWAY TO YOUR
KNOWING THAT THE REASON WHY YOU CAME HERE TO PLANET EARTH … IS TAKING PLACE NOW.
AND IN THIS KNOWING OF TRUTH …
BUILD IN YOUR STRENGTH.
BUILD IN YOUR LIGHT.
Do not concern yourselves as to ‘what is coming next’. ‘Simply’ remain strong and send out your
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RAINBOW LIGHT 24/7. This is what you came to do in phase one.
Rainbows are beaming forth in these clearer skies. I know you spoke of such things I believe in 2008 and
perhaps 2012 **. White Cloud is now speaking of Rainbow Light and in the Hawaii retreat we named ourselves
the ‘Rainbow Light Pod’. In the UK, they are displayed in windows to bring Joy. What is so significant about
Rainbows and why now is the term ‘Rainbow Light’ being used so much by you and White Cloud?
That which you know to appear as a Rainbow … and that it is a reflection of Light … is far greater than
that. When one sees a Rainbow, what do they do? They smile and feel their heart beat. They feel instant
Joy.
Ladies and Gentlemen … THE RAINBOW LIGHT IS YOU.
Ladies and gentlemen? Yep, I get it is us. Yet, we have been ‘conditioned’ to think of ourselves as ‘White Light’ …
the difference being?
None.
Thanks!
Blossom, The colours of the Rainbow are far more intricate than you know. The colours that emanate
… in/as/through/of … Love … in this that you call a Rainbow … have so much more significance. In that,
Colour and Sound are part of the makeup of your very Planet. They are part of the coding of your Planet.
We would say too, that when you KNOW YOUR MAKE UP IS OF RAINBOW LIGHT … THEN YOU CAN
CONNECT UP WITH THE POWER OF IT AND WHAT IT IS ABLE TO DO.
What is it able to do?
ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING.
So why both … White and Rainbow? I am getting to look up ‘Rainbow prism’. Ok. As the white light moves
through the two faces of the prism, the different colours bend different amounts and in doing so spread out into
a rainbow. ….
We feel you are getting a little confused with our point?
You feel correctly.
What we would say … is that now, in this phase … to be aware of the RAINBOW LIGHT … within
yourselves and that which is connecting with you within your skies, or in any ‘form’. That which is to
come also, presenting as Rainbows, will fill your Beings with Hope, Trust and Knowing.
Thank you. Today we seem to be veering all over the place. Is there any more you could add as to the ‘face to
face’ meetings with those ‘Off Planet’?
What we feel appropriate to say is that … Yes, indeed, those ‘Off Planet’ are very much a part of this
Movement. The Movement to see your work through into its next phase … into a Higher Vibration … It is
what we are all intent on completing.
So … WHO exactly are the ‘Off Planet’ Beings running this show alongside us? Is it you?
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Blossom, ‘We are the ‘Overseers of the Overseers’ as you know. So, naturally, we oversee plans. Yet, we
are not the ones that meet ‘face to face’. We give of the word ‘Officials’ are in place and they are the ones
communicating with those on your Planet.
Ok, so can you tell us then, if the meetings themselves are On or Off Planet?
Off.
Really? Good Lord Maud! I thought you were, without doubt, going to say ‘On’.
It is safer that way. That way, there can be no uninvited guests.
Makes sense. Oh! I welcome the day when we are ‘openly presented’ with all that is taking place.
Dearest Souls of Earth at this time … There is no question that this shall happen.
How I wish we could get some glimpses into the future.
You do not need glimpses. You need to FEEL the future and welcome it in. For it is one of such Brightness
… and this that is taking place now, shall seem ‘like a dream’.
And you want me to ask … is it?
And we want to answer … what do you think?
And I want to reply … Time for a cuppa. In Gratitude. In Loving service. I AM.
* I pondered on this for a while. I feel ‘they’ mean that we are to experience the greatest escape into our
Freedom along with perhaps, the rescues of the ‘stolen children’.
**See ‘TOPICS OF INTEREST’ … ‘Rainbows’ for dates of reference. (Under The Federation of Light menu.)
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 11

17 May 2020
Hello to you from all of us down here.
And hello to you from all of us ‘here’.
Which is where?
Everywhere.
So, you don’t have an actual ‘place of residence’?
Only if we choose one at a given time.
So, can you just choose where you ‘feel’ like Being?
Yes. Sometimes it is necessary to ‘appear’ to be in a place for reasons of councils etc. Yet, ‘we’ are just as
happy … always happy … to be nowhere other than wrapped up in LOVE.
Sometimes I get a visual of meeting you and sitting around a table in a meeting or being in a circle with you … Is
this my mind?
Yes … and ours. Anything can take place anywhere, whenever the need suits. As you know Blossom, you
are not confined to the physical body and the physical world.
Oh, but how it seems like it!
The restrictions put upon yourselves are consolidated by eons of domination so that the status quo then
‘KNOW’ the restriction to be True. Yet, of course, it is not. Much like so much that you KNOW to be True
and it really isn’t.
Are you talking here still about restrictions upon our capabilities or Truths that we have been indoctrinated with?
Both. As the Higher waves of Energy pour into your Planet now … so much of ‘the self-restrictions’ shall
be brought to Light. Yet, one must KNOW in their Being of that which one is capable of in order to ‘enjoy’
one’s freedom.
It is so exciting … to/for … us to KNOW that for so many of you, you shall be set free into YOURSELVES.
Yet first, there is much work to be done on the ground level is there not?
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Oh, indeed! Yet, we offer encouragement to you … each and every one. We are in much Joy due to so
much that is taking place, that most of the populus do not know about. It is all being handled under
extreme caution and extreme conditions. Yet, we say to you … Such Light is building upon your Planet
from the inside … out.
Do you mean regarding the Underground cities that are being uncovered and destroyed?
We do. Yet, we also mean within yourselves. So many have awoken during these Topsy Turvy times and
this is very encouraging. The balance of such is allowing widespread Hope among Nations.
Nations on or off Planet?
Both.
A question myself and many would like to ask is regarding the ‘phases’. As in … how many are there? You have
said … and White Cloud also, that we are in phase one. I am a little dubious about asking to be honest, as I have
a number in my head and I don’t want to have any influence on the number.
And the number you are thinking is three. Correct?
You read my mind. LOL! Am I right?
No. There are to be five.
FIVE?????!!!!!!!!!!!! Well slap me across the face with a wet fish! FIVE!
Why does this shock you so, Blossom?
Because five gives me the feeling this procedure is going to take much longer than expected.
Yet, would that not depend on how quickly some of the phases are dealt with /delivered?
Mmm! ‘Delivered’ intrigues me. Are you speaking of an announcement made?
In particular. Yes.
On all screens?
Yes.
I feel that is much further down the line. I know you cannot divulge too much for understandable reasons. Yet,
are you able to speak more to us of these phases and what each one will entail/involve? … and I know your
answer is going to be …
No!
I must be psychic! Not even a teeny weeny hint?
All that we would say, to you who are waiting patiently for things to move on a notch and for
confirmation of what you think is taking place to be brought out in the open … is this …
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Dearest Souls … that which is taking place behind the scenes … and KNOW that there is a vast amount
that IS taking place … HAS to be marked out and ticked off with such precision.
You would know Blossom, that before a performance on a stage … much has to be organized, prepared,
and indeed rehearsed before it can be shared with an audience.
It would not be fitting for dribs and drabs, as you call it, to filter through before the time.
The time for what?
The time for all the cards to be laid out on the table.
Much is being ‘leaked’ via the internet and yet again, sometimes one has a hard time knowing WHO exactly is
speaking complete Truth and who is not.
There is the danger of this confusion. If one absorbs too much … it can wrap the mind into a knotted ball
of string … which then takes unnecessary time and Energy to unravel.
I have to say, for me at the moment, I watch very little now. (Many share a lot with me.) Yet, many are doing
so 24/7. As I said last time, it is frustrating … this waiting for the next step. Yet, many of us are understanding
the need for patience. For instance, can you say roughly if there is still a lot to be done in phase one or are we
getting close to moving on into phase two?
Blossom, Phase two is almost upon you.
Almost? Soon? As much as I Love you … ‘almost’ could mean next year.
Yet, it doesn’t. It cannot. This which is taking place is not to be dragged out.
This which is taking place RIGHT NOW and over the next four phases is THE BIGGEST TRANSFORMATION
your World WILL ever experience.
Those who have suffered greatly … have suffered enough. This HAS TO END and it is now so close to
becoming an ‘open book’ for the human race to discover.
Ok. In for a penny in for a pound, as the saying goes. Is this announcement that is spoken of, going to be in
phase 2?
No.
Oh poop!
Why is this disappointing news?
Because I guess, many feel that when the announcement/s are made … then the ball will Truly be rolling.
There is more to be balanced out and put into place before then.
I am sure. So, this is intriguing as to what phase two will present and how will we know when we are in it?
You will know … There will be no question.
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Knowing you cannot give too much away, and so we err on the side of caution … will it be a smooth, almost
unnoticed move into phase two or a sudden ‘BAM!’?
It will be a sudden BAM!
And is it something that quite a lot of us are expecting to happen?
Yes. Yet, with added, so far, unknowns.
Ok. My thoughts are definitely not THE EVENT …. Too ‘soon’ for that. Surely that has to be phase five!
Surely!?
I Love the way you cover all angles by making me put both an exclamation and a question mark. You guys are
good!
We know what we are doing/up against.
So, if I was to push my luck and say ‘another lockdown yet, more severe’ … you, being so clever … would reply …
………
Nicely answered. I think! I don’t think any of us imagined it would be like this. I mean how could we have
done? We indeed, have to remain strong on so many levels. It can be so tricky when friends and family are not
necessarily in agreement with another’s ‘take’ on this whole thing.
And this is why we say that ‘only the strongest of the strong’ were chosen.
And this is why we have expressed to you that it is going to get a lot more Topsy Turvy than this … a lot
more.
Yet, we ask you to look into your Being, right now in this moment. How much stronger do you feel in
your TRUTH from when this first began … this dis-ease … this fear pandemic? Ask yourselves now. Feel
into your TRUTH.
You have certainly found what YOU KNOW IN YOUR HEART TO BE TRUE … even though you may not know
all the intricate details.
YET, YOU KNOW YOUR LIGHT IS BURNING MORE BRIGHTLY THAN EVER …
BECAUSE YOU CAN FEEL IT …
BECAUSE YOU HAVE THE CHOICE TO STEP UP TO THE MARK AND EACH ONE OF YOU KNOWS THAT ‘THIS IS
IT’.
THIS IS WHY YOU CAME.
IT IS HAPPENING NOW … AFTER ALL THS WAITING AND QUESTIONING.
HERE YOU ARE … IN IT … NOW.
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And take a look, Dearest Souls … how strong are you feeling? How Bright is your Light shining from
within you … reaching within others?
How much stronger now do you feel as One Unit?
How much now, with absolute conviction can you KNOW …
THAT YOU ARE THE LOVE.
YOU ARE THE LIGHT.
YOU ARE THE TRUTH.
YOU ARE ALL ONE WITHIN THE GREAT I AM.
YOU KNOW IT BECAUSE YOU CAN FEEL IT.
ANCHOR THAT FEELING INTO YOUR BEING AND SEND OUT YOUR RAINBOW SPHERES TO YOUR PLANET
AND THE WHOLE.
Spheres? That’s new.
Imagine balls of Light shooting out from you at the speed of Light … reaching the desired destination.
You do not need to know where they are going. You just need to TRUST and send them out. They will find
their direction with Love as their guide.
Rainbow Spheres! Nice! I like that.
You will like them even more when you see them!
Oh Boy! I AM THE LIGHT. I AM THE LOVE. I AM THE TRUTH. I AM. Many thanks for this chat. In Gratitude. In
Loving service. I AM.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 12

24 May 2020
Hello there, Oh, Knowledgeable ones! It seems many are feeling ‘unknowing/lost’ with all that is going on and
concerned that they haven’t had their envelope opened yet. Could you reassure them please?
Welcome, firstly. We are happy to converse with you this day and bring All Light and Joy to your Beings
that seem to be very much in need of such.
Secondly, it must be understood that although ‘some’ are saying their envelope has been opened /
activated … that which ‘We’ speak of regarding envelope opening, has not yet taken place. So, that
should put many at ease.
Is it going to be an individual envelope opening, at times when one is ready or an ‘all-out mail drop?!’
It is to be around a certain event.
Thee Event?
Yes.
Oh, so that could be quite a while then?
Yet, not years away, by any means.
So, are you saying …THE EVENT will open our envelopes?
Yes. For that is when All will need to know their position and purpose. When this ‘hits’ it will awaken the
vast majority.
Not all?
Blossom, some will choose to awaken outside of their human flesh. In that, they will choose at the time
to be ‘elsewhere’ and therefore, leave their mortal coil.
Everyone will Feel/Experience ‘The Event’. The vastness of it … the Energy of it … cannot be missed.
I thought we may need the envelopes open before then, what with all that is going on?
You do not need them opened before then because all that you require to assist THE WHOLE is within
you.
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So, what added extra does the envelope bring?
It takes you to a completely different level of KNOWING YOURSELF AND YOUR TRUTHS.
YOU WILL FEEL SO MUCH CLOSER TO HOME … Because you will be.
The Energy that it is to bring within it has never before ‘met’ your Earth frequencies.
Yet, we have some time yet before this occurs?
Let us say … this will not take place in Phase Two.
To continue to answer the question … Understand that you are MIGHTY BEINGS within the human
embodiment … and these times that have been drawn out have subdued the inner KNOWING to a point
sometimes, where one feels completely incapable of shining their Light, due to the heavy Energies
surrounding and absorbed by them.
This does not make one soul less KNOWING than another.
It is important in these times to release the indoctrination of unworthiness and break through the
barriers that have kept you in such a ‘space’.
Folk are unsure how to do this.
VISUALISE. VISUALISE. VISUALISE and work on empowering the LIGHT BEING that you are. Meditation is
the perfect tool for this.
KEEP ON REITERATING UNTIL YOU KNOW IT WITHIN EVERY PARTICLE OF YOUR EXISTENCE.
I AM THE LIGHT. I AM THE LOVE. I AM THE TRUTH. I AM.
BECAUSE THAT ‘IS’ WHO YOU ARE.
Thank you. I would like to move onto another question that is concerning many. It is regarding whether one
should or should not be passing on videos, channellings, etc. that are being widely spread by those who are
awake … to … those who are asleep? There is such divided opinion about this. Should one stop watching ‘what is
going on behind the scenes’ altogether and concentrate solely on the Light, Love, Rainbows and popcorn, oops, I
mean Unicorns … to keep the energy ‘up’ and just wait patiently for it all to kick off? It’s a tricky one.
Dearest Blossom, Dearest All. Integrity, understanding and discernment would be the order of the day.
We would suggest little seeds being planted and watered as opposed to throwing an entire tree at one,
all at once!
This reminds me of White Clouds chocolate metaphor. ( Eat one square at a time, wait until it is absorbed and
when hungry eat another)
Indeed, little by little.
Yet, easier said than done. For once you begin, the can of worms is opened due to the questions asked … and
then Bam! … the whole lot follows … sometimes. It’s difficult just to say a little due to the nature of the beast.
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We understand. We would suggest at such times relying on your intuition. This is when you tap into your
inner intelligence and LISTEN TO IT. Allow your Higher sensitivity to kick in and offer Love instead of
possible unknowns.
Address it as such in that, explaining that these troubled times will also have an end result of the most
unbelievably Glorious days ahead.
With respect they won’t believe us especially if we are walking into more turbulence, as you keep saying there
will be … some already think we are a bit cuckoo!
We see little point in sugar coating.
I understand yet, in their eyes we will be seen to be even more cuckoo than we already were.
Until …
I know … we just have to hang on … we are so close now to so much. Aren’t we? Please say we are?
YOU ARE NOT CLOSE, YOU ARE IN IT … AND SHALL CONTINUE TO BE.
So, should we watch rabbit hole adventures or just jump into the Rainbow?
Balance. Keep your balance … weigh up the feelings within you … if you are feeling too deep within the
rabbit hole … slide down some rainbows for a time.
YOU ARE INTELLIGENT BEINGS. You do not need us to tell you these things.
What you do need to do is … KNOW THIS.
Personally, I swing from one mood to another on a regular basis. Sometimes, I even feel ‘oh whatever!’ as if I just
don’t care … and then another time I feel so strong and KNOW we have won and how exciting it is/will be.
BLOSSOM, IT IS SO EXCITING! FEEL THE EXCITEMENT. BATHE IN THE EXCITEMENT.
I am trying. We all are …
We know. We feel it. Yet, we are so much more aware of the Glory that is to come … for we KNOW this is
so.
I think that is the thing for so many of us, we don’t feel we are doing enough. We just seem to be hanging
around waiting.
For what?
The next phase.
It will come soon enough and you will get through it, just as you have been doing in this one.
DEAREST SOULS, DO NOT UNDERESTIMATE YOUR LIGHT.
Do not for a moment, think that with each breath of I AM THE LIGHT. I AM THE LOVE. I AM THE TRUTH. I
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AM. that it is not ‘doing its thing.’
Every time you say this … you are strengthening yourselves and the Planet and the Divine Plan.
Every time you Meditate you are strengthening yourselves and the Planet and the Divine Plan.
Every time you Laugh you are strengthening yourselves and the Planet and the Divine Plan.
Every time your Heart Warms at the sight of a Rainbow you are strengthening yourselves and the Planet
and the Divine Plan.
Every time you SMILE no matter what you have just heard or experienced, you are strengthening
yourselves and the Planet and the Divine Plan.
IF YOU WERE NOT ONE OF THE CAPABLE ONES … YOU WOULD NOT BE HERE.
Please read that last sentence again and KNOW IT FROM DEEP WITHIN.
To do what you came to do, does not mean you are riding winged horses with swords of Light 24/7.
Well, not on this human level …
Indeed, for on another level, that Truth and visualization shall aid much.
Just by you being here, on Planet Earth … Being IN IT/OF IT … whether drinking a cup of tea or a stronger
tipple … or levitating for the Highest good on a mountain top … YOU ARE CHANGING THE VIBRATION
FROM WHAT IT IS … INTO A HIGHER ONE.
There is no stopping this … there is no going back.
The Game is on … and the Light has won. That which is taking place behind the scenes is far greater than
even you think you know.
Yet, things like … world wide announcements being made on all screens … ?? It just feels like we are in the
middle of a movie … yet, haven’t read the entire script.
You know of course, we would say … ‘You are!’ Have we not ‘related’ this to you many times?
Yes. I guess after all the many things we have hung on to our hats for, there is still that nagging little minuscule
thought of … ‘Is this actually all, at last, going to play out, or once again will it all die down and return to ‘normal’?
Blossom, what do you really think about that? Really?
I don’t feel it is so … not this time!
We would agree and confirm.
The clock is ticking …
Meaning 1,000 things.
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Indeed, 1,000 things and more.
DO NOT GIVE UP. DO NOT GIVE IN TO SUPPRESSIVE ENERGIES.
DO YOUR BEST … THAT IS ALL YOU NEED DO … TO KEEP YOUR KNOWING OF TRUTH AT THE FOREFRONT.
YOU KNOW … YOU KNOW … YOU KNOW … that which is to come shall be THE GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH!
We do, we do know that. In Gratitude in Loving service I AM.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 13

31 May 2020
This turned out to be quite a self-indulgent chat, yet it seems many feel like me, so I am hoping my indulgence
will be useful.Hello there once again, dear friends. Someone posed a question that had never crossed my mind.
I would be grateful if you could answer it.
Welcome, Dearest Blossom. We are always happy to engage in conversation with you and accept
that when you feel the need to ask a particular ‘something’, we will try our very best to answer it as
appropriately as we see fitting.
Ok. Thank you. You speak many times of those down here being chosen, only the ‘strongest of the strong’, etc.
and that many had to stay behind, so to speak. How come then, we have rapists, murderers, and all nature of
what appears to be darkened souls down here, who appear to be contributing to the darkness, not the Light?
That is indeed an excellent question. We would answer in Truth that for those souls who appear to other
souls to be of the darkness, they too, have their quest. They too, know that the experience of Life upon
Earth is the ‘quickest’ way for the soul to travel on the path to Enlightenment. Therefore, they have just
as much ‘right’ to be here as one who walks the path of Love and Truth and service to others.
Yes. Yet, surely if more of the goodies were chosen, maybe we would not be in such a mess?
Blossom … the ‘mess’ was inevitable. The peak* of this mess is upon you Now and has been created by
each and every one whether you consider one to be of Lighter or darker temperament. Your world is
a ‘mishmash’ of all that is … and it is now that the Game … the Experiment … has reached its ultimate
position where it has been agreed upon that CHANGE HAS TO OCCUR … For the Greatest Good of All.
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Yep, get that! Yet, wouldn’t it be better for those whose souls desire to cause harm, were put in a little place
somewhere else ‘off’ Planet … all of them together and for them to play out ‘their game’ on/with each other? Why
should, what we understand to be ‘innocent souls’ be their victims?
Because Blossom, your lives are Infinite. One you may consider to be innocent now, may once have been
very much like the perpetrator.
So, are we talking karma here?
We are. Let us speak of that! Karma is not necessarily ‘payback’ from one soul to another. It does not
work that way. Yet, it would be for the soul that repents … to ‘ask’ for the same experience … of feeling…
of that which they caused another … in order to KNOW the harm they put upon another … in order to
forgive themselves. This is but one example of many, many … that befits that topic.
Remember too, that there is CHOICE. We cannot, no one can, interfere with another’s choice. If one
chooses to enter onto a pathway that is not leading them into the Light, that is their decision.
They may have had every good intention before they came … and yet, got lost along the way.
So, with respect, not necessarily the strongest of the strong then?
With respect … how strong do you feel at the moment Blossom?
Oh, Touché! Top marks. You obviously have been tuning into my Energy. For, the answer to that is … Not very
strong at all! In fact, I feel so ‘weak’ in my supposed strength. I am aware of all your teachings, especially the
mantra to keep me afloat, yet, seem to be sinking with a brick around my ankle and cannot be bothered to untie
it! Absolutely get what you mean. I was wrong to have judged.
Not wrong, Dearest Blossom. It is just that our perspective in/of/ all matters is very different from yours
because of the difference in Vibration in /from which we reside.
So then, tell me honestly … (why do I even need to say that to you for I know you will) for those of us that feel
we are ‘failing miserably’ right now in our purpose, our mission down here, are you disappointed in us? It’s
going to get much worse, you say … and I for one, am not doing very well at anchoring the Light and sending out
Rainbows right now and this is only phase one!
Blossom, Dearest Blossom, YOU ARE A HUMAN BEING OF LIGHT! That which we offer you are assistances
to bring about THE CHANGE that you are in. It is not that we would in any way be taking score of how
well you are doing. When we see one’s Energy and disposition is low, we send Love. We do not judge.
We are not down there with you in the thick of it. Many of you are intensely sensitive to the Energies
within upon and around your Planet during these times. When you eventually get to hear of what
actually is taking place right now, in that which you believe to be an ‘incubation period’ … you will
understand perfectly. ‘No wonder I felt so bad’, you will say.
Yet, you are asking us to stand strong in our Light … for these times are why we came … and I feel my battery is
almost out.
Our suggestion to this would be to rest and recharge then. We certainly would not advise to beat
yourself up about the way you are feeling.
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Yes, I know it doesn’t help my plight. I seem to be beating myself up for beating myself up even!
There will be a shift in Energies that will lift your spirits.
A shift in Energies BEFORE whatever phase THE EVENT may be in?
Yes. For as we have stated before … one will feel the preliminary effects of this in preparation for the
actual happening.
It is not ‘our policy’ to undermine or contradict another’s messages … yet, there is talk of the June solstice being
the time of the great Solar Flash.
There indeed, is talk.
Like there was talk of the Comet Atlas that was going to cause such devastation and chaos … destined to happen
last weekend. With the greatest of respect … I am here … still … all electricity working etc. I mean … no wonder so
many cynically now, take everything with a grain of salt.
Blossom … where does your heart lie?
What do you mean?
Just that. Deep in the core of your heart … what do you feel?
Sadness.
Look deeper.
The door’s shut.
Open it. Walk inside.
Far out. To my absolute surprise, I saw a mass of worms all intertwined and squirming. Not what I expected at
all. I thought I was going to see a rainbow sphere or something! See, what I mean?
Open the next door.
I haven’t got my wellies on and I might slip on the worms! OK. Deep breath and stretching my arm out for the
latch … and … Oh! Oh! Oh! The Rainbow Land … I opened the door into the most beautiful vista of colour … a
Bridge … and the biggest Rainbow. It instantly made me cry. It just feels so far away from the insanity of this
world we are experiencing right now.
Yet, it is only a few doors away! KNOW THIS IN YOUR HEARTS.
THE WORMS MUST BE OUSTED OUT AND THIS WILL BE PHASE TWO!
Wow! You told us what is going to be happening in Phase Two. Yet … God, I am so argumentative … isn’t this
happening undercover at the moment?
Indeed. Yet, not publicly … as such. There is much speculation woven in with that which is Truth and
being heralded as Truth … when it is only speculation!
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How I wish you could/would give us some hints.
Blossom, when the time is appropriate to do so and not one moment before … ALL WILL KNOW THAT
WHICH IS TO BE KNOWN.
Meanwhile, with so much Love being sent to each one … concentrate on the Rainbow Light … watch
yourselves walk over the Bridge and sit there a while, and when ready, walk back again feeling renewed
and strengthened … IN THE KNOWING YOU CANNOT FAIL.
Thanks, so much Guys. Phew … who would have thought! We have been waiting so long saying ‘Bring it on!’ and
now it is here, I don’t like it! I’ll turn myself around when I’ve worked through this ‘occurrence within’. I am the
Love. I am the Light. I am the Truth. I AM.
A phase, Dearest Blossom, Dearest souls … just a phase!
In Gratitude, in Loving service, I AM.
*When they say ‘peak’ … I feel the entirety of the scenario as it shall be played out. I do not feel they mean
phase one that we are now in, is the peak of the mess.
** I recorded a Rainbow Bridge meditation with White Cloud, which I hope to post during the week on youtube.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 14

14 June 2020
Hello my friends and welcome. Well, the question on everyone’s lips is ‘Are we in Phase 2?’ Some are adamant
we are and some think not.
Firstly, we welcome each one. Each one upon your Planet Earth that are open to receiving our words that
we bring forth with the intent to advise and uplift.
Thank you. So … are we in phase 2?
We categorically state that Phase 2 has not yet moved into position.
So, the riots are part of Phase 1?
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Correct and although you are nearing the end of Phase 1 (from our perspective) there is yet another
‘portion’ of it to be fulfilled before Phase 2 can come into play.
We stated that Phase 2 will come in with a ‘BAM’ and this is so.
Ok. Thanks for clarifying that. So, this next ‘portion’ of Phase 1 … any clues?
It will derive from this last portion. Remember always ‘ALL IS NOT AS IT SEEMS’. Even that which you
think you know has fallen into place, may not necessarily be the case.
Well, that’s just it! I am at the stage of not … trusting /believing fully … anything that passes my way at the
moment. It is all so up in the air and nothing makes sense. So, I feel it best to wait patiently until something
REALLY OBVIOUS is identified as Truth.
This would be an advisable and sensible state to ‘play with’ Blossom.
I am aware some would call me a conspiracy theorist and yet, I am a TRUTH SEEKER! That is all any of us
want, Guys … to seek the TRUTH and yet, I feel like a minted pea, drowning in a bowl of soup … of a thousand
vegetables!
An interesting perception Blossom.
Yes! I don’t know why I came out with that!
Because we would say it aptly describes the state of play at the moment.
So many ‘ingredients’ have been thrown into the mix now. So much confusion presented to do just that
… ‘confuse’ … so that no one really knows or can understand.
Yet, this is, therefore, the reason to stay centered … to hold steadfastly to the ONE TRUTH THAT YOU DO
KNOW.
THE TRUTH THAT YOU FEEL IN YOUR HEART WHEN YOU STOP AND ASSESS.
THE TRUTH THAT YOU FEEL IN THE CORE OF YOUR BEING THAT KNOWS YOU CAME HERE TO SERVE THE
LIGHT.
THE TRUTH THAT YOU FEEL THAT LETS YOU KNOW YOU CAME HERE TO SEE THIS PLAN THROUGH INTO ITS
FINEST HOUR.
ALL THIS TRUTH YOU FEEL INSIDE OF YOU WHEN YOU QUIETEN THE THOUGHTS THAT RUN THROUGH
YOUR MIND.
WHEN YOU BREATHE IN THE SILENCE OF LOVE ITSELF … AND WITHIN THAT BREATH … ONE INSTANTLY
KNOWS THAT ONLY ONE THING IS OF IMPORTANCE THROUGHOUT ALL OF THIS TOPSYTURVINESS.
LOVE. LOVE. LOVE.
When you are exposed to something that ‘hurts’ your Being … Remember LOVE.
When you are feeling lost, lonely and afraid … Remember LOVE.
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When your spirit feels so depleted from the onslaught of lies that surround you … Remember LOVE.
When you feel you are …
Drowning in a bowl of vegetable soup?
REMEMBER LOVE!
When you remember LOVE in everything you do … Your days will feel easier.
For in doing so, you are allowing yourself to be connected with Higher Energies that can encourage and
uplift you.
REMEMBER there are so many ‘Lights’ from all sorts of ‘places’ that are with you … right by your side …
right behind you … right there with you … to offer their service of LOVE to you.
You, each one who resides in human form upon the Earth plane …
YOU ARE NOT ALONE IN THESE TIMES.
You may FEEL you have been forgotten or perhaps wandered off track … NO!
Become aware of ALL who choose to ‘have your back’.
Of ALL who infuse Light into your Energy fields.
Do not refuse them by not acknowledging them.
Let them know … you know they are there with you.
Your Allies. Your friends. Your comrades … Your TRUTH SEEKERS!
THERE IS AN ENTIRE FORCE FIELD OF BEINGS BACKING YOU UP.
MAKE USE OF THEM.
SPEAK WITH THEM.
FEEL THEM,
NOTICE THEM.
WELCOME THEM IN!
There are scenarios being played out. This has to be done in order to move forward.
There is so much more to come. We have made sure you understand this.
Yes. You are quite clear that the situation is to become far worse … i.e. A lot more Topsy Turvy than now. Many
are upset and fearful of this, as they do not feel they are coping very well NOW, let alone when it gets worse. Do
you mean worse in ways of confusion?
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Blossom. The entirety of the situation that is presenting itself NOW is to become much deeper and
severely more intense.
See! Those are strong words!
Because you are in a situation that cannot be … brushed over/ brushed under … the carpet. The
changeover has begun and it is not going to eventually all disappear and return to normal.
That which you knew as normal shall never return. It cannot.
Yet, the ‘new normal’ at the moment, when out and about, already seems quite controlled. Yesterday, some man
thrust a thermometer laser in my forehead without even asking … I wasn’t a happy bunny! Things that make me
feel we are moving into a much more controlled society … not one of freedom.
Yet, this is how things are presenting now.
KNOW THIS …
That which is to come … that which is to be ANNOUNCED will change this way that appears to seem
controlled.
Such a HUGE ANNOUNCEMENT shall be made that will take you into Phase 2!
Whoa! So … the BAM will be the ‘announcement?’
Correct. The first announcement of its kind.
And after that announcement … we will shift into phase 2?
Correct.
Ok. So, to boldly go where no man has gone before … who will make this announcement?
We cannot go that far. Yet, we will say that the ‘wording is already on paper’.
In fact, we would tell you that the wording for the following three announcements is already ‘marked
down’.
The preparations that have been long underway/undercover are beyond the capabilities of some of the
most intelligent of Beings.
THIS DIVINE PLAN IS IN PLACE AND ALTHOUGH THERE MAY BE ALTERNATE STRATEGIES THAT HAVE TO
BE PUT IN POSITION WHEN NECESSARY … THERE IS NOTHING THAT CAN OR WILL PREVENT IT FROM
FOLLOWING ITSELF THROUGH INTO THE DIVINE TRANSFORMATION OF PLANET EARTH … OF THE
BEAUTIFUL EXPRESSION OF LOVE THAT YOU SHALL WITNESS IN THE DIVINE OUTCOME.
THIS IS THE TRUTH THAT YOU SEEK.
We ask that you allow this TRUTH to be absorbed into the ‘human sector’ of your BEINGS.
For that which you are … THE LOVE/LOVED … BEING OF LIGHT THAT YOU KNOW YOURSELF TO BE …
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KNOWS THIS TRUTH … and encourages the human element that is …
drowning in a bowl of vegetable broth?
Thank you for your input. We could not put it better ourselves …
and encourages the human element that is … drowning in a bowl of vegetable broth … to wake up to this
Truth.
To allow the little ‘minted pea’ to see itself for what it is … amongst all that is mixed up within that bowl
and COME INTO ITS OWN KNOWING … to find the Courage because of that Truth to swim to the surface
and CLAIM ITS SOVEREIGNTY.
That has been coming up a lot lately from others, it seems. Asking one to claim their sovereignty. ‘I AM A MINTED
PEA!’
Dearest Blossom, although you jest, this is exactly what you must do.
TAKE CHARGE.
TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR FEELINGS. THOSE FEELINGS THAT LET YOU KNOW WHO YOU ARE.
THOSE FEELINGS OF KNOWING THAT THIS IS WHY YOU CAME … TO BE HERE AT THIS TIME …
IN THE KNOWING THAT EACH ONE OF YOU IS TO BE OF THE GREATEST ASSISTANCE IN CHANGING THE
COURSE OF HUMANITY.
From a bowl of mushy soup into a bowl of consommé?
We feel you have understood perfectly.
We all know this deep inside. We just ‘tire’ now and then … WE KNOW WE HAVE GOT THIS. WE ALL KNOW IT.
Because you have.
I am so intrigued to know what the first announcement will be!?
As indeed, we are so intrigued to see the reaction it creates!
In Gratitude. In Loving service. I AM.
The audio for this channeling will be posted below shortly.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 15

20 June 2020
Another week has flown by. Hello! If ok with you, we need to continue on about this announcement. I feel there
are a few things to be clarified.
Welcome, Blossom. Welcome, All. We are happy to assist in this reasoning. How may we help?
Thank you. Before, you have spoken of a HUGE announcement when all TV screens and devise screens would be
taken over … this one coming up, to take us into Phase 2, is not that one is it?
Definitely not. Things ‘as they are’ are not ready for that Phase and you can feel Blossom, that there is
no point in asking us when that Phase is or what number.
Yes. I get that.
We are doing that which we can to help you to find your feet … to ground yourselves as much as possible
within this process of transition and yet, we know you understand … or most of you do … that we cannot
do a ‘GRAND REVEAL’ for that simply is not ‘our’ place to do so and to keep in mind that ‘situations’ …
‘pieces of the puzzle’ are changing places rapidly as each team/side tries to outdo one another.
We are going over old ground I know, yet, you have said many times the LIGHT HAS WON … so outdoing one
another, confuses me greatly.
It is indeed fact that the LIGHT HAS WON. Yet, this does not prevent the need for those on the loser’s
side to hold fast to the little ‘weaponry’ they have left and try to be the ‘last man standing’, so to speak.
KNOW IN YOUR HEARTS THE LIGHT HAS WON.
THIS YOU NEED TO EMBED INTO YOUR BEING. IT WILL ASSIST YOU THROUGH THESE COMING TIMES.
Ok. I am just going to go for it and ask if Phase 2 will find us in another lockdown?
Yes.
Oh, Poop!
Yet, not immediately. This, as far as we can surmise will be very different from the first home
restrictions. For much … has/will have … taken place by then and many souls will have found their
Truths … their thoughts on the current situations and may not be so willing to participate in these ‘End
games’.
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The tides in Phase 2 will turn things around enormously and one will find themselves in yet another
confusing state of Being. All the while, the ‘positions’ of many will be building into a more solid stance
and realizations of what is ‘perhaps’ going on behind the scenes will be brought to the forefront.
More and more as the days move on, your false media will have to expose certain ‘things’, for it would
appear ridiculous if they did not and again, more and more questioning would arise.
I cannot tell you how many times I have said ‘Who knows’, ‘We shall just have to wait and see’. Each one of us
having our own thoughts on what may or may not take place. One is in such limbo.
YET, ALL ONE NEEDS TO KNOW IS THE LOVE THAT THEY ARE.
With respect … if one simply continued to feed themselves with the KNOWING OF THE LOVE THEY ARE …
the Higher aspects of Love that they are ‘made of’ … then they would find great relief in these troubled
times.
Would you say we have hit rock bottom now, what with all these riots?
No, we would not. There is more and more and more to come.
Oh, Happy days!
Blossom. This is not new news. One is trying to imagine that which is to come, yet, you cannot.
No rumours or rabbit holes have full knowledge of the procedure that shall come about. It may not
always ‘appear’ to be heading in the right direction … yet, keep in mind, there are many twists and turns
along the journey to this Higher frequency of STATUS.
You are in for huge surprises of all sorts! Some Enlightening … some shocking … some uplifting … some
very depressing … SO MUCH … SO VERY MUCH IS TO UNFOLD.
I don’t go down rabbit holes unless sent the map to do so. I recently watched one about ‘Clones’. I have heard a
little about it, yet, this took it further. Would you care to comment?
Not particularly, Blossom.
I thought you might say that. May I ask why not?
Dearest Blossom … Beloved Beings who enjoy our ‘banter’, there are things of this Planet Earth, many,
many things that we know about and have not yet come anywhere close to being revealed.
It is not our responsibility to do so … not yet … if at all.
Again, here we have difficulty in putting into words that which seems impossible to do so.
We are unable to put ALL REVEALS of EVERYTHING about Planet Earth and all it entails into a nutshell.
For Planet Earth is part of the EVERYTHING … IT IS A PART OF ALL THAT IS.
Within JUST your Planet Sphere, there are multidimensions, multidimensional Beings, Frequencies that
go off the charts … both within and without that which is known as the actual EARTH.
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So much is taking place right now … that is nothing to do with the political state of affairs and who is
running the show. So much that one cannot put into words because there are none to do so.
What YOU are experiencing is the HUMAN FACTOR and all you are able to comprehend is what is
occurring within/around/about your current changes from that OH, SO HUMAN FACTOR … BECAUSE YOU
ARE HERE TO EXPERIENCE THAT SIDE OF THINGS AND DO WHAT YOU CAME TO DO AS A HUMAN RACE … TO
MAKE IT INTO A HUMAN RACE THAT ONE CAN BE PROUD OF/ SIT WELL WITHIN.
THAT IS YOUR PART IN ALL OF THIS … YOU KNOW THIS.
YOU KNOW YOU ARE HERE TO BRING OUT THE LOVE FROM WITHIN YOURSELVES AND SHINE IT UPON
THOSE WHO DO NOT EVEN KNOW THEY HAVE IT. ANY OF IT!
All else that is taking place behind the scenes on other levels … although for the same purpose and
working toward the same outcome, is being taken care of by those whose position it is to do so.
I am getting a feeling, because you cannot put it into words … to do with a sort of Universal gathering of
soooooo many involved … each having their own part to play.
Correct. For this that you are deeply involved in … although your Planet Earth SEEMS so small in
comparison to other Planets/Stars … is FAR BIGGER on a Planetary embodiment than one assumes.
Meaning what?
When you have ‘arrived’ … into/through … to the NEW position of Earth … you will KNOW.
There is not too much we can say at this point, other than the EARTH as you know it now … will not just
have changed in Vibration, therefore, changing ‘IT’, yet, the expansion of your Planet will be ‘the talk of
the town’.
You do know don’t you, that many feel you talk in riddles and ask why you cannot just say it as it is?
We are aware Blossom, that there are those who choose to think of our words in that way.
We are not here to offer things to you on a plate, for that would stunt your growth.
If we were to tell more than we should, we would change the course of the pathways … for, by one
KNOWING what is going to take place next, they would be gearing towards that particular pathway.
Wouldn’t that be useful?
No, because by doing so that would change ‘what is’ and ‘how it is’.
The unfolding of this Grand Divine Plan must be handled with great caution.
Back to ‘THE LIGHT HAS WON’?
Yes. It has.
Perhaps a metaphor or something to help out on this. For, I get that you say it needs great care, yet, if we have
won … put bluntly … why all the secrecy? Do you see my confusion still?
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Let us say that ‘Throughout’ it is known THE LIGHT HAS WON.
IT IS THE INEVITABLE OUTCOME. Yet, this does not stop those who are lost in the darkness, putting
spanners in the works to prevent the FINAL VICTORY taking place.
However, they cannot prevent it … yet, they can prolong it.
Ah, well why didn’t you say so in the first place! That makes sense to me. I guess, like everyone else, I am forever
wondering what the future may hold. Don’t get me wrong … I am living day to day and in a much better place
than I was … yet, everything is still so uncertain.
Not everything, Blossom …
LOVE. LOVE. LOVE.
That’s all you need do. Within everything you hear, watch, read, feel … do it … in/ as/ through/ of … LOVE.
Nothing else. LOVE.
Thank you. This reminded me of some of your words on ‘LOVE’ from THE BRIDGE. I will put the link below. I
always enjoy our connection. I feel very Blessed. In Gratitude. In Loving service. I AM.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 16

5 July 2020
At the time of channelling these two communications, I was struggling with the ‘State of play’ (As you will
assess!) I am feeling much Brighter now. You may find the channelling reads fine, yet, for me, ‘I’ was totally
getting in the way and in the end decided to stop and post it anyway, for reasons of assisting others feeling
the same way. I ask that my ‘indulgence’ is forgiven … from one who knows better, yet doesn’t always feel it!
Thank you.(Thursday 25th June)Hello once again. There are so many questions people want me to ask you and
yet, I think we know where we stand at this point with all that you have said. So many of the questions I know
you cannot give answers to, for it is not for us to know some things, as yet. Which leaves us so up in the air
because although you asked us to be discerning about all that comes into our awareness, I have no idea what
is Truth and what is not. It’s the same for many. So much speculation too, about the timing of it all. You say you
cannot give us a time frame … other channelers (from what people have written to me) are saying five to ten
years for this whole thing to get where it’s going. If this is the case … many just want to ‘get off/get out’ because
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they do not feel they can hang on much longer … Waiting, waiting, waiting. Words of wisdom offered would be
appreciated. ( and yes, I know we have travelled this train of thought before, yet. It is where I and many, are at
right now.
Dearest Blossom, Dearest Souls of Earth … We understand that you feel that the momentum has died
down from earlier in the year when we expressed ‘this is it’! Your enthusiasm … for some, has come to a
standstill. Yet …
I know what you are going to say and probably many readers do also … in that … ‘If you could see it from our
perspective etc. and know what is going on behind the scenes, we would not feel this way’… Right?
Correct.
Point being … we cannot see it from your perspective and we don’t know what is going on behind the scenes …
and even if we think we do … we don’t have proof of any of it. If it were to be that this huge announcement you
speak of, is not for another year perhaps … then … I feel we would have all slumped seriously into Slumpland,
which would not be of much assistance from the Love and Light perspective. I was a little reluctant to channel
today/this week … due to …with the greatest respect, knowing there is no more you can say right now until
something new presents itself.
Blossom … where are your power buttons?
My what?
Your power buttons? Where are the triggers that spark your Being into Lightness?
Buried under a pile of confusion! The more I ‘hear about’ the more confused I get. Nothing makes sense. I feel
sort of half on, half off Planet. Sometimes, I feel it’s all just too much to deal with and therefore, I take on a ‘who
cares’ attitude. I tell you this, not to indulge in ‘my’ feelings yet, just letting you know how many are feeling ( I
cannot speak for all of course.) You say there will be a huge announcement, another lockdown, yet, you cannot
say when. Are we to wait until next year for this or next month? Surely you must know these things? OK, I’ve had
my moan … I hand the talking stick to you.
For which we thank you. We appreciate your honesty, Blossom. It is good for us to know how one is
feeling when in the thick of it all.
The second lockdown will be before the year is out … as will the announcement present itself before the
year is out, also.
Thank you. Should we start knitting a jumper while we wait or, just a tea cosy?
A tea cosy. Dearest souls … you feel a little as if you have been ‘let down’ once again, perhaps? This is
not so. We have explained that everything has to be in place for the biggest Plan EVER to move forward
in the smoothness of its design. You have waited this long … you can wait a little longer. For we have
also told of the time ahead that will be so ‘full-on’ that you sometimes will wish you were back in this
‘standstill’ phase.
Why do I feel so ‘off-planet’? Why do I feel like I don’t care?
Because you are stuck in limbo it feels. What is taking place is SO HUGE and yet, is it that you feel you
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are not involved?
Oh, I know we are. We are meant to be strong and shining our Light. That is what we are doing. Yet, nothing
seems to be shifting, so our batteries run low. Actually, I’m going to stop this moaning and pick up another day
… when I am feeling in a more compatible mood to chat with your Loving Energy.
Wait. With respect … wait. Take a deep breath and allow our Love to fill your Knowingness.
I took five breaths and still not really in the mood. Thanks though! Good try!

OK … so it’ is now a week later … Feeling better than I have been of late, so let’s go for it.
(July 2nd.)
Good morning my friends. Are we good to rock and roll, as we say down here?
Greetings of the Highest form to Each and Every One.
Let’s begin on a possible High note. There is a photo going around of a huge PILLAR OF LIGHT over New York.
This is definitely more like the ‘vision’ you showed me back in 2011 as opposed to the beautiful weather pillars.
So, would you say this is one?
Indeed. We would. One of many to come. One of which will send a fusion of awareness over a large area.
Why this place in particular?
Why not? As we stated before many years ago … these PILLARS OF LIGHT contain an Energy … an
Intelligence … and much Love.
Due to the gentleman who offered so much of his Love to assist all, we understand one can now look up
all we have said about such Pillars with the greatest of ease. * For which we honour him.
So, are these likely to come soon or one every three years, type of thing?
There are more to come in times ahead, we cannot give days and dates.
The one’s you showed me in my head years ago, were ‘travelling’ across the skies.
Indeed. Yet, one step at a time. Let the mind absorb the initial ones that are static and then when ready,
others, more than one at a time, shall begin to present themselves with movement.
Dearest souls, we have spoken to you of wonders to come within these tumultuous times.
SENSE THEM.
FEEL THEM.
They are presented for reasons that not only uplift yet, are sure signs of the Knowingness within of what
is to come.
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Well, that is indeed something positive. I know quite a few soul’s who are simply excelling in preparing their
Beings for all that is to come … and as you can tell from our earlier chat … I’m not! They really have their act
together and I am in awe of them.
Are you concerned about that?
I feel I should know better and I do! Yet, my wellies feel so ‘stuck in the mud’ and dragging me under!
These times you are experiencing are of the deepest releasing. Some are doing it ‘for others’ who cannot.
Yep. It feels like that sometimes. For I am falling apart at the seams, it seems!! There is a deep-down sadness/
disbelief for me when I see so many ‘falling for the trap’ they are being fed. That’s what I find so hard. Every cell
in my Being rebels so strongly when I see so many convinced by the lies.
Dearest Lady Of …
Oh dear! Why are you struggling for a word? LOL.
To do exactly that … make you smile … Lady of Light …
Phew!
The reason you and many find this so difficult is because so much of what is being told is not of Truth …
and because … YOU ARE! It goes against the grain. That is why.
Any suggestions? Please don’t say ‘Don’t listen to it’. I try not to. Yet, 1. One needs to be aware of what is going
on and 2. My inbox is full of questions and concerns about it all. So, a little difficult to escape it!
All that we are able to suggest is that you keep repeating The Mantra.
I do! OK. Let me cease this indulgence right now and let’s get bright and sunny, shall we?
We can … We are … Can you?
Unsure to be honest. I get so frustrated. OK. Changing my attitude right now. My friends … over to you on the
sunny side of the street.
Many thanks. On this side of the street, the sun is shining. The air is fresh. There is so much Love
beaming from Each One. Smiles aplenty. Offerings of Love and Joy. Come on over Blossom, come on over!
Wouldn’t you know it, my GPS is malfunctioning …
THEN FIND IT WITH YOUR HEART.
FEEL IT WITH YOUR HEART.
So many, so many are here with you all. Beaming their Light Love to Each One. Helping lift their heavy
hearts and removing the negativity that confusion causes.
Sorry guys, just not happening for me. It is the ‘space’ I am in that I just can’t seem to shift enough to go with our
usual flow. So, I am going to stop once again. Far out Brussel sprout. In Gratitude. In Loving service. I AM.
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* See Federation Of Light on the menu bar, then Topics of interest L-P.
** https://twitter.com/HeatherChilders/status/1278380284149465089?s=09

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 17

11 July 2020
Hello there. Me here, still amongst the thick of it all on Planet Earth. It seems the Mantra I AM THE LIGHT. I AM
THE LOVE. I AM THE TRUTH. I AM is still being used widely and it is helping. Yet many are REALLY struggling it
seems. Quite a few want to get the bus home. I am certainly feeling better than I was, thanks to so much Love,
support and encouragement from so many. I am indeed Blessed.
Welcome to you all. You … Each one … that agreed to be upon your beautiful Planet at this time.
You who are far greater in Being than you can possibly imagine yourselves to be.
We tell you this …
As the days move forward in the awkwardness of your world and your people … you will find yourselves
recognising this AMAZING BEINGNESS that you are … more and more.
For though YOU FEEL the Light is dimming and your strength is fading … WE FEEL very differently.
For we KNOW the Plan. We do not need to remember it, for we KNOW it and it is unfolding exactly as it
should. Exactly as planned.
We accept that the Energies that are being absorbed by Each One are troubling to the soul. This is why
YOU … EACH ONE … WERE CHOSEN.
BECAUSE YOU ARE THE STRONGEST OF THE STRONG …
WE ASK YOU TO STEP INTO YOUR GREATNESS … NOW.
STEP INTO THE POWERHOUSE OF YOUR AMAZING QUALITIES … NOW.
YOU ARE THE HOME OF THESE QUALITIES.
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YOU ARE WHERE THEY RESIDE.
They are not outside of you awaiting to be found. They LIVE and BREATH inside of you … for they are LIFE.
These times you are in … you knew of them. You knew they would knock your entire Being to the floor.
Yet, you KNOW … you CAN and you WILL pick yourself up again because you KNOW inside of you … you
FEEL inside of you … the task that you came to carry out.
YOU KNEW IT WOULD NOT BE A WALK IN THE PARK.
Yet, you were up for the challenge. Oh, Dearest Souls, if you could only recall your enthusiasm to get
right down to your Planet and get going and see it through.
IF YOU COULD JUST REMEMBER THE ABSOLUTE HONOUR YOU FELT TO BE CHOSEN.
KNOWING YOU HAD WHAT IT TAKES.
KNOWING YOU WERE ONE WHO WAS BLESSED WITH THE GIFT OF BEING UPON THE PLANET WHEN ALL
THESE TROUBLES WERE PLAYING THEIR PART.
YOU … YES, YOU … EACH ONE … YOU FELT INEBRIATED WITH JOY TO BE ONE OF THE STRONGEST OF THE
STRONG. YOU COULDN’T BELIEVE YOUR LUCK TO BE ONE OF THE CHOSEN.
NOW … WHAT YOU MUST DO … IS RECALL THIS KNOWING.
Recall the determination and the drive, the enthusiasm that filled your very Being with the wanting to
get down there and get on it. It could not come soon enough for …
YOU ALSO KNEW …
That by BEING THE LOVE … BEING THE LIGHT … BEING THE TRUTH … BEING THE I AM PRESENCE upon the
Mother Gaia, that you would be partaking as one of the privileged on the ground positioning, YOU had
the Honour and the POWER to LIFT her into her Higher position once again.
The weight of the collective human consciousness as it played out game after game, to see just how far
it could go in both Light and dark, took the beloved Planet to a depth of greed and despair.
NOW. NOW. NOW is the time when … with your help … she WILL be lifted back into the Glory of herself.
Back into her rightful position … and YOU Dearest One’s, get to go along for the ride!
If we could find words to express the Vibration you will reside in. If we could supply feelings on tap, to
help you to understand the joy that awaits you … we would do so. Yet, these feelings … this Joy … lies
WITHIN YOU.
We cannot GIVE IT TO YOU. Yet, you can awaken the KNOWING … THE FEELING … THE JOY … of your new
residence … YOU … IT IS ALL UP TO YOU.
We do not desire for any soul to be miserable yet, we can only offer that which we feel compelled to
offer. There is so much at stake and we must abide by protocol in order to MAKE SURE that all runs as
smoothly as possible.
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IT IS UP TO YOU … EACH ONE … TO FIND YOUR PLACE IN THIS NEW WORLD.
We accept that there have been times and will be again when one ‘residing’ in human form finds that all
will is lost and situations seem hopeless.
Yet, DEAREST SOULS OF SUCH LIGHT … we ask you once again to …
STEP INTO YOUR POWER.
NOW. NOW. NOW. NOW.
There is no better time to do so … other than in every moment of NOW.
When all appears that the darkness is overshadowing the Light … Visualise yourselves pulling open the
curtains with great gusto and watch/feel the sunshine pour into your Beings.
This Sunshine … this LIGHT … is out there … awaiting you to call it into your Being.
This Sunshine is available to you 24/7.
This Sunshine is being sent directly to you from an uncountable measure of Light Beings. Light
Vibrations, Light Energies …. EVERYTHING THAT IS LIGHT … is urging you onwards … To assist you in
remembering the pact you made …
TO BE HERE IN THE VERY WORST OF TIMES …
TO BE HERE SWIMMING AMONGST ALL THE LIES …
TO BE HERE WHEN THE PEOPLE UPON THE PLANET SEEMED TO HAVE LOST THEIR MINDS
So that ….
YOU … WILL CHANGE THE WORST OF TIMES INTO THE BEST OF TIMES.
YOU … WILL SAVE THOSE DROWNING IN THE LIES AND SHOW THEM THE WAYS OF TRUTH.
YOU … WILL RESUME SANITY UPON YOUR PLANET.
YOU …. WILL DO THIS AND SO MUCH MORE.
YET, YOU HAVE TO KNOW … YOU MUST KNOW … IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT YOU KNOW … THAT IT IS
WITHIN YOUR POWER … WITHIN YOUR BEING TO DO SO.
If you only half believe this … if you try to make yourself believe it … you will not succeed.
YOU HAVE TO KNOW IT … AS YOUR TRUTH.
YOU HAVE TO KNOW IT IN EVERY FIBRE OF YOUR BEING … AND THE MORE YOU COME TO THE
REALISATION OF WHAT THAT FEELS LIKE AND WHAT THAT MEANS … THE MORE YOU WILL SEE FOR
YOURSELVES … THE CHANGE THAT YOU CAN/ARE MAKING.
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Wow! Look at you go! I didn’t dare or want to interrupt (for once). Thank you so much. I could feel the ENERGY of
encouragement that I asked from you before we began. It is the waiting that brings us down.
Yet, you were waiting and waiting before all this began … and now you can at least see that CHANGE is
occurring.
I guess we all got a little too excited at the start. Many of us innocently feeling it would all be done and dusted by
Easter … which is long gone.
Patience of the Highest order is required. For as you know … we do not/cannot move things forward
through time … for we do not have it. Therefore, cannot live by it. We move things through by order of
play.
I’m confused … With respect … How come then … in the last chat you were able to say that the announcement
and the second lockdown would be taking place before the year is out?
Because we can go by scale … for want of a way to be able to express it.
So, can that scale not tell us how long this entire transformation is going to take?
No, because that would involve time.
I am not going to push that one. I’ve been down enough ‘time’ rabbit holes to last me a lifetime.
We would suggest this to assist you through the coming matters …
TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR MINDS, THOUGHTS, ACTIONS AND DEEDS.
Whenever you feel yourselves sliding down the slippery slide to hopelessness … Visualise yourselves
grabbing hold of the sides … stopping … turning and climbing back up … stand on the top … turn
yourselves around to face the sunlight … open your arms wide and declare …
I AM THE LIGHT. I AM THE LOVE. I AM THE TRUTH. I AM.
Feel the rays of Love fill your heart and your Energy … Absorb the Light …. Fill your heart with it as
if filling your petrol tank … Wait till it is full before you carry on … Breathe. Breathe. Breathe in the
ENERGY OF THE DIVINE THEN …
ASK …
ASK FOR STRENGTH.
ASK FOR GUIDANCE.
ASK FOR TRUTH.
ASK FOR KNOWING.
ASK FOR LAUGHTER.
ASK FOR JOY.
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ASK FOR CHANGE.
ASK FOR THIS TRANSFORMATION TO MOVE FORWARD AND ONWARD INTO THE HIGHER LIGHT AS QUICKLY
AND AS SMOOTHLY AS POSSIBLE.
THEN GIVE GRATITUDE IN THE KNOWING …
THAT THROUGH THE ASKING …
THROUGH THE KNOWING OF THE ASKING …
THOU SHALT RECEIVE …
ALL.
Struth Ruth! What a lovely change from my moaning! Thank you so much. In Gratitude. In Loving service. I AM …
I AM … I AM … I AM!

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 18

19 July 2020
Welcome once again to our chatting space! Jumping right in … Am I of the correct understanding that we have
not yet had the HUGE announcement that will take us into Phase 2, wherein the 2nd lockdown will take place?
People are getting a little confused by different information given out by many.
Firstly, we connect with Each One who participates in these conversations of ours. We send you Light
and we send you Love through to the core of your Being. Into the depth of your hearts, we enter in with
your permission, to offer you Peace and comfort of mind and disposition.
Thank You. I am sure many are more than happy to receive a bit of that!
Yes. Blossom, you are correct. The HUGE announcement has not yet occurred. You will have no doubt
when it does, due to its impact.
And no clue to be offered as to its subject?
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Not one. It is not appropriate to do so. We are unable to ‘spill the beans.’
Ok. Just to clarify … you are saying there will be another Global lockdown and when this has taken place, AFTER
the Huge announcement, we will know we are in Phase two?
This is correct.
Some want to know if the lockdown will be under the same guise as the last one?
Yes. Yet, there will be other involvements. The announcement to come presently, will send minds into a
spin. The lockdown after such a ‘reveal’ will leave souls more confused as to what is the Truth and what
is not.
To be honest, I think a lot of folk have given up on trying to KNOW what is what. There is so much ‘out there’. It
feels sometimes as if the entire world has lost the plot!
It must be this way. It is the way of your people. Some are seekers of Divine Knowing, whilst others
choose to jump in on the bandwagon purely for amusement … whilst another category of ‘so-called’
humans, deliberately put out falsities in order to do what they intended … Confuse and diffuse … souls
from the Truth.
You will know that which is necessary when it is necessary for you to do so. Believe us when we say …
No-one of the Light is purposefully playing with you in order to keep you in the dark. Yet, we would say,
those of the dark ARE purposefully playing with you … in order to keep you out of the Light. Or so they
think.
The Good News is, Dearest Ones … That which is taking place that is to be kept top secret at this time
for many, many reasons, is progressing as planned. There have been hitches, yet, they have been
‘recovered’.
When you are told of all this that is taking place, your jaws shall drop open and you will state ‘No
wonder we had to wait so long’! For that which is underway outdoes anything ever, that has taken place,
anywhere ever!
So, whilst you continue to knit your tea cozies* we suggest it be profitable for your Beings to FEEL THE
IMMENSE LIGHT POURING INTO YOUR PLANET.
Speak with the Angelic realms and all other realms of the Highest Light and welcome them into your
space. Discuss in your minds with them YOUR Plans for the New World that is coming and choices you
will make in your NEW FOUND FREEDOM.
Nice! I personally find it difficult to ‘imagine’ what this will be like. We KNOW of this world that we have lived in.
When we say ‘we dream of another’ … we imagine it to be free of all things that are not suited to the Highest
level for a human Being. Yet, I find it hard to do so, when we don’t know exactly what it will be like.
Is it not so, that many during the times of isolation discovered what they do or do not like? Have many
not been searching their souls and recognizing that which gives them Joy … that which makes them feel
Happy?
Apparently so. Yet then, many have had to go back to ‘the grind’ or have lost their businesses, so that all went
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out the window pretty quickly.
Imagine a world then, when one can /will do that which brings them Joy … that which makes them Laugh
… not just on a weekend break … yet, in every waking moment.
WHEN THE DARKNESS HAS COMPLETELY DISSOLVED … THAT IN ITSELF SHALL BRING FORTH/OUT THE
GREATEST CHANGE. Already are you not seeing changes upon your Planet within Nature?
Imagine when ALL dark is gone … FEEL the beauty … Experience within your Beings NOW, Lightness of
Everything within Everything.
When too, your financial systems have broken into fragmented pieces and swept up and discarded and
new ones are put into place … where the rich cannot get richer and the poor cannot get poorer … for
each soul will have their God-given right to live in Abundance.
When Equality for all … will MEAN equality for all. Do you see? With new systems in place, there will not
be the scenario of ‘others’ being in control of that which you are allowed to do or to be.
YOU … THE ESSENCE OF LOVE THAT YOU ARE … shall shine out of every pore of your skin.
Jealousy, hatred, greed, and all things of lower Vibrational levels of this kind shall not abide for they
cannot reside within the Higher Frequency that you are moving into.
My heart is literally pounding as you are bringing this through.
Because Blossom … You are FEELING THE ENERGY OF OUR TRUTH.
This is what we mean when we say that … ALL THIS … that you are experiencing NOW … is the END of
the dark days upon Planet Earth.
A question. It can all get so confusing. Is it not then, that those who choose to move into a Higher Vibration will
do so … yet, still be on Planet Earth and those who choose not to, will remain in the lower Vibration until they
are ready to ‘cross the bridge’ yet, still be on Planet Earth?
This is so.
So then, it isn’t the end of the dark days on Planet Earth, if you see what I mean?
The darkness … reached a peak of inhumanity beyond any thought that Love in a Higher Vibration could
possibly conceive. The more one sank into the pits of selfishness the more they discovered that they
could thrive by concocting deeper atrocities to ‘feed their needs’. Like many addictions that take hold …
one found they did not have the strength to ‘escape’.
We would care to elaborate. Not all who maybe ‘pulled up’ for ‘moving over’ to the dark side … knew
what was happening to them until it was too late. Many, many, many were ‘lured’ into false promises
and … swept up by/with … the hype of fame and all that goes with that.
The use of very strong drugs that offered so much … and we choose to use the word ‘drugs’ here out of
appropriate wording for many reasons … were administered, perhaps under a guise of something else
and were instantly addictive … and still are!
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It can be compared to other addictions from the point of view that once ‘hooked’, one will literally ‘sell
their soul’ in order to get their next fix.
Far out. When you brought the words ‘sell their soul’ through … my heart jumped with that energy.
Yet, this is what we are trying to portray Blossom, to you and Each One … NOT ALL that you are going to
hear of regarding names of those in High places, went into that which they must account for, willingly.
Many unwittingly, unknowingly, fell for the trap … or had to comply to demands from the dark ones in
order to save family members from being removed or tortured.
The ways of darkness once it takes hold has no boundaries when it comes to receiving their needs.
So, it is that when we suggest to you that ‘FORGIVENESS’ must be offered to souls that have reached the
lowest of the very lowest … keep in mind … that not one soul … NOT ONE … Dearest souls, ever TRULY
wanted to go there.
WOW. That’s a bit of a humdinger of a statement!
Consider this experiment of a world of duality that you live in. Let us allow YOU to think about it for
a while, yet, let us put this to you … How many souls chose to wander down the darker path due to
‘playing their part’ so that one could KNOW the vast differences of the duality between Love and Hate …
Peace and war … etc?
As we have spoken of before … consider the possibility perhaps of one of great Light, sacrificing their
Light and entering this world to follow a path of the greatest public darkness in order to present to
others that which will stir and awaken within each one … their TRUTH.
Yes, we know you know that ALL IS AS SHOULD BE … and ALL IS NOT AS IT SEEMS.
To get back to ‘sell their souls’ … I Truly don’t understand how that is done.
It cannot literally be done. Yet, … much enticing and promises are made and often fulfilled by one
agreeing to ‘fall into the ways and practices of the darkness’ and that which is required of a soul, in
exchange for, quite simply, glory and fame. It is a darkness of mind that we do not particularly wish to
delve into as we like to encourage and uplift, not depress and sadden. We will say that intensely heavy
ceremonies take place in order for one to do so … and to recover from such a ‘state of Being’ goes into
much detailed and complex … would we say Lightly … rehab!
Goodness Chaps … So, so, so, so, so much that we have no idea about. Blows one’s mind.
So, for now, as we close, let us blow the breezes of our support and Love around and into Each One.
We encourage you to hold fast in your FEELINGS OF TRUTH. To continue to do the best you can in these
times … and by that we mean …
BREATHE IN …. BREATH OUT.
BREATHE IN …. BREATH OUT.
BREATHE IN …. BREATH OUT.
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As you say …
I AM THE LIGHT. I AM THE LOVE. I AM THE TRUTH. I AM.
Tickety Boo! Thank you so very much. In Gratitude. In Loving Service. I AM.
When reading back later, I realized they never got around to answering my question about the end of darkness
on the Planet. Maybe next time.
*Mentioned regarding ‘waiting time’ in the last channeling… Should we start knitting a jumper or a tea
Cosy?

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 19

26 July 2020
Hello, Divinely Delightful Do-Gooders! Last week, I asked a question after you had said that this is the end of
the dark days on Planet Earth and we digressed, which we often do. Yet, I think it is one that would clarify some
things, so I will put it to you again if I may? It was:It can all get so confusing. Is it not then that those who choose
to move into a Higher Vibration will do so … yet, still be on Planet Earth and those who choose not to, will remain
in the lower Vibration until they are ready to ‘cross the bridge’ yet, still be on Planet Earth?
This is so.
So then, it isn’t the end of the dark days on Planet Earth, if you see what I mean?
………….
Welcome to All. All of you Divine Beings that are succeeding in your mission as it moves deeper into its
positioning that is ‘scheduled’ for these days. We are happy to clarify this question for you if we can.
Thank you. If anyone can … you can!
Let us begin by stating that when we say this is so … THIS IS WHAT WE MEAN.
All that is to come out into the open … followed in correct ‘timing’ with the BIGGEST SWOOP OF ENERGY
CHANGE that you cannot at this stage, possibly imagine … WILL TRANSFORM your Planet.
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Yet, you don’t mean it will literally wipe the slate clean?
No … for this is not its purpose. However, what it will do is ‘lift everything’ from where it stands/ sits/
lays NOW … into a much more preferable ‘State of Beingness’ for everyone and everything.
Therefore, because your darkness has been cracked wide open … it cannot continue to function in the
manner that it has been. There will be no ‘undercover movements’ for the DIVINE PLAN was/is to rid
your Planet of this torment. To free it from its shackles and in doing so, like letting a balloon into the air
… it shall rise of its own accord into the Heights of a Brand New World.
Yet, you say there will be a lower vibration still continuing?
Yes. For although the Sweep of Energy Light Love will ‘LIFT ALL’ … it is still up to the individual to ‘find
themselves and walk on their own two feet’ so to speak … further into that Higher Vibration.
This is what we mean by “Crossing the Bridge’. For some, they have quite a few miles ahead of them
in order to get to the Bridge. For others, they do not know of the Bridge. Some have one foot upon it
already … etc. It is an individual’s journey. Yet, as we have said before, not one shall be left behind … no
matter how long this may take.
So … I was … feeling/half understanding … that perhaps there is to be a divide? Is this not so?
Let us speak in terms that may assist. There is a divide now is there not?
Do you mean in terms of those who believe what they are being told on mainstream media and those who
don’t?
Yes. Yet, we would term it ‘Those who do not yet understand what is taking place’.
With respect … I don’t think even those in the know understand what is taking place! We have snippets of info
yet, at this stage … no solid proof.
Yet, you will have. When you do … so much will be pointed out and amaze ALL … that, as we have said
many times … it will be when the Fully Blown Topsy Turvy begins.
You are feeling the divide will be regarding those that follow the path as believing that which they are
presented with on the media and those who do not, are you not?
Didn’t I just ask that? In a nutshell and all that the shell contains … yes.
Yet, we would stick our neck out and say, that what is to come about in your nearing days will blast open
the TRUTH of what has been taking place behind all of this.
Those on the side of Light have been endlessly, tirelessly ‘clearing the way’ so that when exposure of
the Darkest Nights is presented TO ALL … it will change the thoughts of those who have ‘fallen for’ the
controlling system. Because there will be no two ways about it. The proof of what is Truth and what is
not shall be openly laid before you.
There will not be questions of ‘conspiracy’ … for evidence in the Highest portrayal shall be provided.
This is sounding very hopeful. I was feeling already, there was going to be such a divide as days progress.
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Blossom, Dearest Souls … we shall continue to complete the answer. When we say the lower and Higher
Vibrations …of that which souls choose to be in … … for those currently residing in the lower Vibrations,
they will still feel the effects of ‘The Wave’.
Again to clarify … the Wave also meaning The Event, yet not Ascension?
Correct. It is just, as we say, they have further to walk to get to crossing the Bridge.
And the Bridge takes us over to the Higher Vibration?
Yes. It, for all, shall be like a calling, a Vibrational pull that leads you to it.
So, we would say that yes, the dark days are ending, yet, there is still the walk from the Lower Vibration
through to the Higher.
Can some catch a bus?
It is up to the individual’s understanding as to how they choose to get there and how quickly.
If one does not have the understanding of the Powerful Light that they are, they would not feel
comfortable on the other side of the Bridge. The Energy, the Vibration, would be too strong.
I would like to keep going on this divide question. Many are saying it will be as if the world will sort of split into
two ( journeys)?
To which we would reply … yes … the long and the short route to The Bridge.
This is really quite revealing to me. I am happy that you say this, yet, some say very differently regarding who
chooses to take vaccines … moving into A.I … all sorts of things.
And we say … if the darkness has gone … how can that be?
My heart is in my mouth … Courage Blossom … So are you saying … you wise Beings … are you saying that it will
not come to this?
Yes. We are.
And you said that very strongly. Once again, you have my permission to slap me round the face with a wet fish!!!
What if a soul wanted to go down that path?
And sacrifice the Light of who they are/are going to become? All things are possible … ALL THINGS … and
experiments of such that have taken place moving towards this are certainly ‘on the move’.
YET, WE WOULD ASK THAT YOU ACCEPT IN YOUR HEARTS THAT THE NEED NOW, IS FOR YOU TO
CONCENTRATE SOLELY/SOULEY ON THE LIGHT LOVE … THE POWER … THE STRENGTH THAT YOU ARE … IN
ORDER TO ANCHOR WHAT STABILITY YOU ARE ABLE IN THESE DAYS … FOR THOSE WHO CANNOT.
THESE DAYS AHEAD OF YOU ARE TO CHANGE EVERYTHING.
THERE WILL STILL BE SO MUCH CONFUSION BECAUSE FOR MANY, CERTAIN REVEALS HAD NOT EVEN BEEN
CONCEPTUALISED IN MILLIONS OF SOUL’S VIBRATIONAL FREQUENCIES.
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So, the divide is between the lower and Higher Vibrations … not the dark and the Light? (I feel I need to add … ‘In
days to come’.)
Indeed. Lower Vibration does not have to mean darkness … it is merely a frequency. Frequency that can
be lifted as one understands more and more of their Truth, as we have said.
This is indeed encouraging. For on the premise of creating our own reality … this sits well with me. At the end of
the day and with all respect to you and I really mean that … there is no proof here on these pages that you are
The Federation Of Light and that maybe I could just be ‘concocting’ that which sits nicely in ‘my mind’ … from a
place in ‘my mind.’ No proof at all! That is for me to decide and feel YOUR Truth and all who read your words
to do the same. I KNOW MY TRUTH and it is for each one to KNOW theirs. One may wonder why I suddenly put
that … and it is difficult to explain. Telepathy is a tricky thing to master on this level … I hope/Trust after 15 years
with you, I have done so. Yet, as a human Being there is always the possibility, I am making the niceties up in my
head to have hope.
We would like to respond to that. We are aware of your hesitancy in keeping that last paragraph, so as
not to dampen or put doubt into reader’s minds. We very much want you to leave it in. For these times,
with all that is ‘given out’ from many different ‘pathways’ HAS TO ALLOW THE INDIVIDUAL SOUL TO
FOLLOW THEIR TRUTH.
To learn to decipher their radar screenings … so to speak.
You are correct Blossom, we have given you no proof and as you know … we do not come and
communicate with you to prove anything to anyone. For Truth lies within Each Divine Spark and that
KNOWING of their TRUTH … IS their proof.
On this note, we would also like to Thank You, Blossom, for your courage, even when you feel that that
which we speak of, to be out of your comfort zone and stepping outside the square.
Thank you for that. I TRUST YOU. I TRUST ME. Should it be that nothing of what you say comes about … All I
can say is … I was following my heart … on ITS journey of TRUTH. At the end of the day … whether everything,
something or nothing takes place as you have said it would … you have taught me to be who I LOVE TO BE. And
should it be that on my death bed, no Event, no Wave, no announcements, no nothing, has changed … I will
still be content with the way I chose to behave within my attitude towards ALL LIFE … and I have you and White
Cloud to thank for that. For you are the ones showing me the pathway that connects us to our Divine Source. IN
GRATITUDE. IN LOVING SERVICE. I AM … and I shall always BE! … Blossom Goodchild.
I AM THE LOVE. I AM THE LIGHT. I AM THE TRUTH. I AM.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 20

11 August 2020
Hello. Don’t know if you’re about? Let’s try shall we? Anyone home?
We who reside in a place of ‘All that is’, consider home to be a KNOWING OF TRUTH.
In that case, I am miles away … and not a sandwich in sight. My KNOWING OF TRUTH is so out the window at the
moment. I am assuming it’s the energies flying around that are making one feel so BLURGHRRRGGGHHH!
Dearest Blossom, we can pick up on your frustrations and your feelings of such. We cannot change the
way things are at this moment in time yet note, it is only a moment in time and the next one and the
next … YOU CAN CHANGE.
By my attitude … This I know. Yet, my attitude is struggling to find its Gratitude. I TRULY don’t wish to give off a
miserable vibe … I am laughing at myself and my ridiculous state of mind. Yet, at the same time, with respect, as
much as I would like to get a channeling done with you … I wonder what you could possibly say that you haven’t
already said in these absurd circumstances, that apparently are going to get even more so?
You are correct Blossom, in that we have given you the tools to see you through. These are to be/can be
used no matter where/what/or when.
We are, of course, yes, speaking of the I AM THE LIGHT. I AM THE LOVE. I AM THE TRUTH. I AM. mantra.
As for the rest of societies ‘strange goings-on’, we can only repeat that you have to look into your
KNOWING THE FACT … THAT YOU ARE ABOVE ALL OF THIS.
WATCH YOURSELVES RISE ABOVE IT.
TAKE YOURSELVES OUT OF IT … IN YOUR SPIRIT FORM.
LOOK DOWN UPON YOUR PLANET AND SHINE YOUR LIGHT … even when you feel your Light is dim, or
your Being, confused … if you take the time to do this … you are serving yourself and THE WHOLE.
USE THE TOOLS WE HAVE OFFERED. We did not give them to you to just be read. We gave them to you to
be utilized and put into practice. To assist you. To help you through these times.
And we are trying to do so. You have told us things are to get more Topsy Turvy and that is slowly trickling in,
one way or another. Yet, we are waiting for the ‘BAM’ you have spoken of to take us into phase two.
It is to come. Yet, while waiting … continue to build yourselves up in Strength and Knowing.
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Knowing? Knowing we don’t know what the poop is going on? For many of us, this feeling of being controlled so
obviously, makes one feel so out of sorts and at this point we don’t see any let up on that.
Because that is not how your mainstream media wish it to be. In your heart, Blossom … Each One … ask
yourself ‘Do I believe the Great Change is coming?’
The great change is upon us, from where we sit. I presume you mean moving into a Brighter Lighter Higher
world?
This is so.
I HAVE to believe it. I HAVE to know it, or I might as well jump ship now. I, and others I know, in our human state,
have had ‘brief’ moments of ‘What if this isn’t the case at all and we have it all wrong’ ? … It’s possible!
And your Heart says?
I’d rather be wrong on the sunny side of the street where there is hope and Light at the end of the tunnel, than
be wrong on the ‘sleeping side’, which appears, to us lot over on the sunny side, to be so downhill all the way.
The scriptures talk of the Rapture, all religions talk of some kind of Event … why not now in this time frame? ‘I’m
going to hang on to that.
Blossom … are you discouraged?
Eh … you think? I’m more disappointed in myself for being such a wimp, especially if this is only the start.
Yet, within your disappointment, you are becoming who you desire yourself to be. This time that is upon
you all NOW, is also a period of GREAT INNER CHANGE. You have to go through the processes. You have
to allow yourselves to FEEL the Energies that are swirling all around you. You have to experience all the
lows and the confusion and the sadness and the madness and allow it to filter through your Awareness
in order to come out/through the other side.
So, you are saying, in a while, I will immerge Lighter and Brighter than ever?
We are.
Tickety boo! That’s that sorted then!
It is. Do you feel this is a Truth?
It makes sense.
If you KNOW it as a Truth you will drop the concern of not doing well enough and BE who you are
because of what you are Feeling in every given moment.
I feel I should make more of an effort, yet, I can’t be bothered. That’s what bothers me. That’s my annoyance at
myself.
One should not have to make an effort to be Light … ONE IS LIGHT.
Yep … should I say then, I cannot be bothered sometimes to turn my dimmer switch up?
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Your choice.
My indulgent point! Oh! How childish at 62!
YOU KNEW. YOU KNEW. YOU KNEW. You KNEW how difficult it would be /is to come. These beginning
stages are your preparatory school of learning how to ‘step up’ in the heaviest of times.
KNOW YOU AND EACH ONE ARE DOING SO WELL. As ‘phases’ progress, you shall also … in your Strength,
Vitality, and Light. You are preparing. You are building up courage to carry on. You are observing the
oddities within the untruths.
YOU ARE ON YOUR WAY TO A WORLD OF JOY. THIS KNOWING … YOU WOULD DO WELL TO HANG ON TO.
To let it sink into your Heart and mind. Whenever you feel low or uncertain … repeat to yourself over
and over again … I AM ON MY WAY TO A BRIGHTER WORLD.
All this you are experiencing now, is necessary. The purging, the clearing out, has to take place and
within that, so much turmoil is encountered. Yet, KNOW it is making GREAT PROGRESS.
That’s sometimes hard to do. For we hear of very little flowing in our direction of Truth.
AT THIS TIME. The harvest has to be gathered and when it is ready … you will see and hear proof of all
this that we are speaking of.
I say this jokingly yet, you are not speaking of anything because it is not appropriate for you to do so.
Do we not speak of a BAM? An Announcement? That will take you into a second lockdown ….
Yet, that isn’t going to be the proof of what we are looking for … is it?
The Announcement that is to come will make many more aware of the underlying disorders that are
sweeping through your Planet. It will surprise many also, in the fashion of its delivery.
Do you mean ‘how’ it is delivered or by whom?
Both.
How I wish you could just come out with it … Yet I know you can’t. Oh! The dilemma! The uncertainty!
THE PATIENCE!
The Patience, indeed. The thought of perhaps nothing new transpiring in our favour any time soon, feels so
tedious. I mean this Announcement you speak of, may not be until next year … by which time … well, who
knows what may have taken place.
Blossom, are you not hearing us?
Yep. Loud and clear. Yet, you cannot give us a time frame and that’s what we are all feeling so frustrated about.
Meanwhile, the ‘mask’ trade is expanding. I know I give you such a hard time, guys. Just expressing how it feels
down here for so many of us. And I, for one, reside in a good spot at the moment. Our hearts go out to those
alone and all hope gone, as their four-walled world crumbles in around them. IT’S SO WRONG! SO MUCH OF
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THIS IS SO WRONG! ALL BECAUSE OF THE LIES!
REMEMBER WHY YOU CAME. REMEMBER WHY YOU CAME.
I keep telling myself this. Inside me, I KNOW. We all do!
FAMILY OF THE GREATEST LIGHT … WE ARE ONE LIGHT.
FAMILY OF THE GREATEST TRUTH … WE ARE ONE TRUTH.
Why did you volunteer to be on Earth at this time, Blossom?
Because I KNEW (when I wasn’t here) that I had the wherewithal to do what had to be done. I KNEW I could do it.
I KNEW I would be one of millions who would walk others across the Bridge into Freedom.
What has changed?
My Vibration.
Is it still within you?
Yes. Yet unusable down here. One cannot BE within that Higher Vibration of KNOWING when down here.
Yes. YOU CAN.
Yet, the Vibration accessible on Planet Earth is not of that elsewhere, wherever I was, when I signed up for this.
Then we ask of you this. Do you KNOW you can access that Vibration from where you reside now?
In a mind state, not physically.
Then allow the mind state to take you there to recharge. BE THERE AND REPLENISH.
Many of us try through meditation.
Enough?
Nope … not personally … yet, many do.
Does it benefit them?
Of course. I have a huge smile on my face as I recognize my indulgence of moaning. I certainly need this kick up
the proverbial behind once again, my friends. Yet, I feel I needed your boot to get me there. For which I thank
you. So, the order of the day is more meditation?
If you find it benefits. Yes. If you find more walking benefits, Yes. If you find anything that benefits, then
Yes … do more and more of it and less and less of that which does not.
To be honest I am so happy that we have managed to even communicate today. Even though it’s a bit different
… it’s better than nothing at all. Such a strange time to be a channeller that’s for sure. So much LOVE. Thanks,
chaps. Truly. Thanks for Being there … whilst we are here. In Gratitude. In Loving service. I AM.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 21

16 August 2020
Hello Light Beings. We have been chatting now for almost 15 years. That is a lot of chat! From the beginning, I
believe you have been leading us through to these times and assisting us in ways of understanding how to get
through this. For which we are so very grateful.
Welcome, Blossom. Indeed we have travelled many a pathway throughout our conversations and none
more so as stated, than that which has been preparing you for that which lies ahead. More and more
‘revelations’ are coming to Light that are yet to HIT your mainstream authorities. We feel it is to be more
on the lines of a ‘complete takeover’ as opposed to trickling’s here and there to introduce subtly, to
those who are deeply asleep.
Boy! Are they in for a HUGE wakeup call then. For even for those of us that ‘feel’ we are reasonably awake, more
and more is being uncovered and ‘IF’ true … it’s quite an eyeopener in so many directions.
Dearest Blossom … it has not been called the GRAND/GREAT AWAKENING for nothing.
Why though, has so much been allowed to stay under wraps for so long?
Because when we speak of Divine Timing and Divine intervention … it has to be exactly that. Earlier or
later would not be correct.
NOW is the Divine Awakening for it is in correct alignment for it to all fall into place … as it is doing.
Many of you feel you are waiting for the next ‘reveal’, are you not?
Yes, indeed. For it was you that said there is to be a Huge announcement, leading us into the next full-on
lockdown. So yes, we are hanging on with any bits we have left dangling, awaiting this news. There are so many
speculations as to what this may involve.
It is to come and in your terms of alignment, it will be with you shortly.
Our terms of alignment? Shortly? Still could mean in six months’ time.
Yet, we would disagree. Things are so close now to being opened up. When this is so, there shall be
snippets to start with, and then as one becomes more accustomed to the Light … their eyes shall be
opened to a much broader perspective.
Yet, the announcement coming will not be a snippet?
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No indeed. The announcement will send so many in a whirl and as we have said before, will confuse even
those who feel they have things under control.
To clarify here … you don’t mean confuse the one’s ‘IN CONTROL’?
No, we do not. For those who are undertaking the plans of … THE BIGGEST CHANGE EVER TO HAVE TAKEN
PLACE … KNOW exactly the steps … Each step that lies ahead of them, for such incredible mastery of
such, did not just happen overnight.
These folk that have it all in place and are preparing the way … we, you and I, call them the ‘Good Guys’ … are
they absolutely certain/positive that all will work out?
Blossom … it is in the bag!
It is not a matter/question of it not working out, for all that … has taken place/will take place/is taking
place … is of such mastery, as we say … of the Highest Intelligence, regarding ‘maneuvering’ skills, that it
cannot fail.
Those in darkness, who have chosen to live and walk down that path … have known all along that in
Truth …
LOVE CONQUERS ALL.
They knew this time would come and yet, though they also, had made much preparation to prevent
it. Yet, NOTHING, Dearest Blossom, Dearest souls, NOTHING is more Glorious, more Victorious … than
LOVE … and it is LOVE ITSELF that wins through and leads you to the Home and the Joys of Life as it was
designed to be … in its Highest form.
You mentioned in another chat about the ‘harvesting’ that is taking place. Many relate that to the dark ones, as I
believe they use that word ‘harvesting’ regarding the many children they have kidnapped and all that goes with
that. I didn’t feel you meant this?
And you are correct. Much confusion can come about by some soul’s taking certain things out of context.
To ‘harvest’ means to gather crops for instance. That which we were speaking of was of the meaning that
all that the ‘Good guys’ are ‘harvesting’ is, shall we say … being put into bundles ready to be distributed.
To which many will interpret perhaps that you are speaking of financial bundles?
We speak of many bundles … all containing their individual ‘Service’ or ‘Reveal’.
I don’t follow the financial thing. I was clearly off nightclubbing when the ‘number circuits’ were distributed in the
human brain … leaving me clueless in such matters. I may have had a good boogie, yet this action hasn’t served
me well. Many are very much set for a change over in financial systems. Is this on the cards? Can you say?
Yes, we can and yes, it is. Yet, we would suggest that like all that we are giving you clues to, that you
wait and see. For there is much bandied about regarding this matter. Some of which are designed to lead
you off track. Yet, we suggest too, that you have every faith, that down the line, down the list, you will
see/experience a ‘Fairness’ of a kind that will be in place for all. A sharing where not one is forgotten.
When you say, down the list, can you elaborate on the list?
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Much, so much that is ready to go … to be told … is in place. Yet, that does not mean that it shall be until
ALL is in place. So that there … will not be/cannot be … one doubt of this ‘take over’. We cannot prioritize
for you the ‘order of events’ in which the great reveals shall be distributed. There is so much we cannot
give away, for if we were to do so, it would set plans back quite a way or have the potential to do so.
SO AGAIN, WE ASK FOR YOUR PATIENCE IN THE KNOWING THAT ALL INDEED IS FLOWING IN THE GLORY
OF LOVE AND LIGHT.
Another thing folk would like clarifying, please. Is this second lockdown going to be global and under the guise of
the virus? I think that’s what you have said?
We did, indeed, Blossom. Yet, it will be differently co-ordinated and although the guise will not be as
widely accepted, it will involve other ‘untruths’ that will make those already in fear, feel more of the
same. Others who ‘understand’, will simply see it as it is … ‘worthless’.
Yet, KNOW it shall be serving a purpose. Much will be uncovered when this is underway. For many will be
in the correct place to receive that which is to be offered.
It’s all so intriguing. If it was a board game, one would be taking all that we know into account and working out
our best strategy around the board to cross the finish line. Eh? Did you just put that in my head?
We would not undermine your intelligence or take credit for it. You did that all by yourself, Blossom.
I feel then, a ‘Noddy badge’ is in order because …
This is exactly what we are asking you to do. As much as you can FEEL the weight of the enormity of this
which is taking place right under your noses … the simplest and easiest and most beneficial way to the
finishing line … is to do exactly that. For it is a Game. We have never kept that part under wraps …
I know, I was so insulted at this at first. Knowing I am more than a chess piece. Yet, in me, somewhere, there is
this KNOWING that this is all a game. A hard Truth to swallow.
Depending on what view you take. As within all things.
Yes. Yet, games, I thought, were meant to be fun.
Indeed. Bring the Lightness back into it.
Hard to BE LIGHT about a lot of that which is being uncovered, such as the underground children, and all that
goes along with that. Hardly a laughing matter.
We are not suggesting you Laugh at this. Far from it. We are, however, suggesting you BRING LIGHTNESS
into this game, for this is your role.
Each one … YOU ARE HERE TO BRING THE LIGHT BACK IN.
YOU ARE HERE TO LET LAUGHTER RING OUT SO ALL CHILDREN KNOW LAUGHTER THROUGH YOU …
BECAUSE YOU ARE THE ONES THAT CAME HERE TO REMOVE THE DARKNESS CLEAN AWAY … AND RETURN
THIS BEAUTIFUL SOUL … KNOWN AS EARTH … BACK TO HER CENTER.
IMAGINE … VISUALISE THE CELEBRATIONS WHEN THIS IS DONE … BY YOU, DEAREST SOULS … BY YOU …
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THROUGH YOU …. BECAUSE OF YOU.
HOLD FAST TO THIS KNOWING.
Good idea. Can we clarify one more thing, once again? Many label you ‘The Galactic Federation of Light’, yet,
you never say ‘galactic’, you say ‘The Federation Of Light’. You once said the Galactic Federation is a ‘huge
organization’ … of which we are all part … is this correct?
Blossom, in Truth, we are not concerned of labels or names that souls choose to call us. We are only
concerned that our messages are received and understood and are of assistance to mankind and your
Planet Earth. Call us what you like. We are not attached to any name. We say we are the ‘Overseers of
the Overseers.’ We ask you to think about that and find what your heart tells you.
Ok thanks, Bob! We Love you so much. I know you are aware of all your followers and the Gratitude and Love
they have for you. You are helping so many through this ‘Game’ … including me. How lonely it must feel to be in
such a deep coma as many are. In Gratitude. In Loving Service. I AM.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 22

23 August 2020
Hello there. How’s things dangling where you are?
Welcome Blossom and we have picked up on your Bright Energy straight away.
A nice change from the moaning Minnie I have been of late.
What has changed?
My attitude? My mood? Who knows! Go for it while we can … it may not last!
Dearest Souls of Earth, and yet, you are not. You are of Divine Essence and merely paying a visit to the
Planet Gaia in order to allow Her Glory to shine in her own right, once again.
So, we are all from different planets/places then?
You are all from LOVE. Where one chooses to … be/go/investigate … is really up to the individual, once
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the have individualized… as to … what /where … experience would suit them best for their next ‘trip’.
Yet, as you also know, there is not just the one of you. You are many … experiencing everything at the
same time.
Oh ‘ello … here we go! Yes. I get that. Well, I know that is the case. Not saying I understand the logistics of it.
There is no need, Blossom. For where you reside, within YOU at this point of your focus, is telepathically
communicating with Us in this moment. That is where your concentration is.
Is it that the ‘other Me’s’ … out there somewhere, might check in on my progress down here?
Not necessarily. For the ‘other you’s’ are too busy focusing on the ‘you’ they are elsewhere in another
experience.
That is not to say that during meditation ALL OF YOUR YOU’S cannot ‘become One’ in strength.
Yet, wouldn’t that be the same as ‘blending into the Oneness when meditating’?
Yes and no. For yes, you KNOW we are all One and yet, to … imagine /visualize… the process of all of your
‘you’s’ blending into one … just for fun … can and would strengthen each individual you, when returning
to that individualism.
Anything that you conceive to be possible … is.
Thank you. Which leads me on to things I have been hearing … that it could be possible, that almost everything
we have KNOWN is a lie … I.E. our history and all that we have known as ‘the human condition’ in its phases
throughout years and years, may not be true at all … Is this so? Is everything on Earth that we know … one big
lie?
Indeed not. Not everything. Yet, there is much that will be uncovered that will leave your jaw wide open
in disbelief when the Truth about a particular thing is told.
As you know, it is not our place to come out with these things.
Yet, more people are … why not you?
Because we are not here to do so. That is not our position. Our position is to guide you … to assist you
through, in the ways that we know of. In the ways of holding fast to your heart’s feeling of who you are.
As your day’s progress … more and more will make sense … at the same time as more and more make
less sense.
I think we are already in that state!
By no means, Blossom. This phase that you are all waiting around in now, is the precursor … the hors
d’oeuvre if you like.
This unveiling that you came here to experience is SO BIG … you, at this time, cannot comprehend it.
Yet, in years to come, you will look back and be so ‘proud’ of the fact that you were part of the ‘Change
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Over … from dark to Light.’
You see Blossom, when we say ‘SO BIG’… or ‘The Greatest Change’ etc … these are words, only. They
cannot actually portray exactly what we mean.
Shock after shock, after shock, after shock, will Awaken Each One out of their slumber.
I think I may have asked this before yet, when this announcement comes that will hit us with a ‘BAM’ to take us
into 2nd lockdown and Phase Two … will it be obvious or will we be questioning its authenticity, as we do with
much that we hear?
There will be no questioning. All will do as they are told to start with and then re-assess where the ‘land
lies’.
My 6yr old Grandson whilst eating his tea, out of nowhere suddenly said ‘Like a plan with a ’BAM’. I almost fell
off my perch! Out of the mouth of babes!
Look for signs all around you. They are being sent to uplift and encourage.
Will do! So back to this lying, if I may? Many of us KNOW the lies right before our eyes, regarding the current
Virus situation … and we know not to trust politics/governments, etc. Yet, this goes much, much, deeper doesn’t
it?
Blossom, yes, it does. Yet, may we suggest closing the rabbit holes and waiting for the Truth to be
revealed in the way that it should? When one will know ‘what is what’?
Tricky for me as I get sent so many things to watch.
Are you ordered to watch them?
No. Yet, one does like to keep up to date, a bit. I am way behind compared to many … and I am fine with that.
Yet, how do you know of that which is Truth and that which is simply cleverly designed?
I don’t! That is the trouble for so many. We seem to have lost the plot on who is telling the Truths.
And yet, the ONE TRUTH … THE ONE TRUTH YOU DO KNOW … Is that which your heart speaks to you of.
THE KNOWING THAT LOVE … THE LOVE THAT YOU ARE … WILL ALWAYS BE TRUTH.
BECAUSE YOU FEEL IT.
RETURN TO LOVE THROUGHOUT.
I AM THE LOVE … I AM THE LIGHT … I AM THE TRUTH … I AM.
I AM THE LOVE … I AM THE LIGHT … I AM THE TRUTH … I AM.
I AM THE LOVE … I AM THE LIGHT … I AM THE TRUTH … I AM.
KNOW THIS.
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FEEL THIS.
This is ALL you Truly need to KNOW to see you through.
This limbo we are in, certainly has the Grace to allow us to live more in the NOW, for planning of anything seems
pointless.
This Limbo should be Enjoyed. It is the last phase of the first phase … before entering Phase Two.
I have not met one soul who knew/thought that it would be like this. This shift. It’s quite mind-boggling really. We
just breathe through it all.
REMEMBER, DEAREST BLOSSOM, THIS IS THE CALM BEFORE THE STORM.
So many have wondered and waited for so long, for their role to be presented to them. Pick One’s spirit’s
up with the KNOWING that very soon … One is about to play the biggest role of their lives.
IMAGINE THAT.
KNOW THAT.
HOW FANTASTIC TO BE ABLE TO ‘PLAY OUT’ THAT WHICH YOU HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR.
THAT WHICH YOU CAME HERE TO DO.
IMAGINE THE FULFILMENT.
IMAGINE THE FEELING OF BEING WHO YOU CAME HERE TO BE.
No more questions of ‘Why am I here’? YOU WILL KNOW, Dearest Souls. Indeed, YOU WILL KNOW.
We are not saying it is going to be a role of all-singing, all-dancing entertainment, by any means.
Yet, the LOVE … The LOVE that will strengthen in you as you know more of yourselves … the Joy that fills
your Being because you are accomplishing your mission …
The satisfaction of KNOWING and recognizing the assistance that Each and Every One of you has to offer
and does so within every moment … is more than any compensation that could be offered for these
times and those that lie ahead.
PREPARE AS YOU ARE DOING.
I have to say I am still not diligent enough to meditate daily … the day just rushes by.
As we have said many times before, Blossom, if you made it your priority … if you allowed it to be the
first thing you do on rising … you would find the day would not be so speedy and even if it was … one
would enjoy it so much more, having aligned oneself to do so.
I know! I’ll add it to my list of ‘things to improve upon’!
You are not far away now from the source of this announcement being revealed.
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What? You mean … we will know who is going to make the announcement before it is made?
We do. You know better now, than to be fooled by that which is being broadcast from your mainstream
outlets.
Goodness, what a mess that entire system will be when it all collapses.
Blossom … there will not be a mess in the way you imagine.
For this is a DIVINE PLAN … It cannot be messy.
Correct. Sorry God!
EVERY SINGLE MATTER THAT NEEDS TO BE ADDRESSED AND RESOLVED AND RESUMED IS IN HAND.
Do you believe this?
Yes. I do … but not on Wednesdays.
…………
I’ve stumped you!
Yes. You have … we are unsure of that which you speak.
It was my little joke, meaning that yes, I do believe you, yet, now and then I think … what if this too, is also a load
of cow manure? It reminds me of my mother after not seeing her for a while, having a real laugh with my sister
and I and when she stopped she said ‘Oh, how lovely … I only ever laugh on a Tuesday!’ I digress. I would have to
say that I HAVE TO BELIEVE IT, as otherwise, for me there would be no hope. I KNOW LOVE IS THE ANSWER AND
WHERE THERE IS LOVE THERE IS HOPE.
We find it interesting that one would feel this doubt, when so strong in their knowing of LOVE.
I am a size 9 shoe … want to slip mine on for a week? You KNOW that it is very different for those of us holding
the fort from down here …
We are Aware and yet, we still find it interesting that one would falter.
Along with my shoes … try my boots, sandals and eh … my ice skates! For one slips up many a time when in this
guise of a human! Walk in them down here for many years through this density and see how you manage. No
disrespect, Truly my friends… just saying!
We get the picture. We thank you for your honesty. Yet, we know of your Absolute Strength … which
is why YOU … EACH ONE … were chosen. That is why we find it so interesting. For we KNOW WHO YOU
TRULY ARE … AND KNOWING ‘THAT YOU’ … it is interesting that you even question.
It is time for us to retract now.
Tickety Boo! Worked out in perfect timing for me this morning. Love you! In Gratitude. In Loving service. I AM.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 23

30 August 2020
My dearest friends. I am finding it a bit tricky as to what to speak of, for you have spoken of these times and how
best to get through them. There are many questions that are not appropriate for you to answer you say, and
I get that … so we wait. I also get why we wait, as so much is taking place behind the scenes that we only catch
glimpses of and still have no proof of Truth. So, my question today is … Where do ‘we’ go from here?
Dearest Blossom … Dearest Souls of Light who are winning through with every thought of goodwill and
kindness and understanding and Love. You say you are waiting and yet, in actual fact … we would not
look upon this as a waiting time. We would look upon this as a time when much, so much work can be
done by you in order to assist.
We fully understand frustrations involved and we are understanding also, of the great divide that is
taking place. There is confusion. There is despair and yet, there is so much HOPE.
IN THE KNOWING … THAT THIS TIME WHICH YOU ARE EXPERIENCING IS TAKING YOU THROUGH TO THE
NEW HABITAT … THE NEW WAY … THE NEW HUMAN.
The new human? Please explain that before some jump to the conclusion that you mean ‘half man/ half robot’
or something!
The NEW HUMAN … The Human BEING that one has not been allowed to be for so very long upon your
Planet.
The NEW HUMAN who does not feel confused or abhorred by that which they hear. For all the Energy
that one is to be walking into/through will be of such High quality … Such Joy and all that Joy brings.
The NEW HUMAN that has no jealousy, greed, discontent, or thoughts of ill will toward another.
THE NEW HUMAN that was ‘taken away’ a long time ago and replaced with one that does not know of the
TRUE SELF … THE GLORY OF WHAT A HUMAN BEING IS.
This Knowledge is to be returned to you when one has moved through to a position whereupon the
TRUTH of self can be felt … exposed … exalted in Freedom, once again.
When you say ‘taken away’ … what do you mean?
We mean that strategies were put in place that dampened MOST OF THE TRUE SELF.
What kind of strategies?
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Programming to bring one’s senses into a space of lethargy and all that the energy of a low vibration
puts upon the human mind.
You see dearest souls, you think … that even when you feel really happy that this is as good as it gets.
We would tend to disagree entirely. When you are feeling really happy that is your natural flow of life …
How you were designed to Be.
In another kind of program?
Not in the way you think. Not in the way of the program … the spell … that you are under.
That made me think of an image of us trying to push through a ceiling. Many people feel we live within a dome.
Do we?
One’s interpretation of ‘one thing’ can vary greatly depending on one’s perspective of that ‘one thing.’
We would express it this way. You have been programmed and yet we do not mean as in ‘setting you up’
as in a computer game and its workings per se. More in the filtering through of ‘effective substances’
that dull and unmotivate.
Your incredible minds have been quashed into a lull of ‘trudging along’. We repeat … even when you are
feeling High … it is not your True High.
Yet, it feels so good to us, when we are in that space.
And we would say … Just you wait, Souls upon the Earth plane … Just you wait.
Seems we don’t have the choice.
Yet, you have the choice to KNOW/TRUST that this Glorified version of your Earth plane lies ahead for
Each One and within that Knowing … your strength grows … your Vibration lifts … and you serve your
purpose in bringing this to fruition.
MAKE USE OF THIS TIME.
BE OF GREAT SERVICE DURING THIS TIME.
KNOW, KNOW, KNOW THAT EVERYTHING IS TO CHANGE … FOR THE GREATER GOOD.
When every particle of your Beingness knows this … you yourself will change. You will feel, bit by bit, the
transforming of your entire Being. And let us tell you ….
IT WILL FEEL GOOD.
I feel we may need to elaborate on the ‘taken away’ thing, a bit more?
We do not feel this is necessary. For, Dearest Souls, our family, our friends, our neighbours …
Neighbours? That’s a first. You can come and borrow a cup of sugar any time, day or night.
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We thank you. Yet, that which we know to be ‘sugar’ is of little use to us.
Please … continue …
So much of that which you are beginning to understand … subjects that are having their lids removed …
will /are allowing your Truth … the INNER KNOWING … to make sense of what we say without having to
go into every detail.
Soon enough, oh, so soon enough, will your KNOWINGNESS OF TRUTH be presented on screens and
devices.
Before your eyes, not only will you be shocked beyond wildest thoughts you have had … in ways of
darkness and all that has been taking place on your Planet …
YET KNOW TOO …
THE DELIGHT … THE ABSOLUTE DELIGHT … THAT IS TO COME TO COUNTERACT THE DARK DAYS THAT ONE
HAS ENDURED, SHALL LIFT THE VIBRATION OF YOUR MOTHER EARTH AND ALL THAT ARE OF HER AT THIS
TIME. ALL THAT HAVE BATTLED ON THROUGH THE DARKEST OF DAYS … THE MOST DELICATE OF TRUTHS
SHALL BE TOLD AND RECOGNISED.
THERE SHALL BE A TURNING POINT. A very noticeable ‘turning point’ in all of this that is taking place.
Will the upcoming announcement be this turning point?
No. Yet, it will be a game-changer
I’ll be your best friend if you give me a clue. I think I’ve tried this tactic once before … it didn’t work then either.
Blossom, Dearest, Dearest Blossom … we admire your tenacity.
Well, one has to keep trying. Things change and you may be able to offer a wee snippet?
And spoil the surprise?
To be honest, I hadn’t been thinking in ways of it being a ‘whoop dee doo surprize’. More like a ‘what the ****’ ‘
kind of surprise.
As you say, Blossom … one shall just have to wait and see.
Fair enough. I respect that you are not going to succumb and you must have your reasons for that, for it could
blow apart plans that have been so strategically put in place. Yet, the frustration of this entire situation can leave
one in a place of such uncertainty … like we have never experienced before.
Dearest Blossom … keep in mind, also … that there is more of this to come.
Oh, Joy of Joys. More uncertainty.
Yes … for quite a while. Yet again, we say it is for you to TRUST and KNOW that ALL IS AS SHOULD
BE. These phases that are to be moved into as more and more depths of this current situation are
presented, will not necessarily bring contentment to all, for some time to come.
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Yet, we ask you to read between the lines.
Your lines or that which we are being told?
Both.
IT IS IMPERATIVE … ESSENTIAL … that you HOLD ON TO YOUR LIGHT.
THAT YOU REMEMBER THAT THIS, NOW … NOW … NOW … NOW … THIS THAT YOU ARE EXPERIENCING … IS
THE WHOLE REASON AS TO WHY YOU ARE HERE.
YOU KNOW IN YOUR HEART … EVEN THOUGH YOU QUESTION NOW AND AGAIN.
IT SEEMS THAT ALL THAT IS TAKING PLACE ON YOUR PLANET IS BECAUSE OF THE RELEASING OF ALL THAT
HAS BEEN KEPT UNDER WRAPS AND ALLOWING SOULS TO SEE THINGS FOR HOW THEY TRULY HAVE BEEN.
So very much expanding over so many issues will come to the surface. Blowing your minds and your
feelings to the outer perimeters of your beliefs and understandings.
Yet … SOULS OF LIGHT …
YOU KNEW, YOU KNEW, YOU KNEW THIS TIME WOULD COME and as we have reiterated many times
before … YOU WERE ALL SO KEEN TO JUMP IN AND GET THE JOB DONE.
You knew too, that this was not a kamikaze mission.
YOU DID NOT COME TO ‘DIE’ FOR YOUR CAUSE.
YOU CAME TO LIVE! LIVE IN A WAY THAT IS UNKNOWN TO YOU BECAUSE IT WAS NOT WANTED BY THOSE
WHO DESIRED WORLD DOMINATION.
YOU ARE HERE TO SEE THIS CHANGE THROUGH.
YOU ARE HERE TO LEAD THE WAY … HOME.
HOME … HOME … HOME.
It reminds me of E.T … with his red bulbous finger pointing to the skies.
A touch of Truth.
Dearest Souls … in these times of such upheaval and disturbance to the core of your Being … refrain
from confusion and anger and bewilderment and sadness and …
Take one moment … one moment at any time you choose … to …
CLOSE YOUR EYES … INHALE DEEPLY … AND SAY …
I AM THE LIGHT. I AM THE LOVE. I AM THE TRUTH. I AM.
And in each moment that you choose to do so …
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FEEL THE CONNECTION WITH THE DIVINE SOURCE …
WITH HOME …
WITH EACH OTHER …
IN EVERY FEELING OF A DOWNCAST THOUGHT … IN ANY FEELING OF STRUGGLE WITHIN THE MIND …
Take one moment … one moment at any time you choose … to …
CLOSE YOUR EYES … INHALE DEEPLY … AND SAY …
I AM THE LIGHT. I AM THE LOVE. I AM THE TRUTH. I AM.
And in each moment that you choose to do so …
FEEL THE CONNECTION WITH THE DIVINE SOURCE …
WITH HOME …
WITH EACH OTHER …
Need we say more?
We KNOW that this is actually ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW. The only thing you need to know to see you
through.
All your other wants and questions and answers needed are not an essential part of ‘your role’ right
now.
I get that. Yet, we are such an inquisitive race. I mean, wouldn’t you want to know what is REALLY going on? Well,
you probably already do. What I mean is … If you were down here in the thick of it and everything was so ‘up in
the air’.
Yes. We probably would. Yet, KNOW …YOU WILL KNOW.
This unfolding of Truth is to be told … bit by bit by bit … in order for one not to implode with disbelief!
I’ll just sneak this one in. So, this announcement or/and future announcements … (as I believe you have said
there is a much bigger one to be made down the track than the one we are currently waiting for) … is not going
to reveal everything all at once?
That would not be wise.
To absorb and accept in small quantities shall be the order of what is to come … to be revealed …
And we have surmised that even when ‘the Truth is handed to all on a plate’, there will still be souls who
simply will be unable to process it.
What will happen to them?
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We do not know. They will have choices, as will all.
Remember … this has never taken place before, so the reaction of millions of souls cannot be ‘assumed’.
This is also something that has to be taken into consideration.
Far out … I’m glad I am not on the board of directors for this Plan. More than happy to be the tea lady and do my
bit wherever I can.
Which, Blossom Goodchild, is exactly what you are doing.
One lump or two? Oh no … you don’t take sugar! WE LOVE YOU … THANK YOU. In Gratitude. In Loving service. I
AM.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 24

6 September 2020
Hello, once again. Here we are then, still hanging on for ‘something big’ to be announced. One wonders how big
is big?
Welcome Blossom, Welcome to Each One who decided to come on board with us and FEEL your way
through these times that are transforming your Earth into a Higher frequency … Bit, by bit, by bit.
That is nice to know, for it doesn’t feel that way. Yet, some days one feels so much better than others. We are
trying to keep afloat … trying to keep our heads above water yet, so much is being uncovered and this is BEFORE
the REAL REVEAL. It is quite mind-boggling and due to some very clever ‘staging’ ‘Set up scenarios’, it is not easy
to KNOW what is and what isn’t THE TRUTH.
Dearest Blossom and ALL, that which you certainly DO know to be Truth is the Love and the Light and
the strength within you. You cannot doubt this.
This is what we are to tell you …
In these times, whether you choose to listen or watch matters that are being put out there … the ONLY
THING that is to keep you sane, keep you on top of things, keep YOU IN CONTROL … is the KNOWING OF
THIS LOVE THAT YOU ARE.
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We could finish today’s chat there, for we have let you know that which you are to do.
Hang on to this knowing of LOVE … Feel it … Go along with it … KNOW IT AS YOU.
All that is taking place is a means to an end of the darkness. It cannot be an overnight wonder whereby a
magic wand is waved and all is well.
The darkness have cemented much of ‘their Truth’ into the very core of your Planet and in order for this
to be lifted, so much has to be undertaken.
I never really thought of it like that … that the dark ones are living their Truth. That’s a bit hard to take in. Can
you talk to us a little more about that?
Every … living thing/Being … has the right to their Truth and we have said before, that ‘Truth’s’ can
change depending on what frequency/Vibration one is residing within … ALL THROUGH CHOICE.
Yet, oh, here we go … is it not so, that many have been coerced into ‘working for’ the darkness due to threats of
killing one’s family, etc. if they didn’t conform to the wishes of the dark ones? That is not their choice. I am sure
too, the children who have been kidnapped and tortured and sacrificed did not choose to do so … I’m confused!
Blossom, on a much greater … scale /perspective … yes, they did. The way your world … works/has
worked … is not as it seems. With the greatest of respect … not even the Highest of intelligence can
know the absolute fulness of that which we speak, for it is too complicated to explain in terms of
understanding it from the perspective in which you KNOW THINGS TO BE.
It is only when you have ‘moved on’ that so much more will become clearer.
‘Moved on’ as in ‘pass over’, as in ‘pop my clogs’, as in ‘pushing up the daisies’?
No. Moved on into a Higher Vibration which you are to be doing as your days move forward.
So much of what is taking place now, that you are unable to fathom, is because you are ‘within it’. Yet,
when moving through and out of it … it will all be so much clearer to you.
I do hope so because things that I am hearing now are blowing my head off. This ‘reality’ is not real at all …
because it seems so much of what we are not only being told now, yet, things in our so-called ‘history’, are ALL
ONE BIG LIE. I mean … how did it ever get to this state? Why is it only now that so much is coming out … be it the
Truth or another lie?
Because it is for you to remember that as with all things … it is an experiment. A try out of something
new … Free Will … Yes, Free Will, Blossom, has led your world to this state, and yet, as you know, it was
decided that in order to redeem your Planet and all upon and within her … measures from Higher states
of Being were decided, to assist and develop a Plan in order for LOVE to return to a … place/state of mind
… that your world was originally designed to be.
Yet, I have heard that the lesser Light beings have kept us as slaves since they came upon the Planet?
It was not like this in the beginning. And who is to say the darker ones came first to set this up? For this
is not so.
Your Planet was and shall be again … a place of such Glorious Beauty. A place where only Love resided …
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and we repeat, it shall be this way again. The Game has played itself out and it is now time to renew and
bring to Light the original blueprint … THAT IS LOVE … ONLY LOVE.
You, the Human Being, got to this state because of Free Will.
I have trouble with that. I think many would disagree.
That is their choice. We can only tell you of OUR TRUTH.
More than anything that is taking place upon your Planet at this time, seen and unseen, we desire for
you to play your part. To enter into this next phase in the knowing that YOU CAME HERE TO PUT THINGS
TO RIGHT.
YOU. YES, YOU. EACH AND EVERY ONE.
And … YOU ARE DOING SO.
SUCH A GREAT CHANGE IS COMING … And although it may not ‘appear’ this way at the moment … THE
CHANGE IS FOR THE HIGHEST GREATER GOOD OF ALL.
Consider that! What excitement!
Yes, indeed. Yet, not wanting to be the party pooper, isn’t there a lot of ‘shift to hit the fan’ before we get to that
CHANGE?
It would be wise to remain focused on that Goodness that is to come, in order to keep your Vibration
High, which in turn, of course, serves the Vibration of the Whole.
Yes, there is a lot more to come and yet, we do not say this to you to bring you down. We say this to you
to lift you up. For that which is to come is bringing you ever closer to this change.
And as all occurs, YOU WILL REMEMBER MORE AND MORE OF WHO YOU ARE.
And you shall become stronger and stronger in your KNOWING OF YOUR TRUTH.
I could ask you so many questions, as in ‘Is this true? ‘Is that true?’ … yet, I know it is not for you to be the ones to
say yes or no.
And why do you think this Blossom?
Because … actually I don’t know!
Then we shall assist. We are not here to be politically involved. We are not here to put you in danger.
We are not here to answer questions FOR YOU because it is YOU, each individual, that must walk this
journey … standing in one’s Light and revealing for the self, the discovery of the self.
The more you KNOW what feels right FOR YOU … the MORE OF YOU … YOU BECOME.
This is why we chat with you, to assist you in KNOWING yourselves.
Yet, you are able to speak of an upcoming announcement and a second lockdown?
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Yes, because that is permitted.
By whom?
‘US’ dear Blossom. We are the Overseers of the Overseers. We give permissions to ourselves and to
many, as to what is correct protocol for this Divine Plan to be played out.
That is not to say that all abide. Yet, that is going into other matters. You speak of things ‘blowing your
head off’ Blossom … and to even start on that is not for this time.
I felt you were going to say ‘Is not for this ‘Lifetime.’
We were, then corrected that, as ‘this lifetime’ and its future, is taking each and everyone into a
different outcome of a ‘lifetime’ from what one has known.
Pass the pills, please!
We would conclude today’s chat by saying what WE KNOW TO BE TRUE.
ALL IS WELL. ALL IS UNDER CONTROL.
THE WAITING SHALL SOON BE OVER.
For which bit?
THE ANNOUNCEMENT.
Are we just going to know it when we hear it? As in, there will be no question? I know I have asked you this
before yet, one’s head is full of so many ideas as to what it may entail …
YOU WILL KNOW IT WHEN IT HAPPENS … for it is ‘Bigger’ than that which you think it may be.
Ok. Thanks, Guys. I do hope you are right! That’s a funny thing to say I know, for it is undermining you and that
which you bring forth. I HAVE to TRUST that that which you say is to come about, otherwise there would be little
point in carrying on. I just so wish something would come to fruition soon. Having said that … I LOVE YOU TO
BITS … and I THANK YOU for all the Hope and Encouragement you bring to us … regardless of what lies ahead …
WHICH I TRUST IS THE GREAT CHANGE … or an announcement … or … or … or … In Gratitude. In Loving service. I
AM … (waiting LOL)
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 25

13 September 2020
Once again, here we are. Although things are appearing to be worse, I am actually feeling more hopeful. I’ve
been doing a lot of thinking and at the end of the day, my heart tells me that although there are still many
bumpy bits to come, the road we are walking, indeed, is taking us into a far, far better place. Good morning!
Welcome to you, Blossom. Welcome to Each One. Indeed, a positive beginning, that of course shall lead
to a positive outcome.
Makes a change! I have, like many been so confused in my thinking and indeed my Truths. However, the
KNOWING that all will be well is becoming stronger for me and we just have to batten down the hatches and get
on with it and get through it, shining our Light as Brightly as we are able to do, at any one given moment.
We are wondering if you need us at all today, Blossom?
Funny! Yet, best we clarify that we don’t ‘need you’ … in the nicest possible way. To need is a feeling of lack in
some way. Yet, we do so appreciate all that you have to offer from your level of KNOWING. It gives HOPE to so
many.
Although we jest with you … let us look at how far one has travelled. How much deeper the KNOWING
OF SELF has entered in, throughout all that has been taken place to confuse and disrupt yet, at the same
time … bring Strength and Truth into a world that has been riddled with lies for eons of time.
Yes, things that have been brought to my attention regarding Truth or lies, have taken my understanding of
corruption to a whole new level. Some things sit well, others don’t.
Dearest souls, within this ‘receiving’ time, we suggest that you allow matters to filter through you … not
reside within you.
Receiving time?
Indeed. For not only are many receiving information that is new to them, KNOW that one is also
receiving and accepting gifts of great renewal within their individual systems.
You are putting a question mark in your mind, Blossom.
By this, we mean that although you may feel downcast and confused and all manner of disturbances
within the self, due to all that is taking place … we ask that you take on board the knowledge that you
are being upgraded … as a Human Being.
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THE GREATEST CHANGES ARE TAKING PLACE BEFORE YOUR VERY EYES.
We are not saying that the worst is over … not by a long shot. Yet, we ARE saying that YOUR TRUST …
IN YOUR TRUTH … SHALL EXPAND EXPONENTIALLY … the more you feel deep within your Being, of this
TRUTH.
The Truth I am beginning to understand is not that of ‘any particular matter’, yet, the silence within me! That
feeling of … Me/Divinity/Nothingness … allows me to feel stronger than ever before and it seems that no matter
what comes to my attention … by returning to this ‘place’ within me … I KNOW I AM DOING EVERYTHING I CAN
by doing nothing other than returning to that KNOWING.
We are smiling greatly from a place of pleasurable Energetics.
What, at me? Look at me go! Perhaps I’ve had a walk-in!
No, Blossom, you have simply walked further down the road!
As Each and Every One are doing.
Yes, there is still a long way to go. Yet, by transferring thoughts over to the positive, within all that is
going on, the Vibratory Frequency of each thought allows the NEW WORLD to draw ever closer.
THERE IS SO MUCH THAT IS TO COME THAT IS TO BE OF THE MOST JOYOUS JUBILATION.
We understand the predicament of many upon your Planet. We understand that there is much that is
taking place that is to be of a reveal that will take your Planet into turmoil, in one way or another. We
are not denying this that is to come.
Yet, we ask that you diligently focus on the ‘OUTCOME’. Keep your thoughts Jubilant regarding matters
that shall lead you into a BRIGHTER, LIGHTER UNION.
We have, for so long, spoken of days of wonder … and we categorically state that you are moving into
these times. So, when everything around you is looking more chaotic than you can imagine, not only
shall you feel strong enough to walk your talk … you will discover a ‘you’ that you would very much like
to Be, yet, felt those ‘positions’ were only for the ‘very …
I feel you want to say ‘saintly’ … is that right? It seems an odd word.
Is this not because of what has been revealed to you regarding ‘certain saints’ not being anything like
they have been portrayed?
Probably. Not that I went along with sainthood anyway, to be honest. Shall we just put it down to a figure of
speech then?
As was originally intended, Blossom.
Please … Continue forth …
The ‘You’ that you shall discover as you recognize more and more of yourself will bring you into a
different feeling of yourself. A Joy, a Feeling of content … because of YOUR KNOWING OF SELF.
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We are very much aware how we ‘harp on’ as one would say, regarding this matter … yet, it is of such
importance.
TO KNOW YOURSELF IS THE GAME CHANGER.
For within that KNOWING lies all that is necessary. It is as if a ‘filing cabinet’ has been unlocked within
you and every file has been read and understood … and yet, at the same time … the pages are blank!
Eh? Elaborate to those of us that desire you to, please? (Even though, on some wordless level I know what you
mean!)
Blossom … THAT WHICH YOU ARE … IS ALL THAT YOU ARE.
Within the ‘human mind,’ there is a need to KNOW everything and yet, within the soul-self there is not
the need because everything is KNOWN.
Even though we don’t know it!?
Even though you ‘think’ you don’t know it.
So, if we are ready to accept that this is so, how do we find out? How do we know that we know everything?
By allowing the KNOWING to tell you that there is nothing to KNOW!
Because we already know it?
Because Everything is KNOWN by Everyone/Everything … because Everyone /Everything IS EVERYONE
AND EVERYTHING.
Ridiculously enough, I am following you. Shall we get back to the more practical assignments? Assignments?
What made me say that?
We did! The Plan right now, for each of you who read these words and also, for those who are informed
through other means … is …
TO BE YOUR LIGHT.
THAT IS IT.
When you consider this, Blossom and what it actually represents … can you say there is anything more
profound that you could do … even on a practical level?
For, Dearest souls, do you see? Being your Light covers All and Everything in ways of wanting to assist. In
ways of fulfilling your purpose down here at this time.
In doing so … everything you say, everything you choose to do … will be coming from the HIGHEST PLACE
OF WHO YOU ARE.
THERE IS NO FINER PLACE TO BE.
No more superior place that you can resonate from. And when you are resonating from this Higher
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KNOWING place of yourself … there is nothing other than the Greatest Good that will come from every
thought, every action, every word, that is uttered.
WHEN YOU LIVE IN YOUR TRUTH … and we mean that as literally as possible, in a sense … when your
TRUTH is where you reside at all times … there is ONLY LOVE that can come from you. In this, we mean
LOVE from the Highest aspect that can emanate from you.
We are speaking this way today, in the KNOWING that as many read these words, there is an
ACTIVATION taking place. The heart is stirring … for it is connecting with these codes and recognizing
them as coming from ‘HOME’.
Will this not happen for everyone? Because you say ‘for many’?
No, and yes!
Helpful answer.
In that, for those who are ‘not feeling it’ and may even find they have an adverse effect than that which
we are stating … it is not to say that the words are not waiting outside the door and will wait patiently
for the time when it is opened to let them in.
Each soul walks along the pathway at their own pace. Each soul has the right to stop at different
‘pitstops’ and remain there for as long as they choose.
EACH SOUL HAS THE RIGHT TO FIND THEIR WAY BACK HOME … ACCORDING TO THE JOURNEY THEY
CHOOSE TO TAKE, IN ORDER TO ASSIST THEIR BEING IN ASCENDING TO HIGHER REALMS.
Just because one behaves/responds to a matter very differently from you, does not mean they are any
better or any worse than you. Of course, this is not the case. It simply means they have matters to
attend to along the way, that shall bring them into alignment with themselves in a way that benefits.
How many different roads or means of transport are there to any one given place, dear friends? One way
may suit YOU perfectly, yet to another, it may appear to be the most boring. Another way may appear
suitable to some and yet, there were no ‘tickets’ available and so another way was chosen and it was
found to be the most DIVINE, even though one had not expected it to be part of their plan.
BE FLEXIBLE IN YOUR THOUGHTS.
I think that has to be the statement of the year, Guys. I can really understand why we need to be exposed to
some of the stuff that is out there ‘now’, so that we can absorb /accept and transform our initial feelings about it,
in order to then be strong enough to assist others when certain information is brought to Light and those who
have remained naïve, crumble to their knees.
AND, OF COURSE … YOU … WARRIORS OF LIGHT … THE FORCE OF LIGHT THAT CANNOT BE BEATEN OR
DESTROYED … WILL THEN GENTLY CARESS THEM, HELP THEM TO THEIR FEET … TAKE THEIR HAND AND
WALK THEM OVER THE BRIDGE.
Perhaps I better order a fleet of minibusses. I’m sure I’d get a discount!
No need, Dearest Blossom … for the wings of angels will be there to assist.
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Oh, how beautiful! My heart opened up and tears came. For me, that always means ‘TRUTH’.
In so much Gratitude. In Loving service. I AM.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 26

20 September 2020
Hello there! This time of THE GREAT AWAKENING could not be more aptly named. I am Awakening to so much
more and yet, feel I am merely touching the surface. This time helps us to absorb much, so we are ready for the
‘Opening Night’ so to speak. Is this not so?
We send out to your Beings, much Love, much Joy and much Honour for ALL THAT YOU ARE and ALL THAT
YOU ARE ACCOMPLISHING. Which is MUCH.
We would like to elaborate on that if we may? Indeed, this IS the time of the GREAT AWAKENING. It
was known before you came that it would not be the easiest of times. Yet, you chose to volunteer and
here you are. The reason you were accepted for ‘this mission’ as you know, was because you ARE THE
STRONGEST OF THE STRONG.
You are the Ones that were known to be the Light of Love that could ‘hold your ground’ when within the
thick of it. You are not quite within the thick of it, yet, it is very close.
Yet, you are ready and prepared. This preliminary ‘attack’ has prepared your soul, which is now ready
to rise above ‘all this nonsense’. Many of you are able now, to ‘float above’ the dark information and
transform it into Light … in the KNOWING that this is all that is necessary at this time.
When ‘reveals’ are shown for what they are … much of your Being is strong enough now to hold the Light
for all those that shall quiver. Literally.
IN YOUR THOUGHTS AND YOUR MIND’S EYE, PRESENT YOURSELVES AS BEACONS … AS LIGHTHOUSES FOR
ALL THAT ARE LOST … TO FIND YOU.
You do not need to think of what you may or may not say … what you may or may not do … may or may
not think. All you need to KNOW and ‘show’ to yourselves is the vision of your BEING exuding the most
Radiant Light … that is filled with such empathy, such understanding, such consideration for all those
that are very much further back along the same pathway.
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ALL THAT YOU NEED TO BE … YOU WILL BE.
You are already BEING that which you request. You simply do not choose to recognize it, as you cannot
yet, see yourselves as that Glorious Light that you are to present.
THIS TIME … that you have been seeking … THIS TIME that your hearts have been longing for … is here …
NOW.
Some may feel that they are still waiting, yet, you are not. It is happening NOW.
CONVINCE YOURSELVES OF YOUR GREATNESS. WE CANNOT DO IT FOR YOU.
YOU HAVE TO KNOW IT … AND YOU HAVE TO FEEL IT … AND YOU HAVE TO ACCEPT IT.
This is your position, RIGHT NOW.
Encourage yourself. Let yourself KNOW and UNDERSTAND that YOU ARE NOT ALONE.
The thoughts and feelings that you are experiencing in these times are unusual for you. You are unsure
of your very identity. There is a feeling of despair and hopelessness that then is replaced by KNOWING!
When this KNOWING decides to remain … nothing shall ever ‘appear’ to be the same again.
You ask many times how to know this knowing? We have spoken of this.
YOU KNOW ITS FEELING.
More and more, as each day dawns, Awaken to the KNOWING that ALL IS AS SHOULD BE.
It is happening. We repeat over and over … IT IS HAPPENING and it is the most exciting thing that has
EVER taken place upon your PLANET and you, yes, you, Each One resonating in their hearts and the very
inner core of their Being with these words … were CHOSEN TO BE PART OF THE TRANSFORMATION RIGHT
HERE AND NOW.
YOU ARE BLESSED BY THE LIGHT OF THE DIVINE.
YOU ARE THE LIGHT OF THE DIVINE WITHIN THAT BLESSING.
Allow no longer, the thoughts of disbelief to overtake you. Thoughts of bewilderment of finding Truths
that shock. Detach and let go … Accept and disperse the Energy. Then replace with thoughts of the
beautiful world that lies in wait of your Divine presence.
We ask that you do not just read these words yet, you think about them KNOWING this is your future.
Your days ahead of untold Love and Joy in a place of such spectacular Energy.
FREE ENERGY!
Days, when your heart sings all the while, for that is what it chooses to do.
Days, when that which is offered to you as NEWS is only that of uplifting scenarios that continue to allow
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your souls to renew and rebuild their knowingness of such TRUTHS.
For so long, Dearest Ones, you have been kept under wraps. You have endured unspeakable, deplorable
misgivings upon all that is life upon your Planet, under the guise of that which it is not.
IMAGINE … FEEL … the Freedom when all this has gone.
When the world you Awaken to each morning, is one that desires the Greatest Good for all.
The Highest agenda of Well Being FOR ALL.
EVERYTHING THAT LIVES shall be given the opportunity to be accepted for who and what it is.
EVERYTHING and EVERYONE shall have the gift of BEING THEMSELVES … to express the HIGHEST form of
themselves.
Where your days will be filled with expression of self. Where talents and gifts are presented and offered
not to ‘earn a living’ yet, because one’s natural state of GIVING can uplift and be shared.
What is your Joy? What is your Passion? What would you like to give and receive?
Add your ‘part’ in this Divine Plan.
Start thinking now of how you are to conduct your life in these new times. Fill your thoughts with these
pleasures that are to unfold within you and for you.
Create and then FEEL that which is to be your day.
Focus your intentions NOW on what is to come … rather than invest Energy in the exposé of that which
has been taking place behind closed doors.
WE LOVE YOU … WE KNOW THAT ONLY THE BEST OF THE BRIGHTEST FUTURE LIES AHEAD … SHOULD YOU
SO CHOOSE IT.
Far out. For once I couldn’t get a word in edgeways yet, just need to ask what happens to those who don’t
choose to choose it?
They will follow the path that they DO choose. Yet, we are not speaking of remaining in darkness and
continuing to walk that path … we are speaking of the fact that …
Some may take longer than others to come around to these new ways.
Some may choose to leave the Planet through their own means, or through their physical body not being
able to attend, or want to attend to the shock of that which their Awakening presents to them.
There is not a right or wrong path … just different time frames within it.
Many have concerns that family members and friends may not choose to walk alongside them.
Many may find that they choose to wait a little for them to ‘catch up’ in order for them to be able to do
so.
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Know, Dearest souls, No-one can miss the boat, so to speak.
THE RAINBOW BRIDGE IS ALL AROUND YOU … It is not in a certain town or a certain country.
It is right in front of you … and when ones’ eyes have adjusted to the HIgher Vibrations, you shall see it
there before you.
You shall walk back and forth across this Bridge … Holding the hands of those whose eyes still have
‘sleep’ in them and you shall wash it away with your Love and your Kindness to all.
Yet, the Bridge is metaphorical isn’t it?
Is it?
Is it?
Is it?
We could do this all day … IS IT?
WE CAN SAY NEITHER YES OR NO. For it is and it isn’t.
Thanks for the clarity on that one. Clear as mud.
Perhaps Blossom here, we should give YOU the opportunity to speak about it.
Or not! I have had so many visuals through meditations, or when White Cloud or yourselves have been speaking
about crossing over and then coming back and helping others across. Until such time, when the ones we have
helped over shall take over that role, as the Vibration we left behind is no longer conducive to our well being and
is too uncomfortable to be within, even for a short time. We will no longer feel it necessary for our part will have
been played and then passed on. In my head that is such a beautiful vision … A Rainbow Bridge of Light of such
exquisite beauty, as yet unknown to my physical eyes. Yes. I see it there … in a place /Vibration that I don’t know.
Yes, metaphorical … and yet, an odd feeling as I write, that I shall one day actually see it. Maybe because all of us
that know it to Be, create it into reality.
Well expressed and yet, we say, you shall see it in the reality of your consciousness which IS your reality.
SO … YOU SHALL INDEED EXPERIENCE THE WALKING OVER OF THIS BRIDGE YET, IN A NEW WAY OF
CONSCIOUSNESS, BECAUSE YOUR LEVEL OF YOUR KNOWING WILL ALLOW YOU TO DO SO.
Yet … not until this takes place, shall you KNOW exactly what we are speaking of.
Dearest Ones … FEEL OUR LOVE AND EXCITEMENT. For so long has ‘everything’ awaited this time that you
are now in.
Hold fast in your KNOWING OF THIS TRUTH which will undoubtedly see you through the very turbulent
days ahead of you. Yet, KNOW that the stormy waters that shall rise to such a swell, shall reach their
peak and the storm shall pass, and lead you into the unchartered waters of your new life.
SUCH JOY, that you have not yet experienced, shall be within your hearts and Laughter shall ring out
throughout the land.
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… and they all lived happily ever after.
And so it is.
And so it is indeed. In Gratitude. In Loving service. I AM.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 27

27 September 2020
Good morning to you, my friends. A while back when asking you how long it would be until the Announcement
that would then lead us through to a second lockdown … you said, that it would be a matter of knitting a teacozy as opposed to a jumper! Well, I’ve knitted 50 tea cozy’s,10 jumpers, and 25million masks! Many remain in
lockdown … Your thoughts, please.
Welcome to all who choose to access our words and that which we choose to send out, in order to uplift
and assist. As you know, Blossom, much can alter and change depending on actions and reactions … of
those/to those … who are completing the vastly complex cleansing of that which is occurring upon and
within your Planet, right now. This is why we do not and cannot give specific dates for one has to ‘run
with’ each and every day and its contents.
Nothing has changed when we state that there will be a Huge Announcement and there will be a more
‘rigid shutting down’ of the normal everyday running’s of that which you used to call ‘normal.’
Yet, you are unable to tell us roughly when this will be?
Correct.
Why can you not tell us even roughly?
Because IF things changed dramatically for a time and nothing is out of the realm of possibility … then
once again there would be concerns from those of you whose patience is running very thin that, that
which we offer, is not as we say it would be.
We are not saying this is to be the case. We are stating all possibilities can arise and would have to be
dealt with as and when they do.
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I think my problem was that when this all began for me, returning from Hawaii at the end of March, I naively
thought this ‘whole matter’ would be done and dusted in a couple of months. Realizing now, of course, this is far
from the reality we are living in. You said there would be Five Phases and apparently, we are not in Phase Two
yet! Sigh!
This is so. And yet, with respect, is this not assisting you in realizing how enormous this Divine Plan is?
Your world cannot be changed with an overnight flick of the switch. Gradually, bit by bit you will see the
changes unfold. You will see the Truths revealed and as more and more LIGHT POWER enters into your
Planet, you will … become /feel … the strongest version of yourself that you have yet experienced.
Your role, Each One, is to hold the LIGHT in these times. To send it out to all corners of your Planet and
continue to do so.
As much as you may not ‘see’ what effect this is having … you have to TRUST within the core of your
Being that this gesture is making a vast difference.
Dearest souls … are you allowing these suggestions to sink in? Do you … KNOW/UNDERSTAND …
this action? You may say ‘Yes, of course I do’! Yet, we ask you to do so, on a much deeper reality of
yourselves.
TO KNOW WHAT SENDING OUT YOUR LIGHT TRULY DOES.
TO KNOW THE EFFECT IT TRULY HAS … WOULD BE A WISE MOVE TO CONSIDER.
EACH THOUGHT OF DOING SO, IS PART OF THE DIVINE PLAN.
YOU DESIRE THINGS TO SPEED UP … THEN BE MORE OF YOURSELVES.
You are not keen to wait. Yet, wait you must. So, within that waiting … CHANGE YOUR WORLD.
The time NOW is different from before.
You are feeling and therefore, recognizing … the Light of who you are and the need to ‘use it’, in order to
see this transformation through.
I know. Yet, I have said this before and I am going to own up to it again. Sometimes, too many times, I am
not doing the best I can. I get dragged under. You have told us not to feel guilty, yet, I do because this is why
we came and what we came to do … and I feel so despondent about doing it sometimes. Yes, it could be the
Energies, chemtrails, poisons, we could go on and on with excuses … yet, we are here to rise above all that and I
don’t always do so. WHY???
Because at the moment, you and many, are processing all that you are discovering.
Even though I don’t know if it is a Truth or not? And if it isn’t a Truth … what a waste of time!
Yet, you are considering all possibilities of that which has been brought to your attention.
You would not be human if you just ticked off another ‘possibility’ without processing much of which it
entailed.
I know we should detach, for it brings our ‘power outage’ down. Yet, as I say, I need to mull it all over.
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And then detach. Or should we offer the thought of not attaching in the first place?
You can offer it … and I know its point. Yet again, with respect and Love … pop down here for a month,
quarantine in a hotel at your expense for a fortnight, and reside within the ‘human capacity of understanding’
for another fortnight and see how you score. Marks out of ten. I am being childish I know … for I KNOW the
answer. RISE ABOVE … TAKE MYSELF BEYOND.
Yet, we would add, whether you are feeling down or up … you are still RADIATING LIGHT … sometimes
more Brightly than at others.
CONTINUE ON WITH YOUR ‘I AM THE LIGHT. I AM THE LOVE. I AM THE TRUTH. I AM.’
This has proven to help so many and we say to you ‘Its ‘effect’ is beyond worldly wide.
It strengthens your Being and connects you with the I AM Godliness immediately.
We are not saying you are not connected. We are saying it … gives/brings forth … immediate connection
… of /on … a stronger Feeling and Knowing.
Indeed, so many write in saying it is a lifesaver, and I agree, for which, we thank you.
At all times, simply do the best you can and if YOU FEEL on a given day your best is not good enough,
then take the time to forgive yourself, not for not Being good enough yet, for even thinking that you are
not!
You are concerned also, that when things get a lot more ‘Topsy Turvy’ that you won’t be able to shine
your Light then, if you feel you are not doing so well now?
You read my mind!
Dearest Souls. You were chosen as the GROUND CREW because of the Light you are and all that you
would have to endure. In Enlightened days ahead, you will not look back on the days that you felt
depleted (with every reason to do so) yet, you will only look forward … into the new days of LOVE.
A LOVE OF A MUCH HIGHER FREQUENCY THAT YOU CANNOT FULLY YET APPRECIATE.
Yes, we will. I TRUST THIS for I feel it in my heart … And, will now get off the ‘Indulgence train’ or at least move to
a carriage with more windows and therefore, a better view. Ok. On to another matter. There is much talk now
of ULURU, Dec 21st, 2020, and the Elders of this land Australia, holding a ceremony on this date and big things
occurring. It has even been put out there that ‘The Event’ will take place. I could rattle on about my ‘unease’ of
asking you such things yet, at the end of the day … I am simply the messenger and need to let go of past phobias
about giving dates and just see what you have to say.
…? …? Am I blocking you? Nothing happening!
We are trying to format a new format! In order for your ease.
We metaphorically are showing you THIS ROCK with flames all around it, to signify the phoenix rising
from the ashes. We are showing birds from all around flying around this site and squawking loudly … as
if alerting your people of what is to come.
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There is Drumming … there is Chanting … there is Dancing … there is Forgiveness.
There is a time of silence as one waits … in great expectancy.
THERE WILL BE A CHANGE.
As in ‘the ‘Event’ you have spoken of many times?
No, not of this kind. Yet, a change in Energy of a great degree. The prayers and ceremonies shall be
removing much darkness and inviting a MUCH HIGHER DEGREE OF LOVE ENERGY TO ENTER IN … WHICH IT
SHALL.
So yes, there shall be a HUGE SHIFT in the VIBRATION OF LIGHT UPON YOUR PLANET which one shall FEEL
… yet, we would not consider this to be THE EVENT we have been speaking of.
Do you know and I can only be honest … perhaps I have lost my nerve! I feel so much trepidation when asking
you things like this because we have misunderstood so many things you have said in the past … me, probably
being the prime offender. I just do not want folk to get all hyped up once again and then blame it on you, me,
and the rest of the Light messengers who are just trying to do their best in bringing through the TRUTH. You
must find me so frustrating. Yet, this is how it is for me. I’ll work on it. Lordy, Lord! You’d think after 15 years
with you, I might have progressed a little further than this. Clearly not! Yet, no point in making myself out to be
someone I am not. I Love you.
You speak for so many. You represent so many souls and the thoughts they have. Something will
change/shift within you Blossom and within a particular point in time during which much, if not all of
your questionings and quandaries shall subside and we shall watch you soar.
Well, I certainly look forward to that … Eh, a tea-cozy or a jumper away?
That would depend on what is taking place within your thoughts and acceptance of what is to be
presented to you.
To which I shall reply … Let’s wait and see. I try not to say ‘sorry’ unless I feel it need be said and although I am
not depressed, I do apologize to you and to the readers for being such a ‘Doubting Thomas’ at times. Not really
what I am here to do/Be … yet, I see little point also, in trying to come from a place where I am not residing at
the time of this channeling.
WE OFFER SO MUCH LOVE TO ALL … FOR WE KNOW THE GREATNESS THAT IS TO OCCUR WITHIN THE BEING
OF EACH SOUL OF LIGHT AND THE OVERWHELMING JOY THAT THEY ARE TO EXPERIENCE … WHEN THE TIME
COMES.
And let’s hope I have ‘grown-up’ by then! In Gratitude. In Loving service. I AM.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 28

3 October 2020
NB. I did the channeling on Thursday 1st Oct and feel perhaps an Announcement is to come soon. Wondering
if it will have anything to do with POTUS contracting the ‘Lurgy’? which we heard about on 2nd. Mentioning this
due to their penultimate sentence! Very intriguing. Just trying, like all of us to connect the dots. I’m not saying
this is the case … yet, like all things … a possibility.
Hello to you. I am in a good space this morning … so let us speak of all things lovely.
Welcome, Blossom, and the entire ‘crew’ upon the ground who are doing what they came to do … and
with such gusto! Even though, as you have mentioned Blossom, one does not always feel this is the case.
May we reassure you that the Energy levels for the Greater Good are increasing and settling themselves
within their new residence.
We ask you to consider this. Many of you are aware of the depths that mankind has stooped to, in order
to satisfy one’s desires. Deplorable acts have taken place for eons of your time. Unspeakable happenings
have been ‘the normal’ for those who have chosen the pathway of great darkness within their Beings.
When you think about the Energy that such things have created … when you KNOW that within these
times … these Energies are being brought to Light … when you consider the turmoil within your very
atmosphere due to all this ‘surfacing’ … then please consider also, how extremely well you are managing,
within such depths of such … to even bring about a smile!
This is no easy task that you agreed upon. Yet, throughout all this stirring up, you are doing so very well.
YOU ARE HOLDING /ANCHORING THE LIGHT. This is not a questionable debate.
YOU ARE DOING WHAT YOU CAME TO DO.
YOU ARE TRANSFORMING YOUR PLANET.
IT IS TAKING PLACE.
If you close your eyes and allow yourself to FEEL into this KNOWING … then you KNOW IT!
It may not appear this way yet, we state categorically … you are drawing ever closer to that which your
hearts long for.
Correct. It doesn’t appear this way. Yet thanks for the encouragement. I feel the ‘soup of the day’ is the waiting
for the BAM ANNOUNCEMENT. I know it will not come … until it does! In the meantime keep doing what we are
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doing, yet for us down here, one wonders ‘when’? We cannot help it. You have said it is coming so we Trust that
yet … tick tock, tick tock as the clock while’s away the hours in anticipation. More so, I think, so we can witness
things actually moving along.
And yet, Blossom and all … when this Announcement comes, you will be well aware of the reason why it
took so long. Due to all that is involved.
It shall be a HUGE wake-up call for many.
And then taking us into a second lockdown, correct?
Correct.
A Global one.
Correct. A more sinister one.
Ooh! Tell me more.
As you are aware Blossom, we cannot.
Some ask if it will be a lockdown instigated by the goodies or the baddies? ……………… No answer. Fair enough.
I must learn to accept that you will not reveal that which is not appropriate to do so. Mm! So, the price of
cabbages at the moment … shall we discuss that?
Blossom … we do appreciate even though some think otherwise, that from the perspective of the human
who is ‘wading through’ the thick slime of all that is going on … it can be very frustrating.
Yet, it is not our position to reveal such things. We are not here to fortune tell. We are here to bring
hope. We give your snippets of information where we can yet, this is a DIVINE PLAN and we ask that
you put your TRUST, your KNOWING, your ACCEPTANCE … and … your UNDERSTANDING and your
ACKNOWLEDGMENT of the TRUTH … into that.
It is not, when you consider this, that we are inviting you to go along with all of this blindly.
Yet, to be honest … this waiting and this uncertainty of actually ‘what is’ … can feel very much like we are dancing
in the dark at times.
At times, yes! The times when something new comes into your Awareness and once again distracts
you from the TRUTH that your heart speaks to you about. Yet … at other times, YOU KNOW … you JUST
KNOW that when one has come through ALL OF THIS … with all that is to come … that this world in which
you reside will be a transformed one.
REMEMBER?????????????????
DO YOU?????????????????
The Divine Plan for you to be here was /is to MAKE THIS HAPPEN.
TO BRING THIS ABOUT.
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REMEMBER???????????????????
DO YOU?????????????????????????
Can’t say I do on a conscious level, of course. Yet, something deep inside me ‘rings a bell’ when you speak this
way.
And what is the bell telling you, Blossom?
That there is so much TRUTH in the KNOWING that this is what is taking place now. This IS why we came. We, in
the human form, sometimes cannot translate our non-human form of KNOWING WHAT IS.
And yet, more and more are you FEELING the POWER of that KNOWING of what YOU KNEW before
descending to Earth.
This is what we ask you to do … KEEP ON KEEPING ON … ALLOWING YOUR BEINGS TO FEEL AND KNOW
THE INCREDIBLE SOURCE OF LOVE LIGHT AND POWER that can move mountains …
And from where do you FEEL IT? WITHIN YOU!
It is not ‘out there’ anywhere. You cannot buy it.
Oh, how I wish … ‘Eh, could I have two kilos of Love, Light and Power please? Thanks! How much is that!’
Yet, within you … there is no charge. Or, would we say ‘charge’ of a different kind?
A CHARGE OF ENERGY IS RIGHT THERE … and the more you choose to ‘Honour’ it … to give it your
attention … to LOVE IT … to Respect it …. to Know it … the more the CHARGE is recharged. Simply through
your thoughts of KNOWING THIS TO BE THE WAY IT IS.
This Energy of Love that you are … is ALL THAT YOU ARE.
IT IS ALL THAT EVERYTHING IS.
It is not limited.
You sure about that?
Yes, we are.
Feels like it.
Not when you KNOW IT IN ITS FULLNESS OF TRUTH.
IT IS … YOU ARE … ENERGY, BLOSSOM. How can Energy be limited … For EVERYTHING IS ENERGY.
Yes, yet, this Energy is limited whilst we reside in this human vehicle.
Incorrect. Yet, if you believe this to be so, then we would correct ourselves by saying correct!
WITH RESPECT and we have no intention to preach yet, IT IS IMPERATIVE FOR THE WELL BEING OF EACH
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INDIVIDUAL and the WELL BEING OF ALL … that you let go of such limited beliefs. And take into your
KNOWING … the TRUTH.
The TRUTH IS … no matter whether you are a human, an ant, or a teapot … you are all of the One Energy.
Teapot? I’ve got a few tea cozies for that!
And the tea cozies position is to keep the tea warm whilst it is brewing!
To return to the conversation in hand … The only thing stopping you becoming the POWERFUL BEING
YOU DESIRE TO BE … is you.
Eons of time have taken this KNOWING away and left you with a weakness of thinking that you are
something so much smaller … so much less … than you are.
YOU MUST SHIFT THIS WAY OF THINKING … along with everything else that has to be shifted.
For if you do not, you shall remain where you are.
Yet, if you do … you shall find yourselves reaching heights within yourself that you had no idea could be
possible … or perhaps only accepted as pure fantasy.
LET GO OF THAT INDOCTRINATION.
LET GO. LET GO. LET GO.
TRUST YOURSELVES.
Allow yourselves to become the human … BEING … what it is. BEING ITSELF.
When you get inside a vehicle … and drive around in it, taking yourself here and there and to where you
want to be … you do not ‘change’ your thoughts, your power, your YOU … from when being outside the
car … to when you are in it. The same soul is in the vehicle.
In the same way … the YOU … the TRUTH OF YOUR DIVINE BEING … does not change when entering into
the vehicle of the human body … it takes you here and there and to where you want to be yet, you are
NO DIFFERENT from when you were not in the human body.
Nobody … took who you are away from you … nobody can.
Many may debate that!
That is their right should they choose to. One may remove the flesh by taking away the experience of
human life from one … yet, one can NEVER take away who you are. Never.
Yes, I get that … on the premiss that we are Love.
Indeed.
Blossom and All souls of Light … and ALL souls ARE of Light … even those who have chosen to be in
darkness for a time …
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THE MOST MAGNIFICENT OF DAYS ARE AHEAD OF YOU.
There are not words to express the Freedom, the delight, the newness of JOY … that lies waiting for you
over THE BRIDGE.
You originally called it ‘The Bridge’, yet, I feel now, you wanted to say the RAINBOW Bridge?
This is so. For the colours of the Rainbow … the Energy within those colours … the Brightness of Light
that these colours when combined shall shed upon your Planet, will indeed, reflect that which the very
thought of a Rainbow represents.
There shall be a time when these colours merge and project such beauty onto /into your Planet and
within that occurrence … each one shall remember HOME.
So much to look forward to. We just have to hang on to that KNOWING … And to be honest … I’d rather be doing
the best I can, skipping down the avenue with that future in mind … than the alternative!
It isn’t long now before the next phase begins.
WHAT!? Well, just pop that little puppy in right at the end why don’t ya!?
Life is full of surprises and we thought that would be a nice way to end today’s conversation.
It is. I shall leave it at that then … In Gratitude. In Loving Service. I AM.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 29

11 October 2020
Hello there. Here we are again … not much changed on the ‘outside’ from last week. Let us Trust much is going
on undercover as we wait. I feel a huge shift will be coming soon due to the elections in the USA. You have many
followers who feel they want the current chappy to remain and many who call him the vilest, evilest man to walk
the Earth. (According to my emails.) What would you say on this?
Welcome, Blossom. Welcome to all upon your Planet who have decided that our words are of resonance
for them and continue to walk with us as SO MUCH BEGINS TO FALL INTO PLACE.
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We ‘The Federation Of Light’ are not of a political persuasive. This is not within our thoughts … to
persuade anyone … one way or another. Yet, we would decidedly say, that the outcome of the elections
that are so soon to be upon that country will be for the GREATER GOOD OF ALL.
I did mention in an interview that if this is a ‘Divine Plan’ then what happens HAS to be for the Highest Good of
all … and we have to Trust that … especially at this stage in ‘The Game’.
This is correct Blossom and wise words, indeed.
If I was to have a concern, it is that regardless of who ‘wins’ … there will inevitably be uproar from the other
party.
Is there not always?
Somehow, I feel this is different, and as I say, I don’t do politics. It doesn’t agree with my digestive system!
We have stated many times that your world is to get far more Topsy Turvy than it is now. We also state,
we do not say this to alarm, yet, to prepare you in strength.
Yes, an Announcement is to come soon that is to shock.
Ok … deep breath … be bold Blossom … Is this to come BEFORE the elections?
Indeed, it is.
Oh Lord! That is really putting yourself on the line there Guys and I feel a little concerned about you saying
so, yet, I asked! Therefore, I must Trust and wait and see. Is there anything that could prevent this ‘particular’
announcement from taking place?
At this stage, we can see no intervention for it has been kept very ‘Sacred’ and under wraps.
Sacred?
Yes, Blossom. That is the word we are choosing.
Ok.
We can feel your trepidation?
Yep. You can … that’s quite a statement. Ok. For once, let me behave like an Awakened, Enlightened specimen of
the Ground Crew Light Force and ‘go with it’ instead of trying to knock it, just to cover my street cred, once again.
So, onwards, please.
In our last communication, we said it would not be long before Phase Two begins … and we hold True to
that.
Let us firstly clarify.
THERE WILL BE AN ANNOUNCEMENT, FOLLOWED BY A GLOBAL LOCKDOWN AND THIS WILL TAKE YOU
INTO PHASE TWO.
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So is the announcement or the lockdown the start of Phase Two?
The lockdown.
Many countries are already in lockdown, either dragged on from the first or gone into a second. So, when you
say Global, do you mean Global?
We say Global … because we mean it.
So, every country in lockdown all at the same time. That is going to have to be one big announcement!
We choose to move on as to not divulge more … For it is not correct to even ‘suggest’ further possibilities.
Fair enough. I respect your word on that. Let me ask then, if I may … during this Phase Two … are we going to be
‘stunned’ by what is taking place?
Yes. Very much so. For many … there will be immediate transparency displayed and thoughts and
discussions as to the next move forward as a WHOLE … as a COMMUNITY OF LIGHT. For others that live
in fear, they shall ‘peak’ as such fears become more and more prevalent to them. There shall be much
more of a divide than you are encountering at this time. Yet, for all those who are Awakened and for
those who are soon to do so … one’s strength in KNOWING shall prevail and there shall be an overall
acceptance of the state of play in the KNOWING THAT ALL IS MOVING FORWARD AS IT SHOULD.
We wish to reiterate your earlier statement of wisdom, Blossom.
ONE MUST TRUST IN THE DIVINE PLAN.
Ask your Heart if it feels strong and Knowing in that which we speak of?
Here you all are … after so long … right within this transformation … YOU KNOW THIS IS WHY YOU CAME.
Do you find it odd that we doubt sometimes?
Yes, we do. For we know you. We know your dedication. We know why YOU … Each One … were chosen.
Within our knowing of ‘who you are’ we find it peculiar that you question at times.
As I have said, come vacation on Planet Earth in human form and see how YOU go.
This you have said before. We are certainly nor undermining you. Yet, because we SEE YOU IN YOUR
TRUTH … because we SEE YOU … IN/AS … THE LIGHT OF WHO YOU ARE … it is ‘strange’ for us to pick up
when you waiver a little.
We do our best to explain to you how ‘WE SEE IT’. How ‘WE KNOW’ the DIVINE PLAN to be. How ‘WE ARE
WATCHING’ it play out.
So, are the results definite? Could it suddenly swing the other way?
ABSOLUTELY NOT. Has not White Cloud and ourselves said many times ‘All is not as it seems’?
Many, many times.
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Therefore, Blossom and All … Know that ALL IS WELL.
Let us dissect ‘DIVINE PLAN’
………………………
There … we have done so!
Eh? Your point I assume, being there is nothing to dissect? For DIVINE IS OF THE HIGHEST and that is all we need
to know, right?
Correct. DIVINE. PERFECT. GODLY. OF GOD.
And each one defining God as they choose?
How would you define GOD, Blossom?
LOVE. In all of its facets.
Thank you. We heard your thoughts of, ‘Yet, Love is everything and can Vibrate on low as well as High
frequencies’.
Correct.
Yet, we would suggest your thought pattern change to the fact that ‘THIS PARTICULAR DIVINE PLAN’
has been underway for many, many of your years. Its purpose to bring your Planet from the lower
frequencies … from the lower Vibrations … into the HIGHEST that it has known … EVER.
There certainly have been times upon your ‘plane’ when JOY and HONOUR and TRUTH abounded. Times
when the Vibration in which one resided was far Higher than that of now, in these current days.
Yet, the Energies that are flowing in … the changes that are to take place … will find you experiencing a
Vibrational frequency that your Earth has long forgot.
Hang on to this KNOWING.
TRUST IN YOUR KNOWING OF THIS.
I do my best. An old WW2 song has just come into my head ‘There’s a long, long trail unwinding into the land of
my dreams’ …
And another?
Pack up your troubles in your old kit bag and smile, smile, smile!
You see, Blossom …THOSE OF YOU WHO KNOW OF THEIR LIGHT … KNOW HOW TO GET THROUGH IN THE
DARKEST OF TIMES.
And we will … The long, long trail unwinding can be a bit daunting, as you say there are Five Phases … and we
are only just about to enter number two!
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Yet, we did not say that each Phase would be worse.
Well, you said things are to get a lot more Topsy Turvy.
And they are … yet, perhaps that is just for Phases two and three.
Perhaps. If only you could let us in on the plan.
If we were to do so … the plan would not work out as planned!
Ok. So, if my maths serves me well, there should be a ‘Huge announcement’ (Not a huge, huge, huge
announcement) within the next four weeks. We’ve waited this long, another few weeks won’t hurt. We don’t have
a choice anyway. Do you know how much my heart is in my mouth?!
We know exactly where your Heart is Blossom … in the right place!
Thank you. We are all doing our best … whether we are having a good, or not so good day! In Gratitude. In
Loving Service. I AM.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 30

18 October 2020
Greetings to you. Blossom Goodchild reporting for duty! (I know it’s not a duty!) Just had a very frustrating
morning trying to get a White Cloud video done … so I thought I’d go for a double whammy and see if you have
anything to say today, also?
Dearest Blossom … Dearest Lights that Brighten you Planet Earth, allowing those who are not of it, to
see the Energies of those who are completing their mission as you LIFT YOUR MOTHER EARTH INTO HER
RESPECTED, RIGHTFUL POSITION.
Yes, we are aware of much that is proving difficult to contend with. Yet, we KNOW that the winning
streak is around, above and within Each One.
As White Cloud said (this morning) KNOW, KNOW, KNOW THE LIGHT HAS WON.
I try hard to hang on to this. Truly, I do, because if I didn’t think so, well then, who knows what would befall us.
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Yet, there just seems to be such negativity all around. With respect to all … I know there is A DIVINE PLAN. Yet, at
the moment all we can do is TRUST that, for there is little concrete evidence. Much speculation, yet, no concrete
evidence as such.
Yet, this is soon to change Blossom. It will not be too long (in your timing of days) before evidence to the
contrary of that which is being broadcasted on your mainstream media will be brought to Light.
Exposure of the deepest darkest secrets are to be revealed and so much so, that there will be no
question as to whether or not your world has just turned upside down!
It is then … although one will be confused and ‘disturbed’ … that A STRONGER YOU shall emerge.
THE TRUTH OF YOURSELF.
THE KNOWING OF WHO YOU ARE AND WHY YOU ARE HERE WILL FLOW THROUGH YOUR VERY VEINS.
YOUR BODY WILL BE REACTING TO THIS STRENGTH DUE TO THE KNOWING SO STRONGLY OF THIS THAT
YOU ARE HERE TO SEE THROUGH.
You have mentioned before that there will not be mandatory vaccines etc. because the plans of the dark ones
will not come to fruition and Divine Intervention will have stopped this from taking place. Is this a certainty?
IT IS. We say this boldly to you, Blossom, and yet, is it that you are questioning …?
I feel you are wanting to add some term of endearment to me like ‘little one’ or ‘our Loved one’ or something like
that, but cannot find the term you want. White Cloud has called certain souls ‘little one’. Shall we just skip that
and I’ll just take the warm feeling coming through? Thank you and yes … I am questioning a little, because how is
it that you are so sure?
Because it is a Divine Plan that is playing out and that … doesn’t/wouldn’t … include souls of Earth being
‘held against their will’ to do anything …
Yet, already the ‘control’ is taking over and many falling for its reasons. And we are to go into another more
‘sinister’ lockdown you have said … so more control?
Let us reiterate that ‘sinister’ when ‘you’ checked it’s meaning read ‘Giving the impression of something
harmful’. This is what it shall be … for it is necessary to keep one inside to discover all that is to unfold.
Yet, this next step/Phase will not be able to take you into the depths that many are assuming it might.
For there shall be far too much taking place and many cracks in the walls, enabling the Light to let itself
through and reveal what IS actually taking place and what HAS been taking place behind the scenes.
‘Perhaps’ it may be that the Phase Two lockdown, which is not far away now … is a double-edged sword?
‘Perhaps’ it may be conducted as a ‘safety strategy’ for a time, as mayhem … if it were not in place …
would certainly become rife and much emotion from souls could spin out of control?
I know you can’t spill all the beans, yet, do you mean this could possibly happen because of that which is to be
revealed to us?
Yes. Eventually, as the lockdown progresses, so much more will become apparent.
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Yet, it will start under the guise of the ‘virus’ … as you have said before?
Yes. Yet, know it is indeed, a dis ‘guise’. Eventually, as Truth comes out of the woodwork … more and
more will come to the understanding of the reasons and necessity behind it.
You see, Blossom … this time that you are walking right into NOW, is to CHANGE EVERYTHING FOREVER.
An explosion of emotions from all sides is to come to the surface and Each Soul must go within to
connect with their Truth.
There already is such a divide … is it to get even more confusing?
To a degree … for a while. Yet, as more and more is ‘shown’, more and more will accept the Truth and
therefore, more and more shall Awaken unto themselves and the Light shall get ever Brighter.
Take your meditation times to be filled with PEACE.
PEACE within your own Beings …
PEACE within and without your Planet …
PEACE around your Planet …
LET PEACE PREVAIL.
Can you imagine, Dearest Souls … a world where there is no fighting … no war … no greed … no animosity
… no hatred?
JUST PEACE … AMONG … WITHIN … ALL NATIONS.
THIS IS WHERE YOU ARE HEADING.
INTO A PEACEFUL EXISTENCE.
There are many who … know this /feel this … yet, wonder if it will be within their lifetime, as many have been
serving upon the Planet for many long years and are in their late 80’s and more.
Yes, they shall see Great Changes. As we have said, this change cannot happen overnight. Yet, the Energy
transference from Dark into Lighter times shall certainly be most apparent and those whose ‘time’ it is
to leave, will leave in PEACE … KNOWING they played their part and that all is going according to plan.
That’s nice to know. Thank you.
Allow your KNOWING that this Divine Plan is on target, to fill your Beings with HOPE.
Allow your KNOWING that this Divine Plan is why you came. In all Truth, would you have volunteered if
there were possibilities of it being otherwise?
Well, I guess yes, we would … where there is a will, there is a way. So, did we KNOW then, that the LIGHT was
definitely a winner … and that outcome would not change?
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Yes.
HOW was it known it would not change?
Because it is a Divine Plan, Blossom.
LOVE CONQUERS ALL … ALWAYS.
The Game has played itself out. The LIGHT-LOVE that is … cannot be beaten.
Sure has seemed like it on this Planet.
Yet, have we not said many times ‘It is all a Game’?
Yes, and many who do not yet understand that, get infuriated by that statement, for it makes us feel like pawns.
Because they do not understand THE GAME. Because you are not in a position to see it for what it is,
whilst living within it.
Yes, I get that and we have discussed this before.
Blossom. Blossom. Blossom.
Yes. Yes. Yes.
YOU, EACH ONE … ARE WARRIORS OF LIGHT … THE STRONGEST OF THE STRONG …
Then, with respect, heaven help the weaker ones!
‘Heaven’ is nurturing the weaker ones.
‘Heaven’ sent the stronger ones to finish The Game.
So, when we have moved everything up into a Peaceful Lighter Brighter stance … will we no longer be in The
Game?
A NEW ONE … Of a very different sort.
Blossom … EVERYTHING is a Game … Depending on how you interpret Game …
You are asking me to look it up and I usually go with what I am presented with straight away … in this case:
An activity that one engages in for amusement or fun.
A complete episode or period of play, ending in a final result.
Eager or willing to do something new or challenging.
LIFE IS INFINITE, Blossom.
Love is never-ending … in order to experience Life and Love in all of itself, it will play games. It will
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experience ALL that can possibly be experienced … in order to BE ITSELF and it shall continue to play out
Games FOREVER.
Think of that!
To be honest … I’d rather not!
YET, WHEN YOU KNOW YOURSELF IN THE COMPLETENESS OF LOVE ITSELF … WE TELL YOU THIS … YOU
WOULD NEVER DESIRE IT TO END.
FOR LOVE IS AND ALWAYS WILL BE THE PERFECTION OF ITSELF … IN ALL THAT IT ENCOUNTERS AND ALL
THAT IT CHOOSES TO BECOME … AS IT EXPANDS FROM WITHIN ITSELF TO OUTWARDLY SHINE OF ITSELF.
Couldn’t have put it better myself chaps! Love you … We are hanging on by tooth and nail … and SOON … very
SOON … we shall KNOW the next step of the way … shall we not?
Without question.
Oh! I doubt that … as more unfolds the more question shall arise! In Gratitude. In Loving service. I AM.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 31

24 October 2020
Hi chaps. So, I am going to keep this as bright and sunny as I can. A month ago, you said the Announcement you
have been speaking of would be before the US elections. You are down to your last week now and of course, my
buttons are being pushed as to whether or not this will take place, at all?
Welcome to you Blossom and to those confident in our words to KNOW THAT WE ARE WHO WE SAY WE
ARE … AND WE MEAN WHAT WE SAY.
Ok. Then for today, I will neither hinder nor hamper and allow you the benefit of the doubt, as we do have ten
days and well, anything could happen!
Indeed Blossom. In a nutshell, it is to be that those who confide in us … those, who like you, are ‘hoping’
for the change … will not be disappointed.
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Oh, I have no doubt the change is happening. I just question your timing because let’s face it, you’ve thrown me
some real spinners in the past. Yet, here I am … still!
So, shall we then, look at this?
I’m all eyes!
In terms of that which we have offered over the last 15 years in which we have engaged in conversation
… it is less than the digits on one hand that you have questioned … is that correct?
A lot more, yet, other matters got sorted for me.
Do you not consider that to be acceptable?
Nope! Because the two things in question were HUGE! The 2008 incident and the Pillars of Light in 2011. Now,
folk can say all they like … and so can you yet, for me, if the Announcement isn’t revealed before the elections …
well … let’s walk in my shoes for a moment … what would you do?
Dearest Blossom, we do not feel it appropriate to answer that. Maybe ask the same question should that
scenario occur?
So, by that, you are saying that the Announcement is to come within the next 10 days?
We are.
How can you be so sure?
Because we know what it entails and what it involves and it is necessary to take place BEFORE decisions
are made.
Ok. I shall keep going on this. You see, our time and you, with no time, doesn’t always seem to tally regarding
particular events and TRUST is a very delicate issue amongst the closest of friends, which after 15 years and all
we have been through, I consider us to be.
So, do you TRUST us Blossom?
As Divine Beings of Light, yes. Regarding your accuracy on time frames … not so sure. I was so bold when you
said about an announcement and the 2nd lockdown and the Five Phases. I told myself to TRUST and TRUST I did.
And in Truth … I TRUST WHITE CLOUD deeply, so if it was that you were a bit of a ‘diversion from the Truth’ as
many over the years have suggested, I feel sure he would have ‘warned me’.
So, shall we just wait and see then?
What else is there to do?
Trust a little deeper in order to relieve your anxiety?
Let us ask you this … if we were there in the room with you right now … would you Trust us more?
Yes.
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Why?
Because you would be speaking words out of your mouth, not working with me in this telepathic form.
Yet, what would make you believe that what we say is the TRUTH … just because words were coming out
of our mouths?
Because I would have you there, first hand … and pick up on your Energy. There you see … I knew what we were
leading up to!
Indeed Blossom … Our Energy. Our Energy of Truth and Love. Do you not feel this when we are
‘thoughtfully’ speaking with you now?
Yes. Yes, I do. Like White Cloud, you have only ever shown Love. Never once have I ‘felt’ one iota of anything
other than compassion and understanding and giving of your wisdom to assist us.
So why is it different if we were in the flesh?
You really want me to answer that?
Yes … please.
Because … it just is.
And now we shall play ball with you as you do with us. We would say … not a good enough answer.
Ok … because if you were sitting here telling me all this …
Yes …
I would know it was coming from you and not … me … or … some mind-controlled microwaves making
channeller’s out to be ‘oddballs’ and totally full of ‘air’.
So, is it then that you are questioning who we are?
I will be if there is no announcement before 3rd Nov!!
Blossom, our beloved and mystifying soul who we know only desires to make sure the TRUTH is given. As
White Cloud has also said … we are not fortune-tellers.
Then why give us a time frame for an Announcement etc?
Would you find it hard to take if we said because you pushed us to do so?
Nope. I can take that. It’s True. We down here are so desperate to know what the **** is going on … underneath
it all, behind the scenes. We need the hope to continue on. I know you know, how many write in saying they are
on the verge of giving up because they are so tired?
Yes. We know of this and those in other realms do much to try and assist on an individual routine to help
such souls.
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So, you see … yes … we have spoken of a HUGE ANNOUNCEMENT TO COME and of a 2nd lockdown … and
of Five Phases … because it is on the cards. We are not making this up out of thin air to satisfy you.
We are succeeding in many ways of Enlightenment and Encouraging so many to awaken, which after all,
is ‘Our’ particular mission.
Yet, you DO KNOW of what lies ahead in terms of changes and what is to come about? Because it is part of the
Divine Plan … Correct?
Blossom … we thank you for your inquiries and perseverance for we know many feel as you and have
questions that are so similar to yours.
WE … THE FEDERATION OF LIGHT are not in form … unless required. We do not use words for they are
inadequate … WE USE ENERGY AND FEELING.
OUR ENERGY AND FEELING IS OF THE HIGHEST LOVE … And THAT Blossom and all is WHO WE ARE!
Isn’t it who we all are?
Excellent observation! Indeed, it is. Yet, as you know … there are many, many levels, frequencies, and
Vibrations in which LOVE AND ITS ENERGY can reside.
And it ‘aint Vibrating too high down here right now, that’s for sure!
Yet, Each One of you are changing that … that’s why you are ‘there’!
Yep. My heart can get that. So, back to the ‘not’ being fortune-tellers yet, knowing what’s going on?
We KNOW the outcome of this ‘Drama’. We do not question it, for it is not questionable.
THE LIGHT HAS WON AND YOU UPON THE EARTH PLANE OUR COMPLETING YOUR MISSION IN RAISING
THE PLANET INTO ITS HIGHER POSITION.
YOU KNOW THAT … do you not?
With respect, only because You and White Cloud have told us. One wouldn’t have an inkling going by the state of
affairs down here.
Do you believe us on that particular matter?
Yes … eh … maybe … eh … yes … perhaps. Yet, is it because I WANT THAT HOPE … because if we didn’t have that
… we are certainly doomed!
Where does your hope lie?
Am I suppose to say ‘ in your words?’
Say what is TRUE for you. Where does your hope lie?
In the strangest KNOWING deep within. In the weirdest acceptance of BEING HERE for a reason. Yes, you have
said this, yet, there is a KNOWING that is inexplicable. It’s like a sort of secret within me, and the recognizing of
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such ‘somewhere’ in my Being.
And so, if the announcement was not to happen in the following week … and we are not back-peddling …
we are speaking hypothetically … would that KNOWING of your mission disappear?
Probably not. Yet, I would not be a happy bunny! Let me prepare you for that right now!
We come to guide you … Because we Love you.
We understand you want us to return to the matter in hand.
Yep. Let’s go for it, shall we? Like Big time? At this stage in The Game … are you still happy to say that a Huge
Announcement will be given out before the US elections?
We will repeat … It is on the cards.
Yet, not written in the stars? Don’t even know what that means, really.
We are also unsure, yet take it to believe ‘not concrete?’
Yes, I guess so.
Let us say then … the road has been prepared, and the tar poured. All is in place yet, awaiting it to set.
*!^+? OK!
What parting words would be most appropriate today?
Eh … try… … … Nope! I have none either.
GOD SPEED.
Far out! That’s unusual! Yet, came through so clearly. Meaning, I believe … ‘God’s blessing on your journey/ new
adventure’ … type thing.
Correct … WE LOVE YOU.
And I/we love you … In Gratitude In Loving service. I AM .
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 32

1 November 2020
Here we go! I have thought of a million ways to start this conversation and I TRULY shall do my very best, under
the circumstances, to bring out the best … in me /from you! So, how shall we begin, other than the obvious of
‘Just a few days left’?
Dearest Blossom, and to all those here present … Lies and deceit have overrun your Planet for eons of
time. The Divine Plan …The Divine Master of your Planet cannot allow it to continue.
For you are Beings of Truth, innately.
The time is upon Each One NOW, to recognize this Truth within. All that is to come forth shall awaken
the ‘spirit’ within you and lead you forward into the Brighter experience that is so well deserved and so
necessary for mankind to bath within.
After so long, the soul that resides within the human flesh is ready to break out of its cocoon and fly.
Yes, there shall be great turmoil and confusion ahead. Yet, do you think the caterpillar easily emerges
from its confinement at the final breakthrough? It is under pressure and needs to push a little harder in
order to be FREE.
YOU, DEAREST SOULS OF EARTH ARE ABOUT TO EXPERIENCE THE SETTING FREE OF YOUR SOULS.
And even though that which is presented seems like the very opposite for … Time Being … YOU WILL
KNOW … YOU WHO ARE AWAKE AND AWARE … WILL KNOW THAT YOU ARE FREE.
How many times have we said ‘The Light has won’? Many, many times. For it is THE TRUTH.
Your World is not to be under siege any longer.
Your World is moving into a Free World and we choose to say, that all that is spreading regarding severe
‘martial law’ and all that goes along with that … WILL NOT TAKE PLACE.
WOW! That came through strongly and is very reassuring. For indeed talk of such, if one were to fall for it, would
leave one in the most uncomfortable place regarding any promise of a glorious future ahead.
We KNOW Blossom, that you are speaking to souls of TRUSTING IN THE DIVINE PLAN and this is what we
KNOW ‘You’ are doing.
Faltering and questioning here and there!
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And we encourage you to question, Blossom. If you were to follow that which we say blindly, we would
not be comfortable with that. For it is the LOVE and the TRUTH and the LIGHT WITHIN Each One, that has
to KNOW itself and KNOW FOR itself … that what we speak of is TRUTH.
What about those who do not feel you to be this way? Silly question really.
Not at all. Those who feel we are either make-believe or, as has been suggested, ‘of the dark, in disguise’
… are free to KNOW and FEEL and to walk their pathway as they see fitting. We are not here for merit
points. We are here to assist in Knowledge through LOVE … and we feel Blossom, with your help,
that so many are falling away from their old belief systems and re-turning to that which they KNOW
THEMSELVES TO BE.
This journey that … has been /is /and shall be … is certainly not for the faint-hearted, as you know.
Yet, your strength within has exponentially grown, within this present year, to a degree that some may
hardly recognize.
THEREFORE, WHAT IS TO COME … WHAT LIES AHEAD … SHALL FIND ONE IN A POSITION OF SUCH POWER
… KNOWING IT IS STREAMING THROUGH ONE’S BEING FROM THEIR OWN HIGHER BEING AND INDEED,
OTHER HIGHER BEINGS THAT ARE ALSO HERE TO ASSIST.
We are very much aware, Blossom, of the trepidation you felt about this communication, due to news of
‘The Announcement’ and we are not beating about the bush.
I’m hiding underneath it! Here we go then … Go for it!
Yes. The Announcement is to come.
In the time frame you suggested?
Yes. Does that satisfy?
Oh! How I wish it did. It simply amps up my trepidation! Yet, to be honest, I’d rather this was your answer, than
saying ‘things have changed’, type thing!
We are on course and ready to set sail.
Okeydokey! … … … Now what?
HOLD ON TO YOUR HATS!
With respect, Guys, I tied my hat down under my chin at your suggestion, many years ago. If I tie it any tighter, I’ll
sever my head off!
Yet, can you not FEEL IT, Blossom? Can you not FEEL the absolute ELECTRICITY in the air, about that
which is to come?
Of course. Between that and the waiting for an announcement, within every hour… I could blow up the
houses of parliament! The thing is … for me … my stomach has been churning. Many are anticipating when
an announcement is to come. It’s a HUGE responsibility to put out your words and then sit back and Trust …
especially as you mentioned this a month ago … and now, just a few days left.
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Maybe these last weeks have been the calm before the storm?
I have to laugh at my childishness. Sometimes, I think more about us actually being validated for once, than I do
about what the announcement may entail. HA! I mean what does that say about me?
That you seek only the Truth.
Thanks, Guys. And you are right. It is so important to me and therefore, in this late hour, you can imagine
why I am having sleepless nights, etc. Yet, so many (once again) have said they do not care if there is an
announcement or not … they will still believe in you and me!
It is not about believing, Blossom. It is about KNOWING. If one ‘wants to believe’ we are Truth, then they
are doubting our TRUTH. If one KNOWS OUR TRUTH then they KNOW IT because it is a TRUTH that lies
deep within.
Yes, but as I said last time … I KNOW YOU TO BE OF TRUTH AND LIGHT … thousands of souls know this and feel
this, due to the LOVE that you bring through and the LOVE that you are. Yet, your track record on ‘things taking
place as planned’ does not bode well. Hence my apprehension at this late hour. I heard in my head earlier this
morning (in a jokey way) ‘Oh ye of little faith’ … and I smiled yet, agreed! I have left this channeling to the last
possible moment this week, just in case there was any news and TRULY … now all I CAN do … is wait and see …
and do my very best to TRUST that an announcement shall come.
We feel this is a wise thing to do.
No more tea cozies to knit. There isn’t time and besides, there’s a lot of bald sheep about!
Blossom … we would very much appreciate you accepting your role in this experience of time upon
Earth.
Eh? What do you mean by that?
To accept the role that you play was not a big decision for you ‘before you came’ … for you KNEW you
were the ‘Soul for the job’. Now that you are here and in the thick of it … we ask that you once again,
choose to accept it?
Still confused. Are you offering me a ‘get out clause’?
Yes.
Now, hold the phone just one cotton pickin’ minute, chaps! That’s a bit out of the blue!
Is it? Have you not been questioning this very notion over the last week or so?
So … you DID hear me rant and rave in the wee hours of this morning, wondering if I wanted to indeed, carry
on?
We did and this is why we ask. So, not so ‘out of the blue’ on reflection?
WOW! If the readers could see my face. Jaw open, eyes wide open, pupils darting from side to side … you have
sort of, put me on the spot!
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Naturally, we are not asking for a resignation right this minute. Yet, would you be so kind as to express
your thoughts?
Easy! If an announcement comes before the elections or even just after (maybe) then I’m in! If there is no
announcement … well … who knows? I TRULY don’t.
Then we look forward to ‘at least’ the next decade of your company.
Oh! Guys, Guys, Guys! I shall leave it here … (hanging off the edge of a cliff) Yet, really at this stage, nothing more
to say. No matter what … this will not be our last goodbye. In Gratitude, In Loving service. I AM.
Ps. I am only too happy this came through at all … And even happier that it is done!

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 33

7 November 2020
Hello. Do you realize just how much you are Loved? My inbox and comments are overflowing and most of them
declare undying KNOWING that you come from the Truth. That you are OF IT. A few very dodgy ones from those
who have no strength and hope left. Many wondering where the announcement was. Many saying they don’t
care if there is one or not, they still Love you. Many saying they simply wouldn’t be on the Planet if it were not for
your messages. Such Love do the folk out there have for you. Naturally, I am apprehensive about this chat today
… I spat the dummy big time on Wednesday and hit rock bottom (as you may have ‘felt’ by my unrestrained
yelling and screaming at you). Yet, I have become stronger each day and KNOW IN MY HEART … no matter what
misunderstandings and discrepancies may occur between our dimensional passing of thoughts back and forth
… I AM IN IT FOR THE LONG HAUL. I guess that is all I need to say as ‘my’ introduction in this very auspicious
week. How is ‘yours’ going to flow?
We have been awaiting for you to take this quiet time with us when you were ready. Many thanks to you
and your courage for doing so.
Welcome to Each One, who we understand is eager to hear that which we have to say.
You bet your sweet potatoes they are!
We will not back down on that which we said. We certainly do not ‘come up with these things’ in order to
cajole and spread mis/dis information.
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From where we … see it / feel it … we offer it. Should that which we offer not work out in the ‘assumed’
timeframe we offer, we do not swear and curse and fight and scream and fall apart.
Point taken. Thought about apologizing to you for my ‘outcry’ the other day, yet, decided I had every right to do
so, due to the experience I was once again encountering.
We are not asking for an apology, Blossom. You made it quite clear how painful it was for your heart and
all we wished to do was comfort you. For as we have said so many times, you cannot see the picture as
we do.
Oh how differently … I /we all … would feel if we could. My husband, bless him, said to me ‘Think of all the people
you have helped’. To which I replied … ‘Think of all the people I have disappointed’ … and there were many, yet,
they still have faith and so few decided to jump ship. Which says a lot about who they are … and they are like
this, it seems … because of YOUR Love and Light and HOPE that you have given them.
And this pleases us greatly, with all humility.
Have you not been replying in your emails ‘It is not over till the fat lady sings’?
Yes … Is she still stuffing her face?
We are aware of this expression, although we needed to make some inquiries, as once again, we were
unsure if it was your humour or just exactly what it was!
I guess I am just going to have to ask … it would be ‘weak’ of me to avoid it. So, this announcement thing … is it
still to come?
Yes … and when it does the penny will drop.
So will my jaw! So why give the timeframe because this is always ‘our Achilles heel’? I don’t feel I asked/forced
you. I have considered so many things. If someone says something is about to happen, the natural response is
to ask when. You could have said … ‘We are unsure or we cannot divulge that to you’.
Blossom … are the elections over?
No. They are an absolute mess, yet no decision made yet.
Then we would say there is still time ‘before’ the elections … and we said also ‘It was necessary in order
for decisions to be made’.
Ok. So, to clarify … you are saying it is still on the cards and still to come?
Very much so.
It could be about so many things. The country/our world is so torn … it is very disturbing. Heartbreaking, in fact
… that humans have come to this when we should all be getting along. Loving and serving each other for the
Highest Good of all. You are so right about Topsy Turvy, for it is completely upside down from how all our hearts
long for it to be.
You say, Blossom, you are in for the long haul … we are honoured and excited to KNOW this. We KNOW
too, millions of souls upon your Planet walk alongside you for they too feel the same. No matter how
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tired … how depleted … YOU/THEY … KNOW … as the BEINGS OF LIGHT that they are, that they may get
angry upset and disheartened, yet, they cannot give up and will not give up.
That which lies ahead is to appear unbelievable … and yet, it shall be before your eyes.
There shall be much confusion.
Eh … how much more confused can we bunnies be?
Unfortunately, a lot more. Yet, one must remain in their Heart space.
No matter what is presented … keep saying over and over ‘I AM THE LIGHT. I AM THE LOVE. I AM THE
TRUTH. I AM.’
We KNOW this is code and we KNOW this will give you strength and determination to see this through.
We would say once again … keep reiterating this to yourself no matter what. It will not/cannot let you
down.
You are not yet in the thick of it … yet, it is not long.
So, by your accounts, we are still not in Phase Two as you said that would come after we are in the second
lockdown. This lockdown stuff is so confusing also. Many, many are having to endure it … yet where I am, hardly
a mask in sight. So, you are still saying ‘Global’ … meaning everywhere, are you?
We are. These preliminary confinements are to keep up the façade. Indeed, there is more to come.
Questions. Questions. Questions! Yet Truly, I feel I need to ‘man up’ as they say .. or perhaps ‘woman up’ … and
just stop needing to know. Which sure is hard … and just keep holding that sword of Light up to the skies …
which is what we came to do.
That is a perfectly formed thought, Blossom.
Yet, down here … this need to know is exasperating! It is like walking around in no man’s land. A kind of limbo,
every day waiting for … something.
In all Truth, would you not say that your Planet is far from sitting around in lazy, hazy summer days.
Of course. Big stuff … enormous stuff is presenting. Yet, unless you were down here, perhaps this waiting may
not be understood by you?
What are you waiting for? For it is happening, Blossom. IT IS ALL HAPPENING RIGHT NOW.
We have spoken to you of these times … The Game has to play out and it is doing so.
I know. I know you have … and here I am still trying to get to the bottom of things, instead of accepting and
going with my heart and TRUSTING. Now hasn’t THAT been a BIG WORD on my mind this week!
Blossom and Each One whom we deeply LOVE and TRUST … we are asking that if you find it discordant to
Trust in all that we say … then follow that which YOUR HEART … WHICH YOUR THOUGHTS … ARE TELLING
YOU.
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TRUST YOURSELVES and if that which we offer does not blend in with your thoughts … that is ok! As we
have said, we are not here to win points. We are here to share with you our KNOWING on this Divine
Plan and if it does not resonate, then take a pathway that does.
The conclusion I came to when peeling myself from the depths, was that without question, you have served
thousands upon thousands in awakening. If they choose to go elsewhere and Lord alone knows, there are
enough ‘elsewhere’s’ to go … that’s absolutely fine. You are too precious to me and to so many.
Let us ask you this, if we may?
You can try!! Gulp!
That which we offer …
Yes …
Do you consider worthy enough to …
To what? You seem to be having trouble bringing it through.
We are having trouble …
Why am I filling up? In an odd way, I am picking up that if you had eyes, you would be doing so too.
Because our Love for you and Each One is … in this moment of time … overwhelming.
Or maybe Guys … you are feeling OUR LOVE FOR YOU and finding it overwhelming. Now there’s a switch … and
would show you just how much Love there is for this that you do. I am having a little moment myself here! Yet,
please do complete the question. ‘That which we offer, Do you consider worthy enough to … What?
To continue on.
I have already said I am in for the long haul.
Yet, we needed to ask Blossom. We need to know through asking … if after all you have been through,
you choose to remain speaking with us in this way?
I think I know what you are getting at. I think I know why I am so emotional as we speak … because during the
week I was Truly ready to resign!
Indeed you were … and so it is necessary to ask OFFICIALLY if you wish to continue and to receive an
OFFICIAL answer.
Really? Well, I humbly accept to continue this appointment in honour and Truth yet, unsure as to why it must be
so ‘official.’?
Because although it may feel to you sometimes, that you ‘just do what you do’ it goes far deeper than
that, Blossom Goodchild.
When you same my name like that, it somehow pounds right through me.
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So, for our records and that within the Divine plan … we are officially back in business?
We are. Where’s my contract and can we discuss a salary! Guys … considering the trepidation I felt over the last
few days, this has all gone very smoothly and to be honest, without any great revelations. All very much ‘as
normal.’ I was expecting it, and probably, so were many, to be very different.
We know you were … and depending on your ‘emotions’ … so were we.
As you began to climb back on board our spirits breathed a sigh of relief. You were being carefully and
gently monitored and for a time there … things were not going in our favour.
You can say that again. It is a rare occasion in my lifetime to ‘lose it’ as I did … and all confusion and anger aimed
right up there to the skies … at you!
We were very much aware of that. Yet, as you picked yourself up … as your Light flickered back and
forth, we were ‘abuzz’ with the news that you were ‘on the up’ … and much joy … so much joy, was
exchanged KNOWING we had not lost you. For that would never do.
WOW … I feel a little embarrassed about all aspects of that last paragraph! We are all battered and bruised
during these exceptionally difficult times. Yet … the strength … OUR INNER STRENGTH continues to fight back
when we think we can take no more. Indeed chaps … those of us down here ARE THE STRONGEST OF THE
STRONG.
And you see now, why you need to be.
And that we need to strengthen our Truth … so much is to be revealed.
Send your Love out, not to just those in the Higher positions to bring the ship safely to shore, yet, send
the LOVE LIGHT AND TRUTH THAT YOU ARE … TO THE WHOLE … TO ALL THAT IS.
Your Planet … in its presentation of ‘small’ … has all eyes upon it.
This transformation is well underway … There is no turning back.
Who would want to?
Again, we finish with … GODSPEED.
Well, I breathe an almighty sigh of relief that this has been accomplished today. My Love for you remains as
always … deep within my heart. Although you may have questioned that midweek! Okey-dokey. Cheer ho for
now. In Gratitude. In Loving service. I am.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 34

15 November 2020
Good morning my friends. Well, where to from here?
Good morning to you and Each one, Blossom. From here, we take another breath and then another and
then another … and within each breath that is taken, you send the LOVE THAT IS EVERYTHING … WITHIN
EVERYTHING … into your Heart.
In this way, even though there are things taking place that do not seem to have one iota of Love within
them … yet, those who are awakened know otherwise … you are taking into your Heart the LOVE that IS
there … within that which appears it is not.
Much offence is taken by your Life experience being called a Game … that you are living within a Game …
is it not?
Yes, I was mortified years ago when I first heard this.
Yet, we ask you to hold on to that as a way to see yourselves through these very confusing times.
Sometimes, (in games) strategies are used to confuse the opponent and for a while, one cannot see a
way ‘around’ these ‘states of play’. Yet, as the dice is rolled and the players use different tactics than
those they had originally construed … once again, there appears Light at the end of the tunnel and HOPE
that one is not only ‘back in play’ … yet indeed, ALL SET TO WIN.
We ask you to KNOW deep within your BEING … THAT THE LIGHT HAS ALREADY WON.
To keep reaffirming it to yourselves no matter how things may be presented.
When you KNOW this … not just on a ‘perhaps’, ‘maybe’, or ‘I hope so’ level … yet, on an ALL KNOWING
level … when DEEP INSIDE OF YOUR HEART YOU KNOW … then all the confusion and unrest that is taking
place upon your Planet on so many levels, about so many controversies, will not be able to affect you …
Not one little bit.
Each and every time you come across news that conflicts with YOUR TRUTH … say the mantra … only a
few times is necessary … and you will FEEL the difference within your ‘LIGHTNESS’.
You see, Dearest Ones, these words … this mantra … I AM THE LIGHT. I AM THE LOVE. I AM THE TRUTH. I
AM. … carries so much within it. We have explained it is encoded … It ‘LIFTS’ the Vibration of, not just the
self, yet, THE ALL.
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The more it is said by more and more … the deeper its resonance is felt. It becomes imbedded into the
very air that you breathe.
There are so many that know not of these words, yet, by YOUR KNOWING of the Energy that lies
within them, you are enabling, as you repeat them … to let the codes be absorbed by those who do not
understand or have no idea about any of this that YOU KNOW.
The more it is said … the Greater Strength is added to it.
Perhaps for a meditation, these words alone, when repeated in a place of stillness, would be all that is
required to send your soul soaring into places/spaces of Light that you are yearning for.
So many feel they are not ‘doing their bit’. Yet, to do these things that we suggest is CHANGING YOUR
WORLD.
KNOW. KNOW. KNOW, that by ‘simply’ repeating these words IN ALL KNOWING AND ALL TRUTH … you
are assisting and contributing so much more than you realise.
The more it is … said/felt … the more it is built upon.
As we have also said before … when you … say it/feel it … feel the strength of so many others that are
saying it with you. It is not just a mantra … it is a CODE.
I totally get that. I feel what you are saying yet, what does this code do? Can you explain more about the coding
side of it?
It has within its Energy a Light Language, if you will … that is far reaching. By this, we mean that it is not
just those upon YOUR Planet that ‘pick up’ on its Vibration … yet, it has a Vibrational signal that can be
received by those who are ‘off Planet’ also.
What, so there are lots of ‘ET’s’ from elsewhere joining in?
In a sense. We are once again having difficulty putting that … which ‘IS’ … into words.
Those ‘elsewhere’ are able to receive the signal because of the Energy within it. Therefore, ‘they’ are able
to respond ‘to it’ ‘along with it’ … from an Energetic point of view.
We can give you this analogy. In your world you have choirs. It may be that a particular song begins with
just the one voice and as it progresses, more voices and harmonies are added verse by verse. Until as it
reaches its climatic ending … an entire choir of maybe a hundred or more are singing together as one.
We are hoping that each one of you will have experienced this ‘emotional beauty’ through song at some
point in your lives.
So, imagine it like that. You, by yourself in your car, at home, at the shops, out walking, exercising,
wherever you maybe, whatever you are doing … YOU ARE THE ONE VOICE … at the beginning of the song.
Then FEEL within your heart … a few more blending in … then a few more and a few more … YET … we
ask you to not only FEEL It … we ask you to HEAR it.
Hear it resonate within you. Feel it Vibrate … within/throughout … your Being. Breathe deeply as you
continue and dearest friends, we tell you this … by doing so, by ‘playing this Game’, by making THIS move
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… not only shall you FEEL/ KNOW that you are playing your part … you will KNOW then, without doubts
or questioning’s that THE LIGHT HAS WON.
Wow! I was getting quite emotional visualising /feeling that. I know I have asked this before, yet to those who
are ‘new’ to your messages … is it ok for souls to add their own little bit within it? Ie. I AM THE KNOWING etc, or
whatever feels right for them? A few seem to do this.
Yes. This is acceptable. Yet, remember also, that too much added could ‘take the code off balance’. One
will know for themselves. And may we suggest, if ‘extra’s’ are added, then to return also, now and then,
to the ‘Original template’.
Thanks so much. I wondered what we would discuss today. White Cloud did a very poignant video about ‘more
Love not hate’. Down here, in these days … one is bombarded with different perspectives about so much … THE
BIG DIVIDE is definitely upon us.
Not in its fullness, Blossom. Not yet.
Yes, you have said often it is going to get A LOT MORE TOPSY TURVY than this. Everyone just wants THE TRUTH
and WE WANT IT NOW! So much tiredness … so much waiting for the great reveals … in what ever format they
may come. Yes, we are the strongest of the strong and doing our very best to remain so yet, wow … what a ride!
This roller coaster doesn’t seem to have a stop button.
Yet, it has a pause button. You can put ‘this ride’ … you can put the ‘entire goings on of your Planet’ on
pause for a time … and go within.
This ‘line’ of talk is of far more use to you than any we could give regarding the ‘state of affairs’ and the
goings on within your newsfeeds etc.
This is why we choose this ‘Vibration’ today.
YOU CAN PAUSE THE ROLLER COASTER.
WE ENCOURAGE YOU TO PRESS PAUSE.
It is of such Value for you to ‘take time out’ and ‘take time in’.
Time in?
Time inside of yourselves. The strength that is accumulated when doing so, is one of the greatest ‘pick
me ups’ you can depend upon.
Yet, many of you are too busy … too busy to feed your soul with the fuel it requires to keep you going.
Those of you who do meditate regularly KNOW exactly what we mean. Those of you who don’t meditate
regularly KNOW exactly what we mean.
Dearest souls, you are looking for a way to get through this … in the smoothest, most beneficial way
possible. We offer these tools to you.
Perhaps you think they are ‘old hat’?
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Oh No. Not at all. Yet, sad to say, I am one of those that do not ‘make’ the time as often as I should.
Blossom … we are not giving you an order. We are making suggestions that are tried and tested … that
WILL CHANGE YOUR DAYS FROM UNCERTAINTY TO CERTAINTY.
The uncomfortable conversations with those not walking along the same path as you, will become less
uncomfortable.
When you give yourself the ‘time’ … when you give yourself the ‘space’ … when you give yourself THE
LOVE … you give yourself … YOURSELF!
And when you accept YOURSELF and allow the Higher Frequency to ‘fall into you’ when meditating … you
LOVE YOURSELF MORE … because you are FEELING more of yourself TO Love.
We say again … this is not an order … yet, it is a ‘strategy’ you can use that will blow your opponent’s off
the board.
Thanks Chaps. Indeed … time to ‘step up’ … time to ‘stop moaning’ … time to ‘do what we came to do’ yet, in a
more determined fashion. How easily we are ‘lulled’ into a nonchalance of ‘It will be alright when …’. WE’VE GOT
THIS CHAPS! YOU CAN RELY ON US!
Of this, we have not once doubted. Otherwise you would not be where you are!
Thanks for the pep talk … Thanks for your guidance. Just … THANKS. In Gratitude. In Loving service. I AM … (going
to meditate more).

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 35

22 November 2020
Hello there! So many Loved your information on the I AM Mantra last week. Thank you. However, others shared
concerns of ‘skipping over any Announcement news’ and felt let down. Guess you can’t win ‘em all! Ok … I find
myself in a bit of a dilemma. I often get sent links to ‘clips’, asking if they ‘maybe’ the announcement. Last night
I got sent one which was of, Mr T (Not the one from THE A TEAM!) announcing the changes he was to bring in
as of Jan 1st, regarding the price of medicines and basically bringing the Big Pharma Companies down to their
knees. Whether for, or against this man, whether this came from the man in the moon, or indeed Noddy … we
all surely want that to happen? The Big Pharma, without question, in my eyes, is corrupt and of the dark. He
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stated a few times ‘This is a big, big announcement’. Yet, interestingly enough not a whisper of it on MSM …
which to me, speaks volumes! Is this the BIG ANNOUNCEMENT? … for you have said ‘everyone’ will hear of it. *
Welcome to you, Blossom, and to Each One who listens to that which we have to say … coming from their
Heart and not their head. We can feel you are of trepidation asking of this?
Yes, I am, very much so. As you know, yet maybe your readers don’t, I do not tune into you until this time, so
as not to be influenced in any way by my thoughts and so that this discussion is ‘fresh’. Yet, I feel I need to ask
about this, as it seems HUGE (to me) and yet, I know ‘we’ are not about politics, yet, it is sometimes hard to
avoid.
We appreciate your concerns, Blossom, on the many layers that they come from. What we would say is
this …
No. This is not the HUGE Announcement … because when the HUGE Announcement does arrive it … WILL
NOT/CANNOT … be slipped through one’s fingers. It will not be able to remain unheard or unmentioned,
for it shall be for ALL TO KNOW ABOUT. It will not be kept from your MSM as it will not be able to be
‘missing in action’!
Well, that settles that then. Thank you.
Let us further reassure you, Blossom, and those who feel the same as you ‘waiting, waiting, waiting’ …
THE ANNOUNCEMENT WILL COME … yet, would we say … ‘In a package’.
Meaning many things wrapped up in one?
Yes. Meaning exactly that. Yet, not everything shall be revealed at once. It would be too much.
Remember … THIS IS A DIVINE PLAN … and each step of the way has been so carefully discussed and
monitored. When you are able to know more of which we speak … you will understand how intricate and
precise this Plan is and you will accept that the waiting … one’s impatience … was so very much required,
in order for every minute detail to be carried out.
I am not going to ask about a time frame. Many say the elections are not over and you said it would be before
the elections … and Truly … I don’t want to retract back to that ‘state of thought’ … So, what happens now?
YOU CARRY ON!
No matter how many hearts will sink at that statement … no matter how many tired and weary Beings
FEEL they do not have the strength to carry on … YOU KNOW THAT YOU WILL.
You also know, you have the freedom to choose whether or not you remain a ‘Warrior of Light’ on this
journey with us, or ‘Jump off this path and on to another’.
YOU KNOW, DEAREST SOULS. YOU KNOW YOU ARE IN THIS TO THE END.
YOU KNOW YOU ARE HERE FOR THIS PURPOSE.
Those of you who feel so lost and alone … those who question our words … those who do not feel strong
enough to continue … will find more strength … find more enthusiasm … find more courage … because
even if they so choose to remove themselves from that which ‘we’ have to say … at some point they will
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jump back on board. Maybe not with us yet, with another that takes them on a different path, and yet,
all shall gather at the arranged ‘meeting point’.
Each One has the right to ‘get there’ by their own method of transport!
Why did I choose a snail??
We accept that it must feel like that for many. Yet, from where we are …
The snail is making progress … slowly but surely.
And is it not carrying its home on its back … in the same way you carry your home in your hearts?
Yep. Yet, now and then it wouldn’t go amiss to hop into the pouch of a passing kangaroo, just to give us the
‘bounce’ we need and to feel that, if only for a time, we are moving forward in leaps and bounds.
As we have said, and it is necessary to repeat many things, Blossom … there will come a time when you
may … contemplate/look back … on ‘these days’ and wish you could snuggle up safe inside that shell.
There is to come, so much turmoil, as we have stated and yet, there shall be so much Love, Compassion,
Acceptance, and Understanding required. Not only … for/from … within the self yet, for others that feel
caught up in the whirlwind and have no idea how or where to land.
Yet, when they do … you shall be there, wherever they may find themselves within their awakening
… and help them to their feet … and hold their hand as you guide them through.
Yet, not everyone will ‘want’ to come, will they?
Many shall be so lost … they will choose to remain ‘as they … are/were’ … or take their leave from the
disruption and chaos and send their Love from elsewhere … from a place where they feel safe.
Yet, the Ground Crew shall remain … Holding the Light … Holding the Love … Holding the hands of those
who are afraid.
The time … Dearest, most benevolent souls, is upon you now, when you can feel your strength lifting.
When you are KNOWING rather than ‘pretending to know’.
When you FEEL inside your hearts … THE TRUTH.
Because THE TRUTH is to be presented in so many ways.
We do not speak here of ‘just’ the Truth of all that has been hidden regarding the dark one’s
manipulation and abhorrent ways … for indeed these things, these people, shall ‘be exposed’ and their
behaviours shall be presented to all.
Yet, we speak too, of THE TRUTH … THE ‘LIGHT’ OF TRUTH.
THE TRUTH OF WHO YOU ‘ACTUALLY’ are!.
‘Actually’ are?
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Yes, Blossom. For as the darkness continues to fall and break down … Truths of who you are … Truths of
who you can be … Truths of what you will once again become … will be offered to you on a plate.
What, so am I about to find out I’m ‘actually’ a fruit platter? (just couldn’t resist)
Yes! (‘we’ just couldn’t resist). Yet, to become a little more ‘down to basics’ … we ask you to hold on to
certain facts.
The fact that as more darkness is revealed for what it was … and is literally ‘dispersed of’, you will
discover more and more that is of the Light.
These ‘Light frequency, High Vibe’ discoveries/reveals … will feel like you are in touch with home.
E.T phone home, type of thing?
Well, shall we say, ‘The Knowing’ that one’s Wi-Fi is far more accurate and speedy than the old fashioned
dial up.
Nice analogy, chaps!
CONSIDER ‘THE CHANGE’ IN FREQUENCIES AND VIBRATIONAL SHIFTS WHEN ONE’S FREEDOM BEGINS TO
SHINE THROUGH.
WHERE ONE’S RIGHTS AS A HUMAN SOVEREIGN BEING … CAN BE INDULGED IN FOR THE BETTERMENT OF
ALL THAT IS.
WHEN THE ENERGY OF DARKNESS CAN NO LONGER INTERFERE AND USE ITS AGENDA TO KEEP YOU
CONFINED AND RESTRICTED IN/OF A PLACE THAT IS NOT WHERE YOU BELONG.
Dearest friends, indeed, there is a lot more to come … and not only will your world seem upside down
yet, you will feel like you are stuck on the spin cycle!
It will seem like this for quite a time yet, KNOW … THE TURMOIL WILL END … and everything will come
out clean and smelling of roses … … … eventually
We ask that you let go of time frames.
Easier said than done … Yet, I know exactly what you mean.
RISE UP, DEAREST ‘DE-LIGHT-FULL’ SOULS.
RISE UP IN STRENGTH.
RISE UP IN LOVE.
RISE UP IN LIGHT.
RISE UP IN TRUTH.
RISE UP INTO THE BEING OF KNOWING … THAT YOU KNOW YOU ARE!
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You know that we are doing our best, don’t you?
Indeed. Even on what you consider ‘Off days’ … we KNOW you are still doing the very best you can.
Under the circumstances …
Under these extreme circumstances … Within these extreme circumstances.
WE LOVE YOU.
WE ASK THAT YOU LOVE YOURSELVES … MORE AND MORE.
KEEP TELLING YOUR BEING HOW MUCH YOU LOVE IT. IT NEEDS TO KNOW.
IT NEEDS TO FEEL LOVED BY YOU … IT IS PART OF THE PLAN.
Thank you. Thank you. Thank you. I AM THE LIGHT. I AM THE LOVE. I AM THE TRUTH. I AM. In Gratitude. In
Loving service. I AM.
*This is the link that is mentioned. https://youtu.be/c0Mdj_mYyR0.Please remember … I am a messenger, for
these conversations … finding myself in unchartered waters and doing the best I can to stay afloat. Thank you
for your understanding.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 36

28 November 2020
Hello to you, once again. It would be very handy if you could set yourselves up with an email address, then
people could write to you directly … leaving out ‘me’ … the middle woman. Yet, not possible. So, I’ll continue on
trying my best to be the happy medium!
Greetings to all. You have an agenda today, do you not Blossom?
Well, I was thinking of ‘reporting in’ regarding people’s feelings and frustrations. Yet, I would imagine you already
know them, do you?
Yes. We do. Yet, such things cannot speed up the process. The process is playing out exactly as it should.
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A few hitches and glitches here and there. Yet, we reiterate … ALL IS AS SHOULD BE.
The service to mankind from all around is growing ever stronger. The Light forces from ‘elsewhere’ are
also gathering in numbers to make sure that this Divine Plan is carried out.
Yet, if it is Divine, surely there is no question of that?
We concur and yet, this does not mean that those whose ‘feelings’ lie elsewhere in this Game are
continuing to disrupt as best they can.
You see, down here, we cannot see the forest for the trees. I don’t think anyone really knows what’s going on.
There is so much confusion. So many stories and one no longer knows what to believe or think. You ask us to
hold the Light and not get pulled under. We are doing our best. Yet, many, so many, are so tired and ready to
give up. On and on it seems to go, with nothing concrete to grab on to.
Yet … all we can do is continue to tell you that THE LIGHT HAS WON.
And many would say … ‘Where is the evidence?’. This is the thing … TRUSTING continually, finding that inner
KNOWING, can work some days … and others … not.
Blossom, we ask Each One to continue on along this journey.
Yes, it requires TRUST.
Yes, it requires FAITH.
Yes, it requires STRENGTH.
Yet, Each One of you have all these things.
If you were to say ‘I have had enough of this’ and chose to no longer read our words or have anything to
do with ‘this perspective on things’ … … could you? Have a think about this, Dearest Ones.
For within you lies the TRUTH.
That feeling within you … that keeps you keeping on, no matter how low your spirits fall …
IS THE TRUTH.
It is not something that will go away because you feel you have had enough. We are not saying that you
‘must’ or ‘have to’ continue to investigate THE LIGHT OF TRUTH … via ways of channeling. Not at all. For
within Each One there is THE FEELING … THE KNOWING.
All we are here to do is impart some wisdom, so that it may assist you along your journey should you so
choose to accept that which we offer.
Dearest souls, this time that you are in is about the LIGHT overcoming the dark.
This Light within you … this Light that IS YOU … will not /cannot go out.
For YOU ARE THE LIGHT. Every bit of you. It is not just a part of you that you can switch on and off like
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a Light bulb. It is WHO YOU ARE and although Each One tires, although your concerns can be of great
magnitude at times … always, always, always, when you remember The Mantra, when you recall the
word ‘LOVE’ … when you think for a minute about times where Love has been so present in your Heart …
then you know, do you not? You know that this LOVE … this Energy that is You … is ALL THERE IS.
IT IS THE ESSENCE OF KNOWING THE TRUTH WHEN YOU REVERT BACK TO LOVE ONLY … ONLY LOVE.
This is why the coding in The Mantra helps you to connect with Source. It takes you … out of /away from
… all the ‘goings on’.
You are here for a purpose … Each One. Stay True to that mission by connecting with Source … within
every breath.
Some may think others play a bigger role than theirs. This is not so. You are all in this together.
Each One that was selected is part of the GRAND TEAM.
Each member of that team has the back of another. Every thought of Light-Love uplifts the wearied
ones. A tag team perhaps … Allowing some to rest whilst others take over for a while.
YOU ARE EACH OTHER’S SUPPORT.
We ask that you untangle yourselves from the confusions that media offer and let go of things that
make no sense and always, always … return to the KNOWING that LOVE … ONLY LOVE makes sense …
when all else fails.
Yes, I get that. We get that. Yet, one needs to know what is going on. We can’t all just sit around waiting for a
HUGE announcement!
We say … that one would lift ones Energy greatly if they were to ‘back off’ and remain in ways that serve
the soul. As in, delving deeply into Gardening or Art or matters that THRILL THE SOUL and bring back the
centering … the grounding … the passion … The Love.
Perhaps a balance of the two?
Perhaps. Yet, we would suggest more of the creative indulgence … More of the Joy … More of the
Laughter.
This year has been the weirdest anyone has ever known, I think. I personally find it challenging to be ‘Truly’
joyous amidst all this chaos. Even when feeling of a brighter disposition some days, I do not come into my
fullness of joy, because my Being knows that the entire planet has gone doo-la-la and I am sitting right in the
middle of it wondering how it will all turn out.
And this naturally, Blossom, is … where /when … your strength and Truth has to return to the KNOWING
that Each One of you came to Planet Earth to serve it … lift it … see it through to its new home. Do you
feel this? Do you know this within?
Yes. Deep within it somehow makes sense. Yet, in all Truth, sometimes when questioning everything, it has
crossed my mind that I could have it all wrong … and I am just ‘into this’ because it feels better than not being!
And your conclusion when you feel this way?
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I’d rather sail on this tide and have it wrong, than not experience the Love and unity amongst folk in the world
that are on the same ship! We can’t all be idiots!
Therefore, return to the experience of that LOVE.
THAT LOVE you are talking about … IS THE KNOWING.
I KNOW! There are those though, who feel this way … and yet feel that whatever has been channelled, not just
through you, yet, all channels … has never ever come about. Not just lately, yet, ever. Not really. So now, the
questioning from within needs solid answers. Their feelings are … how do we know the Light has won … when
there is as yet, no evidence? How do we know this is not just another ‘holding on to’ that never comes about?
This is up to you!
You either KNOW IT … or you don’t.
You either choose to KNOW ITS TRUTH … as A FEELING … or you don’t.
You either KNOW YOU ARE HERE ON THIS DIVINE MISSION … or you don’t.
There indeed, are those who have volunteered, were chosen for important roles as a member of THE
TEAM and yet when ‘faced’ with the reality within … the dream/the Game … they fell off the wagon, as
you say. It was too hard when actually in it.
Again, we say … THIS IS WHY ONLY THE STRONGEST OF THE STRONG WERE CHOSEN.
Let us state also, when this occurs … when one finds their position too much to take on board … there is
no judgement at all, ever. Their role will be taken on by another and the soul will choose to return home
early, or remain, yet, undertaking a lesser demanding role. It happens probably more than you think.
Oh ok. Many times I wonder why I just didn’t stick with acting … when ‘this side of me’ feels overwhelmed. Yet,
no matter how many deterrents are suggested … at this stage, I just think … ‘Whatever! In for a penny in for a
pound’ and carry on. Even if I were to stop these conversations with you, which I am not about to, my heart’s
feelings, about bringing this Planet into a better Higher place would still be marching on! I think we all know
what you are saying here.
We desire greatly to assist you in reaching within the soulself for inner strength and guidance.
All that you need … all requirements are there within you.
Try Dearest Ones, especially in these times, to keep returning to The Mantra. For we know … you know …
its effect.
It centres you. It keeps you going. It resounds out to the ‘Everything’. It does so much more than you
know on so many more levels than you know. Yet, all you need to know is to continue to say it and
the discoveries of self, that in doing so shall reveal, in time, shall make you so happy that you kept on
keeping on.
YOU ARE INCREDIBLE BEINGS OF LIGHT.
THE IMMENSE POWER THAT YOUR LIGHT OFFERS TO YOUR PLANET IS LIFE CHANGING!
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Shine so brightly, Dearest Ones. Recharge when necessary. Always remember to do that! It makes such a
difference to your thoughts and clarity.
We Love you.
Thank you. What bizarre times. Who would have thought we would find ourselves up ‘Schitts creek’ without a
paddle! In Gratitude. In Loving Service. I AM ( … looking for my paddle!)

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 37

5 December 2020
Good morning to you that are not of Earth! As it stands, we await the HUGE announcement and we are all pretty
much up to scratch with the I AM mantra … so, I thought for today I would inquire about the large monoliths that
have appeared in Utah and Romania, and now California … Have you lost something?
Welcome to Each one and to you Blossom of the Light.
Ha! You once called me ‘Lady Blossom’ … So, I think I’ll add ‘Lady Blossom of the Light’ ! Oh yes … that has a
lovely ring to it!! Oh funny! That’s funny!
Yet, appropriate. More than you care to acknowledge and it would serve you well to do so.
Yes, well let’s keep away from all my insecurities at the minute and delve into the ‘Monolith mystery’ ‘if we may?
Firstly, are you aware of them?
Indeed, we are. For that which you … are/become … aware of Blossom, therefore, do we.
These are connected with the Pillars of Light we have spoken of.
See ya …!
You asked and we replied. Would you like us to continue and confirm?
As I said recently, in for a penny in for a pound … and if I am not going to TRUST ‘myself’ in what comes through,
then I might as well hop off the bus now. In what way are they connected?
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They are monitors. They are receptors. They are activators. They are connectors. They are reflectors.
Anything they aren’t?
They are certainly not toys! They are of a material that may appear ‘Earthly’ yet, it is not.
Are there only three?
No. Many. That shall be ‘placed’ and discovered at appropriate times.
Yet, the one in Utah has been removed.
This is not of a concern. It is not ‘set’ so it cannot be ‘investigated’.
Was it removed by humans?
Yes, yet they will not be able to make head nor tail of it. It will seem to them an enigma … for it is
dormant at this time.
How are they connected to the Pillars of Light?
In many ways. Their positionings are strategically placed in order to activate and … would we say
‘control’ the Pillars when they are ready to be received.
What if they just get removed every time they are found?
We have this in hand. There will be a time when they shall not be able to keep up in the removal and we
are also ‘prepared’ so that some will be ‘for their inquisitive minds’ and reveal nothing, whereas others
shall be the real deal, would we say.
When you say ’they’ … do you mean the government?
We do … or a section thereof.
Gotta be said … this all sounds a little whacko and movie-like.
Blossom, are you not passed that thought pattern?
It appears not!
Yet, you believe in us and life outside of your Planet?
100%.
Then why does this seem ‘unreal’?
Because my concern is that it may be a prank.
Again, we say as we have before, ‘YOU EITHER KNOW IT … OR YOU DON’T’.
I’ve thought a lot about that and you are right. Inside my Being … I KNOW ‘IT’. Whatever ‘IT’ is. So, I guess it
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applies also, to this current topic.
Exactly. In these times one must recognize the leaps and bounds of one’s progression into the TRUTH
and KNOWING of themselves. Therefore, we do not feel it compliant to try and explain certain things
that your BEING, TRULY, ALREADY KNOWS.
We feel that those that FEEL our knowledge to be of TRUTH, no longer need to be treated as in early
years of learning, like a toddler. You have all advanced into the Higher classes. So it is, that this which
we say is either KNOWN or it isn’t.
Meaning I shouldn’t need to ask questions or feel I need to be convinced?
Correct.
That answers a lot for me in a nutshell, as I was rather ‘hesitant’ to ask about this in case …
In case? In case YOU thought YOU could be making answers up. In case these receptors are a hoax and
we have said they were not? Is this not so, Blossom?
Absodoodelutely! Which says what about me?
That you TRUST yourself and us more than you think, as you went ahead and asked anyway!
Why have they begun to appear now?
Plain and simple … It is time. You will discover more about them as time moves on/through.
As much as it may frustrate some readers, as they would have 1000 more questions, for now, I shall leave that
there … KNOWING it shall come up again, without doubt, at a future date. Can we move on please to December
21st of this year? I am planning a worldwide gathering with White Cloud to say the I AM mantra *. For is this not
an important date? Especially it seems, in Australia (ULURU). Can you tell us more?
The Energies that are entering now, leading up to this date are ever-increasing. Leaving, possibly, one
out of sorts, almost dizzy, as they increase in POWER. Be kind to the self as they are absorbed.
MUCH LIGHT WILL ENTER INTO YOUR PLANET AT A GIVEN TIME ON THIS DAY AND THERE SHALL BE A
SHIFT.
A SHIFT IN UPLIFTMENT.
A SHIFT IN AWARENESS AND AWAKENING.
FOR SOME IT SHALL BE AS IF THEY HAVE AWOKEN FROM A DEEP SLEEP.
For those who are already awake, they shall notice a Lightness within themselves … different from that
which they know.
Within this Energy coming through … POWER … of/to/through/as … the self shall be noticeably felt and
recognized.
Dearest Souls, by this time, there shall be much turmoil around your Planet … much confusion within
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the unawakened.
THIS ENERGY that is to enter in, shall act as an activator yet, also as a soothing balm on troubled waters
… to those/for those … who are struggling.
So, will this change be noticeable? I feel many are building this up to be a bit like 2012 when most of us felt the
change would be visible, tangible … then because it wasn’t like that, there was great disappointment. Will it be
like that?
That would depend on the state of mind of the individual.
So, there is to be nothing visual to expect?
Again, that would depend on the state of BEING.
I know what you are meaning, yet, could you explain?
There are those that are more attuned to these Energies due to their journey so far. They may
‘experience’ certain acknowledgments… whereas others may not. Yet, this is no different in a sense,
from ‘how things are’ in the now.
Without question it will assist in anchoring in these Energies … for souls to … join in/up with … a mass
gathering of like-minded Beings.
I am hoping many will join in with White Cloud* repeating the mantra … It will be very powerful.
More than you know.
UNDERSTAND THAT ALL THAT IS TO TAKE PLACE … ALL THAT IS TAKING PLACE … IS THE DIVINE PLAN
PLAYING OUT.
And what a time it is to be alive! One certainly cannot say it’s boring … even through the waiting!
Blossom and All Souls who KNOW that these exceptional times are leading one through to the Brighter
Lighter experience of human Beingness … so much more is to unfold.
Times ahead, when the darkness has all but disappeared. When structures such as the Monoliths we
speak of, are commonplace, for the connection with other worlds shall be an accepted part of your
everyday lives. Imagine that!
Well, ‘we’ve seen it in the movies, now let’s see if it’s True’ … as Cliff Richard once sang in ‘Summer Holiday’! And
as we know … so much movie content is not just ‘make-believe’.
Indeed, yet, a subtle introduction to the possibilities of ‘what is’.
We ask that you choose to anchor your Light firmly into your Planet … for in these times … in these days
that are drawing ever closer to meet you …
YOU ARE HERE TO BE THE ANCHORS OF THE LIGHT.
You will understand the meaning of this more fully, as your intention to do so increases.
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IT IS SO IMPORTANT FOR YOU TO KNOW THAT YOU ARE NOT JUST ONE SINGULAR SOUL CHANGING THE
WORLD ON YOUR OWN.
YOU ARE ONE SINGLE SOUL THAT IS PART OF THE DIVINE ONENESS THAT IS CHANGING YOUR WORLD
TOGETHER.
As we have said … There would be no ocean, if it wasn’t for every single drop.
Friends, Dearest Souls … YOU CAN FEEL WITHIN YOU NOW THE BUILD UP TO WHAT IS TO COME.
ALL YOU NEED DO IS KNOW YOUR STRENGTH.
KNOW YOUR PURPOSE.
KNOW YOUR LIGHT.
KNOW YOUR LOVE.
KNOW YOUR KNOWING.
With these few tools … you move mountains.
WE LOVE YOU.
Ok, chaps … Thank you. Onwards we trollop! In Gratitude. In Loving Service. I AM.
*Please keep a lookout for my newsletter and video for details of this, within the next few days. Thank you.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 38

12 December 2020
Good morning. I am of course, going to start with the topic of the Monoliths. Since we last ‘spoke’ many more
‘valid’ ones have been revealed in the strangest of places around the Globe. There is naturally much speculation
and intrigue. Many are pranks it seems … yet, some have no explanation. So, perhaps I should just let you flow
with it.
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Good morning/evening/afternoon, depending on where one may be when they receive these words.
Have these great Pillars not left you a little aghast, Blossom? Maybe for once, you are starting to believe
us. We jest of course, yet, you know what we mean?
Yes, I do. I am trying to ‘accept’ them as coming from off-world, so, going along that thought pattern and not
letting any doubts interfere during this session … I feel we should just go for it.
Knowing that we cannot reveal every purpose and intricacy, for that would ‘ruin the surprise’ and
perhaps be too much of a give-away to those who should not interfere with the Plan.
So, you say they are monitors? Monitoring what exactly?
Monitoring frequencies, Energetic magnetics within a large area around each one. Monitoring the
surroundings and keeping a balance energetically in those places where they are set … in order to make
sure they are in alignment for their ‘duty’.
Which is?
That, Blossom, must be kept under wraps for obvious reasons. Yet, you can feel something afoot can you
not?
Only a feeling, yes. Accompanied by a vague image that is difficult to describe, of these structures being
activated at a certain time, all together, reflecting Light from the Sun. Hold on a minute … I think it is you that
should be saying this, as it is coming clearer as I write.
You were indeed, doing our job very well.
What we can tell you is that what you say is correct. They shall be … activated/switched on … at a certain
point in time and create … within themselves/yet, all together as one … an Energy as never before
known.
Yes, the Sun is very much involved. We would say, that the Sun at a certain height and Power … at a
certain given time … is ‘Their Key’.
We would say, that all needs to be in place by then as they work together. They are designed to be a
team, would we say.
When you said there shall be many, I was surprised to see others turn up so soon.
They shall ‘arrive’ in stages. Settling their Energy in, a few at a time … in order to get established and ‘set
in stone’ in position.
Are they connected with the HUGE announcement?
Not directly. That is still ongoing … and all we have said about it shall come to pass.
Ok. You say they are activators. Activating what exactly?
We would say ‘Everything’ as a general answer. Yet, there are many targeted missions that these
structures are to reboot.
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Reboot? That is interesting. How so?
Dearest Blossom, these monument (al) structures are to be set in certain lay lines and grid webs that can
send their … ‘Electricity/Energy … flowing through the entire system.
You know of ‘Stone Henge and other connected stones placed long ago within the Earth’s boundaries …
in order for ‘Star alignments’ to work with them.
In these times, these ‘StarBeams’ are essentially in place to ‘change the course’ from that which has
been so deeply buried in darkness, to that which brings in such magnificent Light in order to assist the
transformation from the old to the new.
StarBeams? Do you mean the Monoliths? Or the stars that are coming into alignment?
We mean the Monoliths. For they shall indeed, appear as such when activated. Their Energy of Light will
not be of your strongest lighting system … yet, beyond anything you have known.
So, are they acting as activators for much, as well as they themselves, are to BE activated?
Yes. The Energy that shall be produced from them, when combined with certain star/planetary
alignments shall activate within the entire solar system … as a sort of ‘all systems go’.
And yes, as you are thinking, Blossom, they shall activate the human Soul Light, also.
The envelopes … the thought just came into my head … will that be the opening of the envelopes*?
Indeed, it shall.
WOW! Can I make it clear though, as a personal choice, I am not going to ask when this may happen.
This we understand. There are many more to come over a short period of time.
One was found in the middle of a shopping mall?
The shopping mall was built long after positionings were set in place for this to take place.
You say they are connectors. Connectors to what?
Connectors to a number of things … that would roll off our tongue.
Connectors to Stars systems.
Connectors to Star families.
Connectors to that which is outside of your Planetary limitations, to open up to that which lies beyond.
The entire Energy of this occurrence connects the Soul Being with the Truth of who they are.
Yet, many will not be able to take the Energy and as we have said regarding other matters, choose to
take their leave.
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That would be a shame … to leave just before the party really gets started.
Not for those who could not ‘manage’ the Energy.
You say they are Receptors. Receptors to/for what?
LIGHT.
SIGNALS.
Is this where the Pillars of Light take their cue?
They are indeed ‘connected’ very much with this ‘encounter’.
You say they are reflectors. Reflecting what?
Reflecting Light and Power from Source!
Oh, My Goodness! I just got goosebumps all over and my heart went thump! So, you have said before that the
Sun is a portal to Source Energy … so would you say reflecting Light and Power from the Sun?
Some would consider it the same thing. Where did the knowing of ‘Sun Gods’ derive from within the
ancients?
So, I just have to ask … heart in mouth, once again … are these StarBeams, and the Pillars of Light, all connected
… to/with … THE GREAT EVENT that has been spoken about forever? It certainly feels like there has to be a
connection here.
Blossom … it is all connected.
You are moving into a Higher Vibration.
PLANS … ARE/HAVE … ALWAYS BEEN IN PLACE and as your time moves through … more of this likelihood
is becoming apparent now.
Yes. Yet, although I am going along with all this as we connect today … there is still that nagging possibility of it
all being surreal/unreal.
BECAUSE YOU HAVE BEEN PROGRAMMED TO THINK THIS WAY.
YOU HAVE BEEN PROGRAMMED TO DISBELIEVE SUCH THINGS … AND TO DEPROGRAMME YOURSELVES
AND WALK INTO YOUR TRUTH REQUIRES COURAGE, STRENGTH, FORTITUDE AND TRUST.
YES SIR! Well, I have to say, this is all very exciting. Yet … I am not going to hold my breath for this to take place
tomorrow or any time quite soon. So much else going on in the world at the moment.
NEVER HAS THERE BEEN A TIME LIKE THIS.
YOU ARE TRULY BLESSED TO BE UPON YOUR PLANET EARTH AT THIS TIME.
WATCH YOURSELVES, FEEL YOURSELVES SOAR INTO A HIGHER RECOGNITION OF TRUTH … OF YOURSELF.
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Exciting times, indeed, Blossom Goodchild.
Why do you sometimes use my surname and others not?
We like to!
Oh, Ok. Just need to pick up on something. You used the word ‘reboot’. Meaning what?
Meaning the starting up of an old system put in place long ago … likened to, if we may, when a computer
starts off clean and with good intention to serve and remain so. Yet, as time goes on … it gets cluttered
up with all sorts of ‘stuff’ that takes over and clogs the system until it crashes and breaks down.
To reboot your Planet … to deprogram and replace with LIGHT INTENTION shall be the planned route.
This is all for today … We feel enough to be absorbed and pondered upon.
Indeed. Indeed. Indeed. In Gratitude. In Loving service. I AM … Very excited … I think … perhaps … maybe!
Info on the ‘envelopes’ can be found under The Federation Of Light menu. THE CHANNELLING TOPICS OF
INTEREST

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 39

19 December 2020
A very good morning to you. Ok, so, I am planning on this being the last channeling for the year … and what a
year it’s been! I guess folk would like you to speak of the monoliths and the Huge announcement … and anything
else you may deem appropriate for us to know.
Welcome to you Blossom and welcome to all who engage in these conversations with us. It has indeed,
been a monumental year. A time of great disturbances and upheavals both within and without. Yet, we
are certain that for Each Soul … within their soul … they have travelled far.
Without doubt … and still a long road ahead it seems.
This is so and yet, we ask that you understand and cement within your mind patterns, that the changes
of this year and this new one ahead, shall herald in stronger Energies that allow one’s KNOWING to feel
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fulfilled. So much more is to be presented and although one would say this year has been monumental …
the new one shall top it … in many, many, unexpected ways.
So, we shall speak firstly of the Monoliths.
Thank you. On the web site tracking them*, it is said there are now 86. My gut tells me they are not all ‘your’
doing?
This is correct. For many have decided to play into this game and create structures to add to the
excitement. It actually benefits, rather than deters, for those that come from ‘Energy elsewhere’ are lost
within the throng, which conceals very nicely, the TRUTHFUL figures.
We have no concern of this, for they … do not/cannot … interfere with the programming of the original
status and coding therein, of those which are sent from off Planet.
How is one to know which ones are real?
Dearest Blossom, with respect … one does not need to know. We would say ‘Leave it to us’. Place this
phenomenon of the STARBEAMS safely into our hands and let the Divine Plan play out in TRUST and
LOVE.
Within all things, within all inquiries of what is and what is not to take place … what is and what is not
Truth … what is and what is not to play out … on any given dates … we ask of you to LET GO!
So much unnecessary Energy is used up by speculation and concern … by so many. Yet, if one was to
simply ‘LET GO’ … in their KNOWING OF TRUTH and leave the more complex issues in the hands of those
who DO know what is taking place and when it shall do so … then there would be a lot more Energy
within ones own Vibration, that can uplift the self and therefore, The Whole.
Yes. This I understand. Personally, I feel I am doing this yet, many it seems, are concerned about so much that
is being bandied about. So many emails from folk who are not able to LET GO and TRUST … and to be honest,
it feels like we are walking on a tight rope. Taking one step at a time, trying to keep our balance, yet, not really
knowing what we are walking across to … especially in the year to come.
ALL ONE NEEDS TO DO … IS TO WALK FURTHER INTO THE KNOWING OF THEMSELVES.
For that … IN ITSELF is the KEY to hanging on.
This you have been accomplishing on many levels. Some greatly, some not at all. Yet, we ask that one
concerns themselves with their own rhythm. For within doing so, one, of course, is benefiting The Whole.
We have not ‘moved on’ from the HUGE ANNOUNCEMENT. We have not changed course on this. We
would say, that delays have occurred, as can happen in many situations and certainly in matters of
HUGE credence. Yet, we do not sway from the KNOWING that a HUGE ANNOUNCEMENT shall occur.
Many things that have left souls ‘wondering’, shall come to pass as you move through into your New
Year. So many things shall leave you bemused, yet, deep down, shall make sense as to the ‘whys?’
Could you talk about Dec 21st? I am hearing from many who feel it to be like 2012. Skies opening … days of
darkness … computers down … Solar flashes etc. and some quite fearful. So many thoughts … I wouldn’t be
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surprised if Mary Poppins appeared as the skies divided!! What offerings do you have about this date?
INDEED, THIS DATE IS AN AUSPICIOUS ONE.
INDEED, THIS DATE HAS MUCH TO OFFER … TO/FOR … THE BENEFIT OF MANKIND.
INDEED, THERE SHALL BE A SHIFT IN CONSCIOUSNESS.
Many may encounter feelings of Euphoria and Greatly Heightened Joy. Others may react very differently,
in ways of tears and releasing. For those that encounter the latter, KNOW that you are playing your role
and experiencing for The Whole. For LETTING GO AND RELEASING in order for the new HIGHER ENERGIES
to flow through … is the order of the day.
*We are aware that many are gathering to say the I AM mantra Blossom and we thank you for this.
THIS SHALL ENABLE A GREAT SHIFT IN ENERGIES UPON YOUR PLANET, ALSO.
MANY GATHERINGS, WE BELIEVE, ARE TO TAKE PLACE ON THIS DATE AND IT WILL BE RECOGNISED ALL
AROUND AS A ‘TURNING POINT’.
Being ‘in this game’ for over 20 years now, I do not have expectations of anything occurring other than what you
say. I feel it wise for others to do the same. SHOULD anything occur that blows us into kingdom come … then
fab. Yet, I feel once again, many will be disappointed and complain because they have built ‘scenarios’ in their
heads from different information given … and quite a bit of that information has been falsely given to deceive,
and once again, folk will, therefore, feel let down.
Blossom and All … how can we phrase these words in order for one’s complete understanding?
WHEN ONE KNOWS DEEP WITHIN THEIR HEART … THAT ALL THAT IS TAKING PLACE IS LEADING YOU
THROUGH TO A HIGHER PLANE OF EXISTENCE …
WHEN ONE TRULY, WITHOUT DOUBT, QUESTIONING OR CONCERN … KNOWS THIS … THEN THERE IS
ABSOLUTELY NOTHING THAT CAN STAND IN THE WAY … OF THIS KNOWING
NOTHING!
As we have said, YOU EITHER KNOW IT, OR YOU DON’T.
And as I have said many times, my friends … pop down here, just for an hour or two and ‘see how differently it
feels in this density and confusion … compared to how you perceive it.’
We understand this, yet, it does not make us want to change our wording.
FOR YOU KNEW … BEFORE YOU ENTERED INTO THIS … YOU KNEW IT ALL.
YOU WANTED TO BE HERE.
And we still do! We just had no idea how confusing it would be.
Yet, when you KNOW that you are here to see this through … to anchor the Light within every moment …
no confusion is necessary. Yes, we realize you could argue that point. Yet, we would still hold our ground
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in making it.
WHEN YOU KNOW THE LIGHT HAS WON …
WHEN YOU KNOW THE DIVINE PLAN IS PLAYING OUT …
WHEN YOU KNOW THAT YOU ARE THE LIGHT, THE LOVE, AND THE TRUTH …
THEN … YOU KNOW!
And when YOU KNOW … YOU KNOW!
I know … as much as I can know … that I know. Yet, it doesn’t take away from the fact that we are all sitting on
the edge of our seats!
Then, for a moment … sit back in your seats and relax. Take some time to think about that which has
taken place. How one’s past year has been like never before … unexpected yet, necessary.
How one has found strength which they knew not they had.
What if one was to sit back and smile in the KNOWING, that all that is going on is what one has been
waiting for … the real ‘start’ of the shift. The actual recognition of revelations coming to the forefront.
Yes, we can do that. Maybe, we are just too impatient for all that we know to be revealed on the mainstream
media. Right now, that’s not happening and it shouldn’t matter … if we fully TRUST.
Blossom, when you fully TRUST … everything that is brought to your attention … be it Enlightening or
otherwise … sits deep within your KNOWING that ALL IS AS SHOULD BE.
TRUST IN YOURSELVES.
TRUST IN YOUR FEELINGS.
TRUST IN YOUR INTUITION.
TRUST IN THE PLAN.
TRUST IN THE LIGHT … THE LOVE … AND THE TRUTH.
We really are doing the best we can, in any given moment, of that which we are presented with.
We have no doubt of this. You are feeling incomplete in this conversation are you not?
Yes. In that, as this is the last one of the year, is there nothing more you can say about the Monoliths? Surely,
they too, are not going to fade into the background?
Blossom … Dearest Blossom … ALL IS IN PLACE.
What do you mean … all the monoliths?
No … for some are not to arrive until the last moment …
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Those that are of TRUTH … those that ARE NOT OF EARTH … are ‘dormant’ for this time in certain
programming’s. Yet, although ‘silent in stature’ are in accordance with their positioning and ‘Energetic’
outflowings.
Those that ARE OF EARTH and people’s fun and games … are serving greatly, also. For if there were to be
none of these shenanigans … the TRUE STARBEAMS would be too apparent, and dealt with accordingly,
by those who do not want them in position.
THE TRUE STARBEAMS CANNOT BE DESTROYED. THEIR INTELLIGENCE LIES SAFELY WITHIN.
‘Their’ intelligence?
Yes. Their programming is not of a system known to man.
You know, if I sit for a minute, here with you … and imagine the activation of these Pillars and see the TRUE
ONES shooting out Light and connecting up with each other in Light grids across the Planet … accompanied
by Flashes from the Sun … and all sorts of Rainbow colours beaming across our skies … I could cry. Because
somewhere within me … I can feel that this will happen. I don’t know when. I am not going to ask you when. Yet,
if I let go of all indoctrinations and programming’s … this possibility will become a reality one day. Just the fact
that some monoliths are already in position is a step in the right direction.
Dearest Blossom … we take this opportunity to thank you and all those who have chosen to take heed of
that which we bring forth.
THE WARRIORS OF LIGHT GROW EVERMORE IN NUMBERS.
WE COULD NOT FEEL MORE HONOURED TO BE SERVING EACH ONE IN THIS WAY.
DEAREST SOULS OF EARTH … as you walk into this NEW EARTH … into this NEW TIMELINE …
KNOW THAT WE ARE WITH YOU …. SERVING YOU … ASSISTING YOU … LOVING YOU.
We shall, of course, be connecting with Each One on your date of the Dec 21st.
White Cloud … whom we honour … shall lead the way and we TRUST that Each One shall feel our
connection to their Hearts as we join in Energy with you that day.
Thank you. Thank you, Guys, for another amazing year of interesting chat. Thank you for putting up with my
doubts and fears. Thank you for helping so many souls awaken and understand more of their TRUTH. Thank
you. Thank you. Thank you. Until next year … I LOVE YOU. WE LOVE YOU. In Gratitude. In Loving service. I AM!
*https://monolithtracker.com/* DEC 21ST I AM MANTRA LIVESTREAM WITH WHITE CLOUD LEADING US.
Details can be found in the description box after watching this video.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dl65A7Ljq9w&t=8s DO JOIN US.
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INDEX
JANUARY
9th (p.2) Greetings to Children of the Light gracefully accepting the position on Earth / Enormous Changes will
be experienced in this "New Time/Era" / Coming years...You're the ones saving the Planet / Onwards...No new
revelations / Encouragement...All things are and taking place as they should be / Blossom - it being 2020 feels
we should have made more progress / Laughter changes vibration of sorrow, pain, and disbelief / Blossom asks
about disbelief? / What the news media exposes...2020 it "blows it all wide open" / What's going on with the fires
in Australia?...and Why? / Elaborating upon cleansing old Energy in "The Land of the Rock" / Explaining history
versus "His Story"...a cover up / Do chemtrails have an effect upon the fires? / Character traits of Lower Light
elite / "Hell within hell" for Lower Light...send Love / FOL explain "hell" / Find the Light in all things ( thoughts/
thinking ) / Visualise Joy & Peace
FEBRUARY
2nd (p.6) Different vibrations high versus low causing the upheaval at these times / Why does it have to be
so personal when clearing the Energies? ( Oneness )...and it's been going on for decades, no? / The systematic
removal of the dark side of the whole ( energies )...lesser light struggle / Insight into the fear generating
coronavirus / F.O.L. ask Blossom how she feels, hearing about the virus or other bad news? / Be free of it all...I
AM THE LOVE...I AM THE LIGHT...mantra coding / "A storm of great magnitude shall break"...forces gathered to
get through it / Blossom wonders why she asked, is it soon? / F.O.L. - no exact date, but likely in 2020, a year of
change
9th (p.9) F.O.L. - Sending Loving thoughts to all is not interfering with their Free Will / Does sending Love reach
those who are unaware/don't care? / Is Love ever wasted? / "Prayer formations" are "codes" / The power of
thought is beyond our imagination / Are you waiting to become what you already are?...Why? / Are those we
often say, are in control of our Planet, really in control? / What if everyone on the Planet changed their attitude
and belief about who is in control? / How is it we are in our own world, yet, part of everyone else's world that's
in our world? / Blossom wonders why share knowledge that is not/cannot be understood / "Knowledge is never
wasted...nothing is ever wasted" / "You run your own show!" ( Our own world )
23rd (p.13) Blossom requests a message to help us find "the switch" to "turn us back on" into Happier Beings
/ In spite of intense Light Worker challenges, much is being cleared and cleansed energetically / Greeting the
intensity rising up with a "lion's roar" ( personal power ) / Planet's deep wounds must be cleared / Blossom
expressing conflicting needs with her own "low batteries" and limited Light for the Planet / Stick with the I AM
THE LOVE...I AM THE LIGHT... I AM coded mantra - it's making a difference / Blossom acknowledges, but repeats,
"where is that "switch"? / Integration of Energies, high, low, in between - "This too shall pass" / "Be joyous
(smile) in your breakdown"...serving the whole ( Oneness ) and the Planet is changing / Blossom> "How much
longer"?...F.O.L.> "We cannot tell you"...It's not about time, it's about Love / Discover Higher aspects of your
being - 3 deep breaths to connect / "One step at a time/through time" ( Divine Plan )
MARCH
3rd (p.16) Is the "scary" coronavirus doing what was intended? / F.O.L.> What a lovely name, Blossom
Goodchild / As with all media scare tactics, listen to your truth and these 3 other things / Plenty more upheaval
(topsy turvy turmoil ) to come - "hold onto your hats" / Qualifying FOL's ability to make Earthly predictions /
Haven't the "darker ones" fallen and the Light has won? / The "shift will hit the fan" / Unethical and "dangerous"
(for Blossom/Light Workers) to reveal too much, and timing of revelations for the Good is essential / What is the
future for the coronavirus? / Blossom senses the F.O.L. want to say, "you ain't seen nothin' yet." / F.O.L.> "Earthly
turmoil will increase greatly" / Tap into your Knowingness...a long list of all the things we knew ( pre-life) before
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incarnating / Many eager to volunteer...saying the I AM mantra, give gratitude being a chosen one...many were
not / Every breath and step you take you are closer to freedom...keep on, keeping on
21st (p.20) F.O.L. > "Rejoice...( Joy ) the most amazing, exciting times encountered throughout many life times"
/ Media untruth generates fear... are you reading between the headlines? / The virus (COVID-19) a disguise
/ "Who concocted the virus, the "goodies" or "baddies?" / "Topsy Turvy was predicted...more to come / Lives
lost were agreed upon... "There are no mistakes" / Those in the Know..."Stay in your Light" / The "awakening"
is happening / The transformation could not happen in a corrupt system / Fear is spreading because of the
media...many are becoming suspicious ("awakening") / "Send your Light through the ethers" / "Laughter is
the greatest healer of all" / No hints provided about what is to come...no telling how the "seed" planted will
mature / The Divine Plan will not fail / Focus upon the world that is to come ( Visualise / Imagination ) / Yes, the
coronavirus will die out / Be your Light...use the I AM mantra / Change is happening in the Garand Scheme of
things / Multitudes of Light Beings surrounding Earth / You're the "ground crew"
APRIL
5th (p.25) A global meditation...What the F.O.L. saw on Earth for the first time / Human transformation
>Rainbow Light Beings / Predicted rainbows are here = hope and upliftment / Many asking about the 3 days of
darkness / A global shift...humanity is lifted for next phase / Individual opening of unique "envelopes" in Divine
timing / Humanity has moved into a new time line...new term for F.O.L. / TV screens showing a small message
"We are here with you" / Is this really it then?...the time the F.O.L. mentioned for years? / F.O.L. representatives
will appear...in human form / How is it the coronavirus is "supposedly" sweeping our planet? / F.O.L.>"It is not
always appropriate to speak too soon" / Listen to your Heart NOT the Internet / F.O.L.> "The time of revelation
is upon you" / "Dominoes" are down... Unexpected signs...Great cities of Light to appear / Can you feel the shift
in your being? / Blossom adding "I AM THE TRUTH" to the I AM mantra...FOL explain / Blossom is comfortable,
noting the F.O.L. saying, "Ship Ahoy!"
18th (p.30) Media hype creating misunderstanding, turmoil and havoc...discernment needed / Internal
"warfare" with daytime/night time activities / "Clean up" time behind the scenes...low vibration exposé / Are
you tired upon waking up? / The I AM mantra is inherent with Blossom / Blossom attacked by dark energies /
Remnants of darkness still exist / ( channeling continues 2 days later ) / Light replacing dark in all corners...most
exciting time ever known ( a shift ) / A time for personal reflection ( Knowing...go within ) / Give us a hint of what
is to come...can you elaborate? ( Timing ) / You shall enjoy being human / Planet transformed...nobody going
anywhere / Will the topsy-turviness get worse? / There is no escape... the trap or net is just deeper / Will we be
witness to everything? / I thought "all will be...The truth will be revealed"? / Keep focused upon what you Know
is to come... The Event / Wave of Love to shift the world / Relief after "The Big Show" is described / More of the
real you is your experience / Repeat the I AM mantra with Feeling
25th (p.36) Question from reader Re: The Event..."That which is to come is on it's way?" / You knew of these
(Earth / Topsy Turvy ) challenging times...and you're Mastering them / Blossom asks.. "What the **** is really
going on"? / F.O.L. > "Keep On Keeping On" sending out PEACE, LIGHT and LOVE / Next Phase...The Plan appears
sidetracked / Wait...be patient...NOW it's happening / The opportunity ( for Lightworkers ) to explain to others
is coming / Use your quiet time ( Meditation ) effectively before the announcement ( Before The Event )...World
in shock / Media in a new position...the Truth unavoidable / Do not be fooled by other scenarios / Concentrate
on Love..."rabbit holes" lowers one's vibration / Readers upset ( previous channeling ) that not all the Truth will
come out / Trust The Plan...Know your Truth / All you have been waiting for is happening right NOW / Who is
running the show beyond the "ground crew"?...Intelligence off planet?...How?
MAY
9th (p.40) Blossom posts four F.O.L. quotes from 2018 in connection with previous channeling, asks, "Are
you (The F.O.L.) to be actively involved?" / Future "Announcement that will confuse us more" & "face-to-face
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meetings" to help the Planet / F.O.L. remains hushed to keep with The Plan / FOL intentionally use the word
"SOON" Re: the "announcement" / Much is taking place behind the scenes / Analogy: game of chess / "Face-toface meetings" are on or off planet? / "The TRUTH behind one's confinement" / The coronavirus created by the
"baddies" has backfired / Confinement ( lockdown ) of humanity has many advantages for the Light / Dis-ease
to control and create fear / "Does this sudden 'control method' make sense?" / Control is nothing new on Earth
/ "Light players" are growing in numbers ( "awakening" ) / Now is the time for Change...The Event will follow /
F.O.L. to Blossom..."do you believe us/trust us?" / All is taking place now in PHASE ONE / FOL's purpose is to find
us...help us find our answers...our purpose ( the real you ) / Do not worry ( Have no fear ) about what's next...
stay strong...send out Rainbow Light / Hawaii Trip..."Rainbow Light Pod" / "Rainbow Light is you" / Rainbow
colours is part of the coding of your Planet / Be aware of the Rainbow Light and it's power / Overseers of
Overseers do not meet "face-to-face"...delegated / Meetings are "on" or "off" Planet?"
17th (p.46 ) F.O.L. is everywhere / "You (the F.O.L.) don't have an 'actual place of residence?'" / Why do we
humans feel confined to the physical body?" / Human restrictions are/will be brought to Light by New Energies
/ Freedom results from Knowing one's capabilities / Populations unaware...("awakening") Light is building from
the inside out...from within yourselves / And...Underground cities uncovered/destroyed / How many PHASES are
there?...we are in # ONE / FIVE PHASES...how long will this be?...and what about The Announcement? / FOL> no
specific information about PHASES / Much taking place behind the scenes / Analogies...preparations before a
performance...showing one's "cards" ( Timing ) / The Internet can cause confusion...What is true? / PHASE TWO
is almost here / The next FOUR PHASES = the Planet's BIGGEST transformation ever / Is the Announcement in
PHASE TWO? / Shift to PHASE TWO = a BAM! / Is The Event in PHASE FIVE? / Will there be 'another lockdown yet
more severe'? / Strongest of the Strong chosen...increasingly topsy-turvy / How much stronger do you Feel?...the
Mantra / Send out ( visualising ) Rainbow Spheres at Light speed...Trust and pick your destinations
24th (p.51) F.O.L. confirms the "envelopes" have not been opened yet / The "envelopes" will open individually
or an "all out mail drop"? / Is the "envelope" openings to be connected to The Event"? / Not all humans want an
"envelope" opened...leave the Planet / The Event is NOT in PHASE TWO / Mighty beings in human form limited
inner Knowing and dim Light / Release the indoctrination of unworthiness by visualising & meditation & the I
AM mantra / Blossom asks about Lightworkers sharing videos and channelings to "awaken" others / Balancing
Rainbows & rabbit hole adventures...( alternative news/Internet ) / You are in it...Feel the excitement / Many
feel they're not doing enough, just waiting / Do not underestimate one's Light...the POWER of the I AM Mantra
/ Help the Planet & the Divine Plan...by the mantra, meditation, laughing, seeing a rainbow, smiling / Just being
on Earth changes the vibration / Analogy: Like being in a movie...we are...THE GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH / Will
things return to "normal"? ( after "lockdown")
31st (p.55) Question from reader > Re: "The strongest of the strong" on earth now...why so many other
darkened souls also present? / The Experiment has reached the ultimate...change has to occur / An "innocent
soul" in this life may once have been of the dark, like a perpetrator in another life / "So, are we talking karma
here"?...What is karma? / Blossom > "With respect, not necessarily the 'strongest of the strong'? / Blossom > The
I AM mantra helps, but not always / Is the FOL disappointed in us...who seem to be "failing miserably"?...and this
is only PHASE ONE / Later behind the scenes revelations will bring full understanding of these difficult times / If
your "battery" is (Feeling ) low...here's what you do... / Shifts in Energies to come will lift your spirits / About the
June Solstice...is it to be the great Solar Flash?...like the Comet Atlas was to be? / Blossom is asked to look deep
into the core of her heart / "Worms" ousted in PHASE TWO / Concentrate on the Rainbow Light...walk over the
Bridge and sit there for a while ( visualisation ) / Rainbow Bridge Meditation with White Cloud ( 060220 )
JUNE
14th (p.58) Readers want to know, are we in Phase 2? / Nearing the end of Phase 1...Phase 2 comes in with
a "BAM" / "All is not as it seems" / What can we believe?...nothing makes sense / Blossom is a truth seeker
/ F.O.L.> "Hold steadfast to the Truth that you do know" / Knowing the importance of Love during topsy-
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turviness / Feeling hurt, lost, lonely, afraid, low in spirit?...remember Love / Connecting to Higher Energies for
encouragement and upliftment / You on Earth are NOT alone...( beings of Light )...reach out and welcome them
/ So much more to come...deeper and more intense / The "changeover" has begun...there's no going back /
A HUGE and UNIQUE Announcement..."BAM"...begins Phase 2 / The Divine Plan is moving forward...nothing
can stop a Divine outcome / Our Knowing as a being of Light is an encouragement to humanity to "awaken" /
"Awaken" to claim our sovereignty / Take charge...take charge of your Feelings / It's why we are here..."assist
in changing the course of humanity" / Blossom curious about the announcement...the F.O.L. curious about the
reaction
20th (p.63) Can we clarify and continue on about the Announcement? / Is it the same thing when our TV's
will be taken over? / F.O.L. is slowly assisting humanity through the transition / Lower light are holding onto
what remains of their small "arsenal of weapons" / Will there be another lockdown in Phase 2? / Phase 2...more
confusion / The media will be forced to expose things / Blossom says, "Who knows" what's coming...F.O.L. says,
"Know the Love that you are" ("you, the real you" ) / Is the rioting "hitting rock bottom"? / We are in for huge
surprises...good & bad / Blossom reading about clones...F.O.L. has no comment / Not the FOL's responsibility
to reveal / Around our Planet's sphere...multi-dimensions and multidimensional beings / Much taking place (
Earth changes ) behind the scenes beyond politics and world affairs / Earth comparatively small/insignificant...
far bigger on a Planetary embodiment / Some feel F.O.L. speak in riddles...all served on a "plate" stunts our
growth...alters the Divine Plan / Lower Light can prolong the inevitable... they cannot prevent it / Blossom
>"life feels so uncertain"...FOL>not everything is uncertain >LOVE / Blossom reminded of F.O.L.'s words of Love
provides a Link to THE BRIDGE
JULY
5th (p.66) Blossom's frank acknowledgement of a struggle with the "State of play" / So many questions that
can't be answered / With momentum dying down...many impatient wanting to leave / F.O.L.'s perspective sees
things so different / "Blossom, where are your power buttons?"(a.k.a. White Cloud's "dimmer switch") / F.O.L.
reveal timing for the 2nd lockdown ( covid-19 ) and the big Announcement ( into Phase two ) / The Plan is in
place moving forward / Later Phases we'll wish we were where we are now / Photo of a ( Link provided ) Pillar of
Light in New York City, NY, USA / What are these pillars of Light and why? / More advanced and dynamic pillars
of Light are to follow / What is it about these times...why Blossom and others feel "stuck in the mud"? / F.O.L.
suggests > Keep repeating the Mantra I AM THE LOVE...I AM THE LIGHT...I AM THE TRUTH...I AM / F.O.L.'s "sunny"
perspective described...suggesting we take a look / Like a GPS, our Heart our Feelings will direct us
11th (p.70) (Encouragement from the F.O.L.) Mantra used widely and helping...Blossom receiving
encouragement from readers / Knowing who we really are remembering our "AMAZING BEINGNESS" helps
during awkward times / The (Divine) Plan unfolding as planned / Step into your power as the strongest of the
strong / What we knew in advance about these times...we felt honoured and lucky to be chosen..."Recall this
Knowing" / Being the I AM PRESENCE upon Mother Gaia in the depths of greed and despair / NOW is the time
to restore Gaia's rightful position / The Joy that awaits you...also lies within you / FOL must abide by protocol...
there is no desire to create misery / Find ( you ) your place in this New World / Souls of Light STEP INTO YOUR
POWER...NOW / To assist remembering our pact...Visualise pulling open the curtains with gusto / "Change the
worst of times into the best of times" / For change to happen >it's imperative you KNOW it is within your power
to do so / You see changes occurring...different than waiting...more patience required / Why can't the F.O.L. tell
us how long the transformation (.phases ) will take? / Feeling hopelessness...visualise this and ask for these > a
LIST
19th (p.74) Have we had the HUGE announcement beginning Phase 2? / F.O.L. cannot divulge the contents of
the announcement / The lockdown will be the same but with other involvements / Humanity displaying a variety
of motivations > sincere, amusement, and disruptive / The lower light think they're suppressing the Light / There
is Good News / What is taking place behind the scenes will astound / In the meantime "FEEL THE IMMENSE
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LIGHT POURING INTO YOUR PLANET" / Reach out to and welcome the Angelic realms to discus your Freedom /
Many have been soul searching ("awakening") during these times of isolation / Imagine a world that will be joyful
in every waking moment / Evidence of positive changes in Nature already / Financial systems discarded....each
soul to be living in abundance / Equality for will be EQUALITY for all / Low vibrational traits cannot reside where
you're going / Yet, won't there still be those of lower vibration remaining on Earth? ( see next channeling for
F.O.L.'s response ) / So, it isn't the end of the dark days on Planet Earth? / Describing the low level of darkness,
and those lured into it like an addictive drug / Offer forgiveness..."Not one soul ever truly wanted to go there."
/ Details of duality...souls "playing their part" / What does it mean that some "sell their souls"? / Hold to the
Truth...3 breaths...say the Mantra
26th (p.78) It isn't the end of the dark days...won't there still be those of lower vibration remaining on Earth?
/ With the darkness "cracked open" it will no longer function as it was / Crossing The Bridge" = Individuals will
find themselves after the "Sweep of Light Love Energy" / Individuals and The Bridge > ignorant of...miles from
it...or a foot on it / The current divide within humanity...what is it? / Proof of what's been taking place >"Fully
Blown Topsy Turvy" / A BLAST of Truth to come / No questions of "conspiracy" / Lower vibration individuals
feel the effects of The Wave / The Wave = The Event / Dark days are ending...still a "walk" after hearing the call
towards The Bridge / What about the push for vaccines and AI?...Not going to happen / To anchor Light Love in
those that cannot...we need to take to heart, concentrate "souley" on the Light Love / Lower vibration need not
be darkness, just a lower frequency / Blossom reflects upon 15 years of telepathic channeling and the current
information all of which she has no proof / The Truth...each person needs to decipher and follow their own truth
AUGUST
11th (p.82) F.O..L > "Home is considered Knowing Of Truth"...Blossom feels miles away / F.O.L. has already
provided the "TOOLS" to see us through...The Mantra / ( visualise ) Looking down upon your planet and shine
your light / While waiting for the "BAM" announcement ( Phase Two ) build strength and Knowing / Blossom > we
would like to know what's going on / F.O.L. > "Blossom, do you believe the Great Change is coming?" / "Blossom,
are you discouraged?" / Also a time of great Inner Change...emerge brighter / Be who you are, what you're
feeling every given moment / Our choice to turn up the "Dimmer Switch" / Early stages are preparation for what
is to come / Repeat to self> "I am on my way to a brighter world" / About the Announcement...its delivery and
by whom will reveal / Patience required / Blossom > the Announcement could be next year / F.O.L. > "Remember
why you came... why did you volunteer?" / Blossom's vibration has changed...a higher vibration is accessible on
Earth / The order of the day > more Meditation
16th (p.86) Blossom grateful for 15 years of channeling / Revelations to come like a "complete takeover" vs
"trickling's" / Called the Grand Awakening is appropriate / Why so much under wraps for so long?...Divine (Plan)
Timing / The Huge Announcement shortly upon you / Are you positive this will all work out?...F.O.L.> "It's in
the bag" / "Love conquers all" / Clarifying the "harvest" taking place now / All will share in fairness to benefit
from the "harvest" / "Is the 2nd lockdown to be global and connected to the virus? / In spite of the weight and
enormity, ultimately it is a Game / Bring Lightness back into The Game / Let laughter ring out...so all children
know laughter / Visualise the celebrations to come...hold fast to this Knowing / Blossom> Is it the Federation Of
Light?...or...the Galactic Federation Of Light?...F.O.L.> "We are the "Overseers of the Overseers"
23rd (p.89) Are we all from different planets/places? / Blossom > Are the "other Me's" out there checking in on
my progress here? / Is the merging of all of "Me's" the same as "blending into the Oneness when meditating?"
/ Is everything on Earth that we know one big lie? / The lies will be revealed...but not by the F.O.L. / F.O.L.'s
( purpose ) role > to guide and assist to hold fast one's ( Knowing ) heartfelt feeling of who they are / Phase
One is like a hors d’oeuvre in comparison to what's coming / Words do not suffice...the F.O.L. says, "So Big"
and "The Greatest Change" / Multiple shocks will "awaken" those slumbering / Will the Phase Two BIG BAM
announcement be obvious, or authoritatively questionable? / Do the current lies about corona virus go deeper
than politics/government? / Best to wait for the Announcement than going down questionable "rabbit holes"
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now / The ONE TRUTH we Know...when our heart speaks / Return to LOVE > The I Am mantra / Current "Limbo"
of these last phases of Phase One ="The calm before the storm" / Your new roles ( envelopes? ), the biggest of
your lives becomes apparent VERY SOON... Keep on preparing / Blossom > difficult to meditate daily / The Divine
Plan, "it cannot be messy" / Blossom to FOL > Try my "shoes" on "holding the fort" / F.O.L.> knowing who we are
with "absolute strength" find it interesting you doubt/falter
30th (p.94) In a waiting mode with questions unanswered Blossom asks, "Where do we go from here?" / The
Great Divide with confusion, despair, yet much HOPE / Explaining "The New Human" / How was The New Human
"taken away?" / As HAPPY as we can be now, is far from how HAPPY we were, can be, will be / Our purpose is to
bring true HAPPINESS to fruition / A Knowingness of Truth to be presented on screens and devices ( revelations )
/ Shocking news versus "The absolute delight" / Will the BIG Announcement be "The Turning Point?" / Premature
revealing things would "spoil the surprise" / More uncertainty to come / Subsequent PHASES will not bring
contentment to all / Hold onto your Light... ( keep on, keeping on )... that is why you're here NOW ( purpose ) /
Current events allow everyone to see things ( a revealing ) as they have been / Why are we here?...How should
we BE here?...not a "kamikaze mission" / Avoid the confusion and anger...say the I AM mantra...connect with The
Divine Source / All you need to know to see you through / F.O.L. understands our wants and needs to know / But
questions and answers are not essential NOW / Is the BIG Announcement going to reveal everything at once? / A
variety of reactions and choices ( Free Will ) by humanity are unknown
SEPTEMBER
6th (p.99) Blossom > "It's mind boggling...not so easy to know what is and what isn't the Truth." / Know of
this Love that you are / Blossom > 'Can you tell us more about "the dark ones are living their Truth?"' / All those
of the dark are not acting upon their own choices, are they? / Things become clearer moving into a Higher
Vibration / Blossom > "How did it ever get to this state?...so-called 'history' is a lie...why now is so much coming
out?...is it the truth or another lie? / Blossom> Have lesser Light beings kept us as slaves since they arrived? / Did
Earth get to this point because of Free Will? / Blossom > Won't there be a lot of "shift to hit the fan" before things
change? / Focus upon the Goodness to come keeps your vibration high / Blossom > 'I ask questions, and what
is true, but it's not for the F.O.L. to say yes or no / F.O.L.> "It is permitted for us, the Overseers of Overseers, to
speak about an Announcement and a 2nd lockdown / The future will take everyone's 'lifetime' different from
what they have known / Waiting for the Announcement shall soon be over
13th (p.103) Blossom's Knowing all will be well is becoming stronger / In spite of all the confusion and
disruption notice how much more depth of Knowing Of Self / New information should filter through you, not
reside within, as do the "gifts of renewal"...an upgraded human being / Trusting in your Truth shall expand
exponentially / Vibratory Frequency of Positive thoughts allows the New World to draw closer / With the
understanding of the increasing turmoil, keep focused upon the "Outcome" / Let's consider "sainthood" a
figure of speech / F.O.L.> We "harp on" about the Knowing of Self, because it's the Game Changer / Blossom>
Elaborate on the "filing cabinet" unlocked within us / Blossom> "How do we know that we know everything?" /
The more practical assignment - To Be Your Light... and why? ( priorities ) / What of those that are "Not feeling
it...the activation?" / Blossom> That has to be the statement of the year - "Be flexible in your thoughts" / Newly
"awakened" ones to be assisted by "the wings of angels"
20th (p.107) The time for The Great Awakening...When is "Opening Night?" / "Present ourselves as beacons...
as Lighthouses for all that are lost...to find you / Acknowledge your position NOW...the time we have been
seeking is here / How to know this Knowing?...You know it's Feeling / Do not be overwhelmed by thoughts of
shocking disbelief...(revelations)...Detach and let go / F.O.L describes our future, the one we need to Know and
FEEL now / What is your Joy?...What is your passion?...add you part to the Divine Plan / ( priorities ) Don't invest
your valuable energy into the goings on behind closed doors / What will happen to those who "don't choose
to choose it?"...( Free will & Life Planning & One's Path ) a few scenarios, but no right or wrong path / Many
are concerned about family and friends choosing differently / Is the Rainbow Bridge metaphorical? / Blossom
elaborates upon the Rainbow Bridge
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27th (p.111) About the timing for the Huge Announcement and the 2nd lockdown..."depending upon actions
and reactions" / Blossom > "Why can you not tell us even roughly?" / An enormous Divine Plan...more than a
"flick of a switch" required for change / Continue fulfilling your role...sending out Light...TRUST it is making a
difference / (Impatience? ) How to speed things up > "Be more of yourselves" ( You, The Real ) / Blossom > "At
times, I am not doing the best that I can...I get dragged under...I feel guilty and despondent sometimes... why?"
/ F.O.L. > "Whether you are feeling down or up...you are still radiating Light / Continue the I AM mantra..."it's
'effect' is beyond worldly wide"...the ways it helps are listed / Blossom, are you concerned about more Topsy
Turviness and not shining your Light then? / What about ULURU, Dec 21st ceremony, and the Elders of this land
Australia...Is this the date of the Event? / A metaphorical vision of a Rock with flames around signifying...these
things / There will be Change...but it's not The Event / Self deprecating Blossom...The F.O.L. > "You speak for
many, representing many souls
OCTOBER
3rd (p.115) Energy levels for the Greater Good are increasing / Smiling during revelations of unspeakable
happenings and turmoil is commendable / No debate ~ transformation is happening, but not much visible
evidence / The BIG announcement = HUGE wake up call ( "awakening" ) / Leads to a more sinister Lockdown /
Who is behind the Lockdown?...no answer / Events provide a deeper Knowing of a transformed world / Do you
REMEMBER why you're here? ( Life Planning ) / More are Feeling the Power of that Knowing / F.O.L. > Keep On
Keeping On / Available within > Incredible source of Love, Light and Power / How to reach this Power within /
Blossom asks > Are you sure there's no limitation of that Power? / Let Go! of limiting beliefs / "The only thing
stopping you ...is you" / Let go! of that indoctrination...Let Go! ( "Awaken!" ) / ANALOGY > When you drive a car
is like our soul being in a human body ( human experience ) / All souls are of the Light...even those of the dark
(Light/Lower) / The most magnificent days of Joy ahead over the Rainbow Bridge / Not long before the next
Phase begins...Blossom > "What?"
11th (p.119) The F.O.L. do not have a political opinion / U.S. Elections for the Greater Good Of All...trusting that
is essential / Topsy Turvy forecast...be prepared, don't get scared ( Fear ) / The Announcement is soon...shocking
/ Before the U.S elections / Is there anything that could stop the announcement? / F.O.L.'s previous channeling
> Phase Two is soon / Announcement > Global Lockdown > Phase Two / Blossom > Will we be stunned by what
takes place in Phase two? / TRUSTING the Divine Plan a MUST / Ask your Heart...Knowing this ( Life Plan ) is why
you came / F.O.L.> knowing who you are, we find it peculiar you have doubts / Could the Plan swing the other
way? / White Cloud >"All is not as it seems"...All is well ( illusion ) / "How would you define God, Blossom?" / The
Divine Plan > To bring Earth into the Highest Vibrations it has ever known / Hang onto TRUSTING this Knowing
/ Blossom recalls two song...lyrics from the WWII era..."land of my dreams"..."smile, smile, smile" / Those who
Know their Light...Get through the darkest times (perseverance) / F.O.L. > "We did not say each Phase would be
worse"
18th (p.123) The F.O.L.> "Winning streak is around, above, and within"...White Cloud > "Know the Light
has won"...Blossom > "I know and Trust there's a Divine Plan" / In spite of the media, deep dark secrets to be
revealed / A deeper Knowing of Truth will emerge / Mandatory vaccines will not happen / Though sinister,
the dark agenda has "cracks" and the Light will get through ( Light/Lower Activities ) / Phase Two lockdown =
"double edged sword" / Events NOW are to CHANGE EVERYTHING FOREVER / Explosion of emotions (Feelings)
to "awaken" many / Meditate in PEACE / Imagine ( Visualise ) a new world of PEACE encompassing all and
everything / But will it happen in our lifetime? ( Impatience ) / Divine Plan is on target...it's the reason why
you came / The Game has played itself out...LOVE conquers all / Why do some get infuriated about THE
GAME? / Soon to be no longer in that Game... but a new and different Game / EVERYTHING is a GAME / What
is a Game?...a definition / LOVE is never ending...playing Games FOREVER / Love IS and ALWAYS will be the
perfection of itself
24th (p.127)

There is one more week before the US elections, will the announcement take place? / F.O.L. > "...
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we mean what we say" ( Truth ) / Blossom conversing with the F.O.L. for 15 years / Questionable events...2008
No show and 2011 No Pillar of Light / Blossom > "If the Announcement is not revealed before the Elections...?"
/ "TRUST is a delicate issue amongst 15 year-old friends" / F.O.L.>"If we were in the room with you...would you
Trust us more?" / The F.O.L.'s Energy of Truth...the same as when connecting with White Cloud / Blossom > I will
have to question you if there is no Announcement before November 3rd / Blossom > "Why give us a time frame
for the Announcement?" ( Impatience ) / The Announcement, the lockdown, and 5 Phases are in the cards /
F.O.L.'s mission - to enlighten and encourage / Energy of Love resides in many levels, frequencies and vibrations
/ F.O.L.> "We KNOW the outcome of this "Drama" ... we do not question it..." (Truth ) / F.O.L.> "Do you believe us
on that particular matter?...Where does your hope lie"?
NOVEMBER
1st (p.132) Just a few days left? / "Lies and deceit have overrun your Planet...The Divine Master cannot allow
it to continue" ( Divine Plan ) / The time is NOW to recognize this TRUTH within / Illustration: The caterpillar from
the cocoon / In time...you will Know who you are and AWAKE /Talk of Martial Law will NOT take place / F.O.L.>
"Blossom, we encourage you to question (us)"...the Light within has to Know itself and Know for itself / "What
about those who do not feel you to be this way? ( "Asleep" ) / What is to come...shall find one in a position of
such POWER / The Announcement is to come / Blossom > "It simply amps up my trepidation!" / F.O.L.> "Can you
not FEEL the absolute electricity in the air?" / Blossom> "I think more about being validated, for once, than I do
about what the announcement may entail" / The difference between "believing" versus Knowing = the Truth that
lies within / F.O..L > "Blossom...we ask that you once again, choose to accept it ( your role as a channel.)"..."If
there's no announcement, well, who knows? I don't"
7th (p.135) Blossom's inbox overflowing...many wondering where the Announcement is? / Blossom hits
"rock bottom" yet becoming stronger / F.O.L.> "We will not back down on that which we said"...should that not
work out in the "assumed" time frame / No apologies made, nor are necessary / F.O.L. pleased that only a few
have "jumped (.the Blossom./.FOL.) "ship" / So, this announcement thing...is it still to come? / F.O.L.> "There is
still time before the elections" / Beings of Light may get angry and disheartened, but cannot and will not give
up / A lot more confusion to come / "One MUST remain in their heart-space" / Keep saying the I AM mantra, no
matter what happens / The MANTRA is CODE providing strength / Not in Phase Two yet / Lockdowns are varied
now..."So you're still saying GLOBAL?" / Keep holding that Sword of Light up to the skies / There is no waiting...
it is happening / If one can't TRUST us ( The FOL/The Divine Plan ) then trust your Heart/your own pathway /
F.O.L.> Blossom, do you consider it worthy enough...to continue on? / F.O.L. breathed a sigh of relief...it's official,
Blossom and the F.O.L. back in business
15th (p.140) Each BREATH sends the Love that is everything into your Heart / Life is a GAME...helps us get
through these difficult times / How do feel playing a game when you know you will WIN? / The Light has already
WON / Unaffected by ongoing controversies ( perseverance ) / Feeling conflicted? say the Mantra / Mantra
carries weight within...it's CODED...lifts the vibration / Those who do not Know...don't say the Mantra are
lifted / Repeating the Mantra greater strength is added / The repeated Mantra can take the place of a missed
Meditation / Contribute to changing the World by saying the Mantra / FEEL the Mantra, the strength as your
saying it with others / Not just a Mantra it is a CODE containing Light Language + Vibrational Signal / Mantra
energies are received off planet / Analogy > a harmonious choir reaching a climax / Breathing, saying the Mantra
while playing the Game, Know that you're playing your part (Light Worker), and the LIGHT HAS WON / Adding
things to the Mantra too often imbalances the Code / Going within ( meditation ) to stillness is our PAUSE
BUTTON for the current "rollercoaster" ride / MEDITATION "a time out" to "take time in" > Inside yourselves /
F.O.L. has provided helpful coping "TOOLS" / Meditation is NOT an order...a suggested a strategy in The Game /
Time and space for Meditation = more of yourself to Love
22nd (p.143) Messages from readers appreciated the Mantra info...but what about the Big Announcement?
/ The Big Announcement will not "slip through" to go unnoticed / The Announcement is like a package...not
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everything revealed at once / With future hindsight the waiting period will be fully appreciated / Carry on...
Warriors of Light have the freedom to choose their path / This is your purpose...in it to the end / Blossom likens
the path going at a snails pace / Future turmoil will have us dreaming of being it like a snails shell / Many people
will be lost...the Ground Crew will remain holding the Light / Your strength and Knowing increasing...no longer
a "pretense to know" / Feeling the TRUTH inside your Hearts...the TRUTH of who you actually are / As more
darkness is revealed...more of the Light is discovered / The Knowing > contrasting Wi-Fi to a dial up phone /
Feeling like you're stuck on a "spin cycle"... the turmoil will end / ( perseverance ) Rise up ! > In Strength, in Love,
in light, in Truth, into the Knowing / Tell your Being how much you LOVE it...Love yourselves more, it's part of the
Plan
28th (p.147) The F.O.L. is aware of how people are feeling and their frustrations / Service to mankind and the
Divine Plan growing stronger by Light forces from elsewhere / Blossom > We are doing our best not knowing
what's going on / No evidence "The Light has won" requires TRUST, FAITH, STRENGTH / Have you had enough
of the F.O.L.?...What Keeps you, keeping on? / NOW is the time > Light overcoming the dark / Coding in the
MANTRA connects you with Source / The GRAND TEAM ( Lightworkers ) = Everyone is playing their role / Do not
be confused by the MEDIA...seek the Knowing > only LOVE makes sense / Delve into your passion > gardening,
art, anything to bring JOY and laughter / Blossom finds it difficult to be Joyful all the time...F.O.L. as "and your
conclusion when you feel this way?"...Blossom's answer / No evidence the Light has won...Is this just another
"holding onto" that which never comes? / Volunteers of THE TEAM with important roles dropped out...it was too
hard / F.O.L.'s strong desire to assist reaching the soul-self for inner strength / Return to the I am Mantra and
why
DECEMBER
5th (p.151) Blossom inquires about monoliths appearing around the world / Blossom > "Lady Blossom of
the Light" / Monoliths are connected to the Pillars of Light / The purpose of and the timing of the Monoliths
described / The monolith found by humans in Utah / What if humans...the government keep removing the
monoliths? / "Blossom, do you believe in life outside your planet? / What about December 21, 2020...is this an
important date? / Re:12-21-20 > Describing the effects of the increased Light and Energies, increasing awareness
for all / Turmoil will exist on the Planet / Unlike 2012, will the 12-21-20 changes be noticeable; tangible? / Much
depends upon the state of BEING for each individual / Mass gatherings of like-minded people ( Oneness ) to
anchor Energies / All that is taking place > The Divine Plan playing out / When monoliths and our connection to
other worlds will be common place / F.O.L. > "You are here to be the Anchors of the Light ( Lightworkers ) / The
Divine Oneness is changing the world together ? F.O.L. list the basic things we need to KNOW..."tools" to move
mountains
12th (p.155) Let's start with the topic of monoliths...many more showing up / F.O.L. > "Blossom, maybe
you are starting to believe us?" / Too much information would 'ruin the surprise'...interfere with the Plan /
Monoliths will be activated at the right time / An Energy never known before...connected to the Sun = "Their
Key" / Monoliths arrive in stages / Are the monoliths connected to the huge Announcement? / Monoliths are
"activators" of what? / Monoliths will form a grid / Monoliths will appear like star beams / The purpose of the
monoliths described / The monoliths are connected to the opening of the "ENVELOPES" / Blossom decides
not to ask "when?" / Monoliths are connectors to...a short list of major things / Many people will choose to
leave (polarisation ) / Monoliths are "receptors" of? / The Sun is a portal of Source energy...are the monoliths
connected to the Sun? / Is there a connection to The Great Event? / What is required for one to deprogramme
and walk into their Truth? / What is the significance of the term "rebooting" connected to the monoliths? / See/
FEEL yourselves soar into a higher recognition of YOU, of TRUTH
19th (p.159) Readers wish continue hearing about the monoliths and the BIG Announcement / Do not forget
changes in 2020 / Next year stronger Energies to increase Knowing / Monolith tracking website total = 86 /
Imitation monoliths serve a good purpose / How do we know which ones are real? / Conserve your Energies
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wasted upon speculations about What and When? ( impatience ) / Priority> Knowing of Self = the Key / In
spite of delays, the Big Announcement will happen / Can you talk about December 21st ?...much speculation
/ The gathering for the I AM Mantra with White Cloud / Many gatherings...Planetary Energy shift (Mass
meditations) recognising a "turning point" / Blossom has no expectations / A deep Knowing removes all doubts
/ (Lightworkers) "You wanted to be here" / "When you Know...You Know! / Smile in the Knowing...the "start" of
the shift / TRUST these things > a short list / More monoliths to come / True Star Beams ( monoliths ) cannot be
destroyed...beyond human know how / F.O.L. > Thanks to all those reading their messages...highly honoured to
serve / The F.O.L. is with you, serving, assisting, Loving
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